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ABSTRACT

This report summa rizes the da ta from the wnu- Positive test rates also varie.1 by category of
annual reports on fitness-for duty programs sub - worker. Overall, short-term contractor personnel
mitted to the MRC by 52 utilities far two Tporting had the highest positive test rate at .90 percent.
periods: January 1,1991 to June 30,1991, and imm Licensee employws and long-term contractors had
July 1,1991, to December 31, 1991. During 1991, lower postive +st rates (33% and .56% respec-
licensees reported that they had conducted 262,597 tively).
tests for the presence of illegal drugs and alcohol. Of Of the suba nces tested, nuriJuana was re- ,q
these tests,1,722 (.66%) were confirmed positive, spon!ible for the highest percentage (423%)of pori- ';

Positive '.est results varied by category of test tive test results, followed by cocaine (31.2%) and 2

and category of worker. 'fhe ma}ority of positive test almhol(72.8%).

| results (983) were obtained through pre-access test- Potitive test results are also reported for NRC
ing. Of tests conducted on workers having access to administrat'. ie regions; for plat.ts experiencing or
the protected area, there were 510 positive tests fro m not experiencing an ouage during a six-month pe-
random testing, and 167 positive tests from f,)r- c'.od; and for plants located in areas with different
cause testing. Follow-up testing of work:frs whoSad rates of population density, crime, and .irug and
previously tested positive resulted in 62 pos;tive alcolml use
tests. For-cause testing resulted in the highest per- A comparison of positive test resuhs in 1991
centage of positive tests; about 23 percent of for- with those found in 1990 found a decreate in the
cause tests were positive. This compares to #; post- positive test ra te fore ach category of test and worker.

,

tive test rate of .94 percent of pre-access tests tai .33
percent of random tests.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY A comparison of positive test results in 1991
with those found in 1990 showed a decrease in the

On 'ane 7,1989, the NRC published a final positive test ra te for each category ot test and worker,
rule,10 CFR Part 26: Fitness-for-Duty Programa, in While there are a number of factors that can influ-
the Federal Register (54 FR 24468), requiring tha t each ence these results (e.g. outages), the continued de-
licensee au thorized to operate or construct a nuclear cline in the positive test rate appears to indicate that
power reactor implement a fitness-for-duty (!TD) the rule is having a positive effect on the nuclear
program for all personnel having unescorted access power industry.
to the protected area of the plant. This rule became Manylicensees provided detailed accounts of
effective on July 7,1989, with an implementation lessons learned during both ~ porting periods. A 3
date of January 3,19%. A central element of the brief summary of lessons teamal and management
required FFD program is the drug and alcohol test. initiatives is presented in Section 6 of this report and
ing program. As required by 10 CFR 26.71(d), each a complete compilation is provided in Appendix C.
licensee submits data every six months that sum- The NRC welcomes suggestions concerning
matize the results of the drug and alcohol testing the content of this report. Comments should be
program. This report summarizes the data from the forwarded to:
semi-annual reports on FFD programs submitted to
the NRC Ly 52 utilities for two reporting periods: Mr. loren Bush, Chief
January 1,1991, to June 30,1991, and from July 1, Program Development and
1991, to December 31,1991. Review Section ~

During the period January 1,1991 to Decem- D vision of Reactor Insnection and
ber 31,1991, licensees reported that they had cm- Safeguards
du cted 262,597 tests for the presence nt illegal 'rw U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
and alcohol. Of these tests,1,722 (.66%) wem cor - Mail Stop: 9 D24
firmed positive. Washington, D.C. 20555

Positive tex * &2 by liv type of test
conducted and the type of worker tested. For-cause
testing resulted in the highest percentage of positive
tests; about 23 percent of for-cause tests were posi-
tive. The positive test rate for pre-accessand random
testing was .94 percent and .33 percent, respectively.
Short-term contractor personnel had the highest
positive test rate at .95 percent followed by long-
term contractors (.56%) and Fcensee employees
(.33%). Positive test rates were also compared dur-
ing each reporting period for those plants experienc-
ing or not experiencing an outage. 'There waa a
higher positive test rate for plants experiencing an
outage during each reporting period.

Positive test rates and substar.ces identified
varied by the five NRC administrative regions. Re-
gion ll had thelowest overall positive test rate (.49%),
while other regions had positive test rates ranging
from 56percentto.88 percent. Marijuanaaccounted
for thelargest percentage of positive test results in all
regions.

Positive test rates were also compared with
the population density, incidence of crime, and inci-
dence of drug use in the geographic region sur-
roundiz cach nucten power plant. The overall
positive test rate was found to be higher for power
plants located in more densely popula ted a rcas, and
to a lesser extent, for those located in areas with a
higher N-idence of crime.
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i INTRODUCBON
f

i

ice the late 1970s, the U.S. Nudcar Regulatory minimizing the impact of drugs and alcohol at nuclearF

! Commission (NRC) has been concerned with the po- power plan ts. The repo-ts are also of use to the ind ustry

i tential impact on the health and safety of the public as it attempts to improve and refine FFD programs.

i from fitaess-for-duty (FFD) problems among person _ A report based on the semi-annual program per-

[ nel with unescorted access to the protected areas of formance reports from January 3 to December 31,1990

j commercial nuclear power plants. In response to (NUREG/CR-5758) was published in August of 1991 to

j trends of increased drug use nationwide, and with the summarize licensee experience with fitness-for<iuty

| cooperation and support of the hidustry, the NRC programs during the first year of ruleimplementttion.
published r final rule on June 7,1989,10 CFR Part 2i his report is the second volume of NUREG/CR-5758

| Fitness-for-Duty Programs, in the Falcral Register (54 and is based on the semi-annual program performance
i FR 24468), requiring each licensee authorized to oper- eports for the period of January 1 to December 31,

j ate or construct a nudcar power reactor to implement 1991. This report presents information on positive test
a FFD program for all personnel having unescor;cd resultsby categoryof test, drug,and worker; compares

access to the protected area of the plant. This rule positive test results by each NRC ad ministrative region-

; became effective on July 7,1989 with an implementa- and by population density; compares positive test re-

| tion datc of January 3,1990. The rule established broad sults for 1991 with those found in the first volume of

j requirements for the control of FFD problems stem- NUREC/CR-5758; and contains new analyses that

ming from illegal drug use, alcohol abuse, abuse of were not presented in the first volume of NUREC/CR-4

legal d rugs, and any other mental or physicai nroblems 5758. The new analyses examine the effects of the =

that cuaid impair performance or that in omer ways incidence of crime and the incidence of drug and alco-t

| raised questions about the reliability and trustworthi- hol usein the geographicarea surrounding each nuclear

j ness of employees or their ability to safely and compe. power plant on positive test rates,
j tently perform their duties. The information contained in this report was

: A central element of the required FFD program is supplied by all current power reactor licensees in the

: the drug testing program. This element is designed to United States. Fifty-two utilities submitted 85 reports,

! both deter and c'etect the use of illegal drugs and the represen ting 75 nuclear power pla nt sites a nd 10 corpo-

| misuseof alcoholand otherlegaldrugs. Becauscof the rate offices. Theso reports pertain to confirmed positive

j importance of this element, the NRC requires that test results. A detailed description of the technical
j power reactor licensees provide semi-annual reports background for the FFD program performance reports

on the results of their drug testing programs. These is provided in Appendix A. Appendix B containsj'
reports provide the NRC with information on the effec- detailed 1991 testing results for each category of test,

; tiveness of individual licensee drug testing programs worker, drug,and by region. Of particular use to the

j and of the NRC fitness-for-duty program as a wholein industry is the ' compilation of lessons learned and
; management initiatives reported by licensees and pro-
| vided in Appendix C.
|-
!

|
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: SECTION 1: Test results for each test category
j OVERALL TEST RESULTS (January 1 through December 31,1991)

f This section contains information on drug and Number of Positive Percent
alcohol test results for each mtegory of test required by Test Category Tests Tests Positive-

;

10 CFR Part 26. The results in this section and through.,

j out this report were obtained during the January 1 | Pre-Access
104,508 983 .94'!e

: through December 31,1991 calendar year (CY). The
test results are reported in four categories. pre. access, Random 153,818 510 .33% -

! random, for-cause, and follow-up. The definitions of
j these categories are given in Table 1. Licensees also For.Cause 727 167 22.97 %

reported results from other types of tests when appro-

: priate, but the marmer in which these results were Follow-Up 3,M4 62 1.75 % '

| reported was not uniform. Because of this, these results ,

j are not includcd in the main body of this report. A TOTAL 262,597 1,722 .66%

complete listing of all categories of results is provided'

| in Appendix B.
and 62 were identified as positive through follow-up

The number of tests performed and the number! g,
| of confirmed positive test results are reported in Table Fkgure 1 provides a graphic representation of the

_

j 2.5 A total of 262,597 tests were reported in 85 FFD
numbers in Table 2. The maprity of tests in 1991 wete ;

; program performance reports provided by 52 utilities.
conducted for pre-access and random testing, which !

| The overall confirmed positive rate was .66 percent
accounted for 104,508 and 153,818 tests, respectively. i

; across all categories of tests ad ministered during 1991.
When combined, these two types of tests accounted for !

Although this percentage may seem small,in absolut '

98.4 percent of all tests reported. With regard to positive
j numbers 1,722 workers or applicants tested positive

test results, pre-access testing accounted for the majority
j for drugs and /or alcohol. Pre-access testing id entified

of all positive tests (983; 57.1%), followed by random
983 apphcants or workers as having positive test re.

(510; 29.6%) and for<ause testing (167; 9.7%). !
. sults. Of those workers who had unescorted access to e

| the protected area,510 were identified as having posl* * These numbers do not indude tests completed under the [

} tive test results for drugs or alcohol based on random category *Other' or "Periodie? These two test categories in. I
'

! tests,167 were found positive based on for-cause tests, cluded 3,228 tests and 22 pmitives. Test results for these two
: categories are not presented in this wction, but can be found in . |
j Table B-1 cf Appendix IL

,

; *

Table 1

j Definitions of test categories [
?

-

.

'
!Test Category Definition *

Pre-Access 'Ihis ategory combines results from pre-employment and pre. badging tests. f

Random Random testing refers to a system of unannounced and unpredictable drug testing ad ministered in !
a statistically random manner to a group so that all persons within that group have an equal ;,

probability of selection.

For-Cause The for-ouse testing category includes the results of tests based on behavioral observation pro.
grams, on credible information that an individual is abusing drugs or alcohol, or on a reosonable ,

' - suspicion that drugs or alcohol may have been involved in a specific evi nt (i.e., post. accident).
t

Follow-Up Follow-up testing refers to chemical testing at unannounced intervals to ensure that a worker who '

previously had a confirmed positive test result is maintaining abstinence from the abuse of drugs
or alcohol. *

* These dermitions are based on the definitions given in Section 263 in 10 CW Part 26 and on explanations of the FFD performance data
in the form provided tolicensees by Nuclear Utilities Management and Research CoundMNUM ARC). In some caws, categories from the
reporting form wee combined to minor the categories covered in the rule. Categories of testing not induded in 10 CFR Part 26 were
combined as *other? For a full discussion of the categories and wparate results of all test catepries reported, see Appendix A: Technical '

;_

Background, and Appendix B. Supporting Data.
r

2'
.
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FREQUENCY

Figure 1
Comparison of results during 1991 for each test category

Figure 2 shows the percentage of confirmed posi- >

tive tests for each test category. The percentage for each Nonetheless,739 tests on workers with a ccess tested

category was calculated by summing the number of Positive for Blagal drugs or alcohol in 1991.

positive tests in each test category and dividing that There were 237 licensee employees refened to*

sum by the total number of tests conducted in the Employee Assistanco Programs.
category. For-cause testing resulted in the highest There were 167 licensee employees who had their*

percentage of positive tests (22.97%). This result was access restored during the year.
expected because for-cause tests are based on referrals
by supervisors trained in behavioral observation tech-
niques or on credible information indicating inappro-
priate drug and alcohol use. Post-accident tests were
also included in this category, accounting for 155 tests

| .94%I'* ^CC'SSand no positive results. Of the ,,re-access tests, .94
percent were positive, while .33 percent of the random
tests were positive. .33%RandomThere were 237 reterrals to Eraployee Assistance
Programs, and 167 licensee employees who had previ-
ously been denied access due to a confirmed positive p f , efg- gggg;] 22.97%For<ausetest result had their access to the protected area restored
during the one-year period from January 1 to Decem-
ber 31,1991.

1 73 %Follow-Up

Summary of major findings r ' i > 7
0 5 10 15 20 25

CTug and/or alcohol use in violation of 10 CFR+

Part 26 was confirmed in .66 permnt of the tests.

Most of the positive tests were among workers*

Figure 2who never attained access to the protected area.
Percent of positive tests during
1991 for each test category

3
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SECTION 2: ing pr gram. Figure 3 shows these differe- ces in

TEST RESULTS FOR EACH WORKER P " "^8'5-
CATEGORY For cause testing and foliow-up testing together .

account for about 2.4 percent of the tests taken by
This section examines CY 1991 test results for licensee employees and slightly less than one percent

three categories of workers: licensee employees,long- (.97%) of the tests taken by contractor personnel.
term contractors, and short-term contractors ' The ba- Figure 4 compares positive test results for lic-
sis for the distinctica among workers is provided in ensa employees, long-term contractors, and short-
Appendix A. term contractors. In all test categories except follow-up

For licensec employees,101 All tests (83.2 %) were testing, the percentages of positive test results were
performed under the random testing program, while higher for short-term contractors than for either lic-.
for short-term contractors random testing aen>unted ensee employees orlong term contractors. For follcw-

,

for only 45,277 tests (35.6%). The majority of tests for up tests, licensee employees had the highest percent-

j short-term contractor > (80,610or 63.4 %) were perfortr ed age of positive test results.
under pre-access testing programs (seeTable 3), long- In pre-a'xess testing,short-term contractors tested

1 term contractors were subject to roughly similar num- positive more often than did workers in either of the

; bers of pre-access and random tests (6,335 en ' 7,500, other categories (1.1% of all pre-access tests performed

respectively). These differences indicate that licensee on short term contractors were positive, compared to
y

j cmployees usually experience one pre-access test and .42% for licensee employees and .74% for long-term

j then remain under a random testing program. In contractors).

! contrast, short-tenn contractors, due to the nature of Because of the large number of pre-access tests
j their work, may experiene many pre-access teats at a experienced by short-term contractors and the rela-
i number of sites but spend less time than licensee em- tively high percentage of positive test results they .
I ployees or long-term contrr.ctors under a random test- prad uced, positive pre-access test results of short-term

contraaors accounted for half (862 of 1,722)of positive
,

; test results in all testing categories (sco Table 3).
Randcai testing also produced different percent-a R ting units are not required to distinguish teween long.

a hort-term contractors.1 hose contractors not sped &d as ages of positive results across categories of workers.
| long- or short-term were placed in the short term contractor
,

category.
t '

'
Table 3
Test results* for each test category and worker categor)>

{ (January 1 through December 31,1991)

j TYPE OFTEST LICENSEE LONC-TERM SHORT-TERM 30TAL PERCENT
'

i EMPLOYEES CONTRACTORS CONTRACTOR:., POSITIVE
!

-

: PRE-ACCESS
j Number Tested 17,563 6,335 80,610 104,508

Number Por'.tive 74 47 862 983 .94%

|
|' RANDOM

! Number Tested 101All 7,500 45,277 -153,818

Number Positive 220 23 267 510 .33%s

| -

FORQUSE -
Nrmber Tested 349 43 335 727

,

: Nu.a'm Positive 51 6 110- 167 22.97 %

4 FOLLOW-UP
! Number Testod 2,560 110 874 3,544

| Number Positive 52 2 8 62 L75%
i

$ TOTAL
Number Tested 121,513 13,988 127,096 262,597

' Number Positive 397 78 - 1,247 1,722 .66%

* Other and Periodic not included.,

! 4

||
..
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,

~ long Te,n Contractors [100%
63 % 36 %
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0 20 40 60 80 100

E PRE-ACCESS RANDOM E FOR.CAUSE FOLL'%V-UP

'

Fg ure 3
s

Distribution of tests conducted during 1991 for each workei category
-

Short-term contractors had nearly three timer. the rate
of random positive test results than that found for
licensee employees (.59% and .22%, respectively; see
Figure 4). Hence, at: hough limnsee employees were
subject to more than twice as many random tests as
were short-term contractors, the two ca tegori 2s of work-
era had similar numbers of positive test results (267 for
short-term contractors compared to 220 for limnsee '

employees).
PRE ACCESSThe for-<ause positive test rate was similar for

licensee employees and long-term contractors at 14.6 Ucenw Empoye (42%

tong-Tenn ,percent and 14.0 percent positive, respectively. In
Contractm @.74%contrast, short-term contractors had a for-cause posi-

tive test rate of 32.8 percent, which is more than two
short-Tenn 7 1.07 %times the positive tst rate of the other *wo worker Contractors a

categories. RANDOM.
Follow-up testing was used primarily for licensee Ucensee Employees |12%

,

employees (2,560 tests), and infrequently for long- and
short-term contractors (110 and 874 tests, respectively). "I m""| 3I%C
Positive test results for follow-up testing were about
two percent for licensee employees compared to a rate short-Tenn 1 .59 %
of .91 percent for short-term contractors. The 1.8 per- Contracte 4

cent positive test rete for long-term contractors repre. FOR-CAUSE
sented two positive test results (sca Figure 4). Uann Employees jl4.61%

Summary o1 major findings CNIacEo*rs #Nd*L 31195%
Themajorityof testsforlicensecemployees(83.2%) ' short-Term

*

emwe em3mg
were performed under the random testing pro- Contractors medaG N da eu
gram. FOLLOW-UP
The majority of tests for short-term contractors U m m W oy e E N*

(63.1%) were performed under the pre-access test- Long-Ta m
ing program. Corracte 1.82%

. Short-tenn contractors had the highest positive test*

short-Term mgrates for random, for-cause, and pre-access tesring. Contractors n

4e,s , s u n

01 2 3 25 30 33
PERCENT

Figure 4

Comparison of positive test rates for
each worker category during 1991

1
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i' SECTION 3: alcohol with 22.8 percent. Opiates, amphetamine, and
): TEST RESULTS FOR DRUGS AND phencyclidine together accounted for less than four

J ALCOHOL percent of all positive test results.
p

The FFD rule requires that the number of con- 3.2 10 CFR 26.73 reports concerning
j firmed positive test res Its be reported separately for licensed Operators, SuperVISOfs,
j cach type of drug. Section 3.1 examines the number of and SubStanCOS f0Und in
j confirmcd positive test results for each of the six sub- protected are8S
: stances specified by the rule: marijuana, cocaine, opi- |

| ates, amphetamine, phencyclidine, and alcohol. Sec- 10 CFR 26.73 requires reporting units to prmide
; tion 3.2 examines the instances of confirmed positive' the NRC with information on positive test results for

[ tests for operators, supervisors, and substances found licensed operators and supervisors, and on controlled
in the pmcected areas of nudear power plants reported substances that are found in the protected area of the
in accordance with 10 CFR 26.73. Section 33 reports the plant. This section describes the results from these;
results from tests using screening levels lower than reports from 1991 and also discusses other significant3

! those required by the rule. Section 3.4 reports the events that occurred with regard to fitness.for-duty

[ results from testing for additional drugs. program administrators. During 1991 there were 16
; reports in volving limnsed operators,16 repo-ts involv-

3.1 Positive test results for each ing licensee employee supervisors, and 24 reports in-

| substance type volving contractor supervisors. There were eight re-

[ ports of controlled substances found in protected areas
This section includes positive test results during and five fitness-for. duty incidents that involved FFD

j CY 1991 for the five illegal drugs specified in the FFD program personnel.
rule and for alcohot The total number of confi:med;

j positive test results for substances (1,762) differs from 3.2.1 Licensed operators and
| the total number of confirmed positive resu'ts that Supervisors
j were reported by test category in the previous s(ctions,
; A numberof factors contribute to this difference: refus- The test results for licensed operators and super-
' als to take tests are not included in the reports on visors include random, for-cause, .md follow-up tests,

substances, positive tests for drugs not specified in the - brt do not include pre-access tests, Because pre-access ,

| rulc are not includal in this section, and poly-d rug use tests account for over half of the overall test results
j by an individual results in one posinvc test but more reportal in 1941, the proportion of substances found
j than one detected substance. for the positive test results reported in this section are

Figure 5 shows the percentage of positive test notlikely to reflect the overall testing results. It is also
: results for each category of illegal drug and foc alcohol. - !mportant to note that the number of positive tes!
'

Of the total number of confirmed positive tests, the results for this group of workers is very small, rrre-
highest percentage was for marijuana (423%L Cocaine senting a total of 56 positive test results or 33 percent of -

p was next, with 31.2 percent of the total, followed by the positive test results reported in Section 1 of this
i report. Although this small number does not provide

Alcohol 22.8% a representative sample of workers,it does provide a -

'hi juana 423% picture of the typesof substancesidentified among two| (401) g

I' opiates 1.4% / categories of badged workers..I

gg 4" "
Table 4 shows positive test results for licensed

operators. Of the approximately 5,000 limnsed opera-1-
|

m he+anu
~ tors in the nuclear power industry,16 (32%) tested

/$ 7 Positive for drugs or alcohol. Of these positive test(31) V .;g results,13 (813%) were the result of random testing,2gN nc lid.me .? (12.5%) were the result of for-cause testing,and 1 (63%)

; /' was the result of follow-up testing.
With regard to the type of substance identi-j- Cocaine 31.2%

| (540)
fied, alcohol accounted for the largest proportion with
8 (50%) of the positive test results. Marij"ana and;

c c ine acc unted f r an additional 4 (25%) and 3
! Figure 5 08 80P SMvetmuh5,e? chv l - "Posmvei Confirrned Eositive test results during 1991 Y

test restat was for amphetamine (63%).:

! for each substance category (n=1,762)

6
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Table 4 Table 5
Positive test results for licensed operators Positive test results for supervisors

Licensed Random Forhuw Tollow-up Tcul Licensee Random Forouw FoDow.up Total

Operators Supervisors

Marijuana 3 1 4 Marijuana 2 1 3
Cocaine 3 3 Cocaine 3 3
Alcohol 6 2 8 Alcohol 5 5 10

Amphetanune 1 1

Totai 10 6 0 16
Total 13 2 1 16 Licensee

Supervisors

Taoh 5 shows the evenis reported for licensae Contrauor Random Forouw Fonow-up Total
and contractor supervisors. Of the40 significant events, Supervisors
23 (57.5%) were from random testing,14 (35%) were
from for-cause testing, and 3 (18.8%) were from follow- Marijuana 1 1

up testing. Cocaine 9 1 2 12
Of thc40positivetestresults,alcoholaccounted Alcohol 2 7 1 10

for 20 (50%), cocaine accounted for 15 (37.5%), and Other 1 1

,

marijuana accounted for 4 (10%). There was also one ,

test where the substance was not identified. Tota? 13 8 3 24
For both licansed operators and supervisors, contractor

half of the positive tes t results were attributed to drugs Supervisors
and half to alcohol. For both worker groups, there were
no positive test results for opiates, phencydidine, or Total 23 14 3 40
any of the additional drugs, All Supervisors

A comparison of these event reports with thome
of 1990 shows similar numbers of positive test results
for licensed operators (16 in 1991 compared to 19 in staff, and fitness-for-duty clerical staff wern generally "

1990). Event reports for ,4icensee supervisors fell from
neluded under this requirement.

26 cventsin 1990 to 16 in 1991 but increased for con'ract
There were five reports provided in 1991 that

g

supervisors from 12 n 1990 to 24 in 199'. The number involved personnel responsible for administrating a

of reportable events is not large enougn to d :termine fitness-for-duty program. Three of these cases in-

whether these increases represent real ctangas or ran-
volved program administration personnel who tested

dom variation. pos tive for drugs or alcohot Marijuana, alcohol, and
cocaine cnch accounted for one positive test result in
these reports, 3 a fourth case, an MRO self-reported3 2.2 Other reportable events abuse of presciiption drugs and alcohol. In the last

-

case, a program administrator falsified records of a
There were eight event reports submitted for worker's drug test.

incidents in which reporting units found drugs or The results from the reports concerning fit,
alcoholin the protected area. Marijuana was found in ness-for-duty administrative personnel are important
three incidents, alcohol was found in three other inci- for several reasons. First, while the number of such
dents, and cocaine was found in the remaining two. events may seem smalh it is likely that these events

10 CFR 26.73 also requires licensees to provide occur more often than the event reports indicate. The
information on fitness for-duty incidents that involve fitness-for-duty rule currently does not clearly require
personnel who are responsible for administering the reporting units to test fitness-for-duty administrative
testing program. These event < can include testing _ penonnet Hence a fewlicensecs do not include these
positive for d rugs or alcohol, st.., <erting testing results, workers in their random testing pool Second, the,

or any other acnons that could compromise either the number of event reports concerning fitness-for-duty
individual's eustworthiness or the testing proces.. person nel has increased from onc in 1990 to five in 1991,
Reporting units interpreted the requirements of 10 CFR which could indicate either that such events are in-
26.73 differently and, as a result, varied in the types of creasing over time or that licensees have improved
workers on which they reported. Program administra- their ability to dctect such events. Finally, while the
tors (e.g., program managers, and MROs), collection actual number of cases involving administr-Ove per-

7
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! sonnel is relatively insignificant, the potential conse-
- 20 ng/ml| quences for a fitness-for d uty program are substantial. (4 Reporting Units) N #

,

i 3.3 Lower Screening levels so ns/ml fL % .33%| (35 Reporting Units)

! The fitness-for-d u ty rule provides licensees with

! the flexibility to use lower, more stringent screening
ni ) E .2m

{ and confirmation cutoff levels than those specified in (46 RePorti 8

j the rule. Table A-2 in Appendix A shows the current r i ,

f maximum screening and confirmation levels permit. 0 .5 1

{ ted by the rule. PERCENT POSITIVE
' Marijuana was the most couuaon substance for

Figure 6which lower screening cutoff icvels were used d uring s

1991. Thirty-nine of the 85 reprting units used 1cvels Confirmed posit |Ve test rates for
lower than the NRC level of 100 nanograms per millili- marijuana by Screen 10 Vel
ter (ng/ml). Of these reporting units,35 used a screen-

i ing level of 50 ng/ml and four used 20 ng/ml. Figure

| 6 cmpares the positive test rates found using these number of such tests performed by all reporting units
three different screening cutoff levels for marijuana, during the year, and the numbers and percentages of

4

i These rates were calculated by summing the number of confirmed positiest results. There were no positive

| positive test results for marijuana detecte ' at each test results for methadone and a total of 25 confirmed
j cutoffleveland dividing thesumby the numt crof tests positive test results for the remainder of the drugs.

using that screening cutofflevel. As shown in Figurc 6, The most common additional drugs for which

| licensees using lower screening cutoff levels had a reporting unito tested were benzodiazepines and bar-

| higher percentage of confirmed positive test results. At biturates. Figure 7 shows the test outcomes for the 28
; 20 ng/ml, nearly 5 tests out of 1,000 were positive. At reporting units that tested for both of these additiord
; 50 ng/ml,about 3 tests out of 1,000 were positive. At - drugs.8 At these sites,benzodiazepines accounted for
j 100 ng/ml, about 2 tests out of 1,000 were positive. 2.1 percent of positive tests, which is a pcentage
j These data suggest that use of a screening cutoff comparable to that of opiates (1.80. Barbiturates
| level of 20 ng/ml or 50 ng/ml for marijuana results in accounted for .4 percent of positive tests, a percentage
j a higher percentage of confirmed positive test results comparable to that of phencyclidine (.5%).
! for marijuana.

mmary of major findings
| Although some reporting units used lower screen-

j ing cutoff Icvels for other substances, no reportable Marijuana was the drug most often detected, ac-*

3
differences in the percentage of confirmed positive test counting for about 42 percent of all pos4tive tests.

i results wereidentified. Levels used for cocaine did not
| differ for initial screening; all reporting units used 300 Cocaine and alcohol accounted for significant pro-*

! ng/ml. One reporting unit used a lower level (50 ng/ poctions (about 31% and 23%, respectively) of all

| ml) for confirmation. One reporting unit used a Icwcr p snin ests.
j sacening level of 15 ng/ml for phencyclidine, and Results from event r&rts fer licensed operators*

eight reporting units used lowe confirmation levels, and supervisors have decreased slightly from 1990.

i Amphetamine was screened and confirmed at or below For each category of these workers the positive test
j 300 ng/ml by five reporting units rather than the maxi- result: were split equally between d rugs and 'alco-

mumlevelsef t,000ng/mlforscreeningand500ng/ml hol.

j for confirmation specified by the rule. Using a screening cutoff level of 20'ng/mi for*

j marijuana more than doubled the confirmed post-

[ 3.4 Additional drugs tive test rate that would have been found at 100 ng/
.

ml.
i During 1991 twenty-ninc oGhe 85 reporting units

tested nor a broader panel of drugs than the five re-:

i quired by the rule. All 29 of these reporting units tested
i for benzodiazepines,28 tested forbarbiturates,15 tested

for methaqualone,8 tested fot' methadone,and 7 tested*
, g

j for propoxyphene. Table 6 lists the number of report- arepin ana wa,theref ;enotinaudedinthissample.This
j ing units testing for each additional drug, the total reporting unit aucunted for one pmiuve test result for

barbiturate *.
,

| 8

i
'
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Table 6
Test results for additional drugs

' "Number of Number of Number of Percent
Reporting Units Tests Performed Confirmed Positives Positive

Barbiturates 29 106,%1 4 0.0LM%

Benzc.diazepines 28 103,779 17 0.016 %

Propoxyphene 7 24,812 3 0.012 %

Metnadone 8 29,924 0 0.000 %

Methaqualone 15 46,687 1 0.002 %
3

Among the reporting units testing for additional+

drugs, barbiturates and bena.odiazepines wer the
drugs most frequently added to the panel. '.hese
drugs accoimted for small percentaees of con-
firmed positive test results for thw reporting
units that included them.

.

Barbiturates 0.4% Bet zoduzepines 2.1%
(3) /(17)

Amphetamine 2.9% / Marijuana 41.2%

f (329)(23)
'

i

Alcohol 22.4% :%
(179) 5

I^''* 1 E% q |

\ ucaine28.7%
Phencyclidine

C03% (4)
(229)

Figure 7
Confirrned positive test results for each
substance including benzodiazepines
and barbiturates * during 1991 (n=798)

* This analyms 6ndude* 28 reporting units toting for both
benzodiazepines and barbiturates.

-
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TRENDS IN THE FIRST AND SECOND r t94% j
YEAR OF RULE IMPLEMENTATION l~

.

Random |37%
'

| As 1990 was the first year in which ITD results
were reported,it is useful to compare results from 1991

; wnh those of the pwvious year. The overall positive M 29.23%
test ra'e, which decreased from the first to the second For-Cause+

,

| six mont5s of 1990, continued to decline 51991. Tbc AMMN, M
! ovetall positive test rate for 1991 was .66 percent, 2.47 %

) compared to a rate of .87 percent in 1990. Follow-Up
' nis section compares outcomes for 1091 with
| those of 1990 by ust type, worker category, and con- Total g.87% *

firmed positive test results for specific substances. Iti

j also analyn.s the effects of outages on positive test *

| rates. It should be noted that while this section presents h{ b 2b 3O 35
'

i data on the differences bctween the two years, these PEP.CFNr
! data are not sufficiently detailed to support conclusive

| statements as to tne reasons for these differences. Figure 9
i Comparison of conilrmed positive

4.1 Comparisons of positive test4

rates for each test type test rates for each test category for4

1990 and 1991
; This section compares the numbers of tests con-
1 %d in 1990 and 1991 for each testing category (sec
; Figure 8). There were slightly fewer tuts cond ucted in

| 1991 than in the previous year (274531 and 262,442,
respectively). Also,while peaccess and random test-.

: ing accounted for the vast majority of tests conducted access testing reautrements on the part of contractors,
; in both years, random tests represented a larger pro- and to the removal from the industry of a number of

portion of all tests in 1991 tha n in 1990 (58.6% of all tests con.ractors who tested positive for drugs and alcohol
"

! in 1991 were random tests compared with 54.2% in during 1990.
1990). The positive test rate for for-cause testing also{

: Figure 9 compares the confmned positive test declined considerably. While similar numbers of tests
rates for pre-access, random, for-cause, follow-up, were condueni in each year (732 in 1990 snd 727 in

| and total testing for 1990 and 1991. The positive rate 1991), the number of po%tive test results in 1991 tell to
j declined in each testing rategory in 1991. The most 167 compared with 214 5 1990. This difference is
j notable decline was for pre-access testing, where the particularly in teresting since the for-cause pcsitive test
i positi"e test rate dedined by 25 percent. Lis decrease rate had increased from the first to the second six

} may have been due to increased awareness of the pre- months of 1990. The dmp in the for cause positive test

,

| | 44.6 % O 22.491) 51.2 % 0 48,743) .24 % (664)
'

1990MMf'~I " f" ~ ; ^ JJC | .%% (2,633)

39.8 % 0 04,508) 58.6 % 0 53,818) .22 % (572)

j 1991 mjgE|RVE^ s2 "5* El , Is'E E - 145 0.544)
J

! r i i i , 3

0 20 40 60 80 100
6

j EPre-Access j Random For-Cause EFollow-up

- _

i Figure 8

| Comparison of tests conducted fer each test category for 1990 and 1991
,

10

(
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i Figure 10
Comparison of positive test rates for each worker category for 1990 and 1991

!

| rate could have been caused by several factors. Avail- 4.2 COmparlS00 Of POSillVO test
~

able data do not allow d ctermination of the underlying rates for each worker category
causes of .he decrease and it is, therefore, unclear
whether this decrease can be considercd as a good or a in addition to changes in positive test rates by test

bad sign for the industry. For example, supervisors type, changes for different worker categorics also were

could be using a lower threshold when referrin6 work compared. Figure 10 shoe the positive test rates for4

3 ers for for-cause testing or could be referring workers licensee employees,long term contractors, and short-

with impaired performance that is due to factors other term mntractors for both years. The positive test rate.

than the use of illegal drugs or the misuse of alcohol decreased for all groups, but by different percentages.
- (e.g., fatigue). Alternatively, the decreased for suse The largest decrease was for long-term contractors,
'

positive test rate could indicate the possibiliti that who experienced a positive testing rate decrease of
'

workers are being referred for *esting without just over 40 percent. The positive test rate for licensee
cause. No empirical data have been provided to sup. employees fell from .50 percent in 1990 to .33 percent in4

'

port any of these possible explanations, however. Re. 1991, a 34 percent decrease. The positive test rate for

porting units should examine their own for-cause test, short-term contractors, while decreasing the least, still
,

ing results to determine those factors that appear to be fell 20 percent to a positive test rate of.99 percent. These;

producing those results. decreases resulted in even wider gaps between worker
,

Simila rly, there is insuffident informa tion to con, groups than in 1990, with short-term contractors test-4

clude whether the nearly 30 percent decrease in the ing positive at a rate three times higher than that for'

i follow-up positive test rate (from 2.47% in 1990 to licensee employees.

1.75% in 1991)is a good develcpment. The number of 4.3 Comparison Of p0SillV8 tost
i

,

; follow-up tests was higher in 1991 than in 1990 (3,544 rates for each Substanco typecompared with 2,633). These data du not, however,;

i indicate whether this increase was due to a greater This section compares the proportions of totai
j frequency of testing of roughly the same number of confir:ned positive test results a ttribu table to ca ch drug

workers in both years or to an increase in the number of for 1990 and 1991 (xe Figure 11). These proportions
*

workers subjected to follow up testing. changed litt!c over the two years. The proportion of
i One potentialindicator of the success of follow- positive test results resulting from marijuana use de--

up testing is the number of employees who are referred creased by five percent (from 47.4% in 1990 to 42.3% in,

to the EAP and who have their unescorted access'

1991), whlie the proportion of alcohol and cocaine
i restored. In 1991 there were fewer employees referred increased by about four percent and two percent, re-
j to the EAP as a result of a confirmed positive test result pectively.
; for drugs or alcol ol (237 referrals in 1991 compared to An examination of drug incidence by cath of the

307 referrals in 1990). four six-month periods does not show trend s for any of
; The number of employees whose accese 'vas re- the major drugs. The proc rtion of all positive tests
; stored, however, was fairly similar for the two ye r- 3at were the result of al' cool during the first and'

C67 in 1991 compared to 174 in 1990). second six months of 1990 was 16 percent and 22
percent, respectively. In 1991 it was 19 percent and 27
percent.

11
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Figure 11
Distribution of positive test results for each substance for 1990 and 1991

the full ye idat were Separated into two six-month
4.4 Effacts of outages on positive

P*'i d5 I "hiS *"^I 'IS-Ytest rates and substances Figure 12 shows positive test ra tes by category ofIdentified during the first and w rker for each six-month period in 1991 to examine
second reporting periods any differences in positive test rates between the first

Outages may have important effects on positive and second six-month periods. Data displayed in this

test rates, and reporting units should consider this figure show that the positive test rate for the first six

factor when examining differencesin their paitive test months is only slightly greater than that of the second

rates between six month reporting penods, six-month period. However, the positive test rates for
the combined roup of long- and short-term contrac-The first volun e of NUREC/CR-5758 contained S

an analysis of the effects of outages on positive test tors decreased in the second six-month period while
rates. Dat analysis compared psitive test results for those for licensee employees were essentially the same.
the first and second six months of 1940 for reporting ne analyses described in the following section explore
units in each of the five NRC administrative regions the effects outages might have had on these changes in

i that experienced or did not experience an outage dur- positive test rates,
ing the given six mowh period.

Results for 1990 found that the positive test rate
was higher if a reporting unit had expaienced an -

outage than if no outage had taken place. This effect on E First six months
the positive test rate was especially strong for shor" Osccond six months
term contractors.

This section replicates the analyses performed in
1990 on the effect of outeges on positive test rates. An 22%

"

important difference in the analysis for 1991 is that it "_" 333
neludes data from only 42 of the 75 reporting units (the Licensee

10 corporate offices were not included in either year). Employees
1.05 %

in spite of the limited data, the analyses for 1991 found
roughly the same results as those found in 1990. og gj 533%

To understand the offccts of outages on tne post- 3y
tive test rate, we examined the positive test rate for Contractors .70%

reporting units in an outage or not in an outage d uring , 61%
the first and second six-month reporting periods of msm d
1991. Because only a small number of reporting units Total c- ,i ,

do no t experience an outage ln a gis en ycar, an analysis 0 5 1.0 15
of the positive test rates for plants in an outageor not in PERCENT
an outage during tha entire year of 1991 does not

-

accurately portray the effects of an outage on the post-
Figure 12 -

tive test rate. For example, an extremely high positive Comparison Of poSillVe test rates
test rate for one reporting unit that did not experience
an outage cnuld substantially affect the positive test for each worker category for first
rate for this small group of reporting units. Therefore, and second Six-month periods of

1991

12
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t

{ 4.4.1 Description of outage substantially increase positi ve test ra tes on an ind u stry-
i in!ormatlon wide basis.
. While it is inappropriate to compare full year
| Confirmed outageda tes were obtained from three data for reporting units tha t did and did not experience

NRC regional offices, but were not available for one
an outage,it is possible to examine a weighted average

*

| region and for over half of the reporting units in an- of the positive test rates based on data from each
; other region. As a result, the analyses in this section rcportingperiod. Aweighted averagepositivetest rate
j include only % of the 75 reporting units (the 10 corpo- by outage status for the year takes into account the

rate offices were not included). While the use of aP- positive test rate and the number of reportag units
4

proximate outage dates for reporting units without providingdataforeachsix monthperiod.Theweighted
; confirmed outage dates was cunsidered, these ap- average positive test ra te for reporting units that expe-
; proxima te outage dates did not adequa tely reflect con- rienced an outage during 1991 was .79 perant for

firmed outages and were therefore inappropriate for reporting units that experienmd an outage during the,

;
use in these analyses (see Appendix A for a detailed year and .43 percent for those that d id not experience an

; description of this information and the related analy- outage.
j ses). The positive test rates for the 42 reporting units

with confirmed outage data were roughly the same as
: those o| the 33 reporting units withrut outage data' 4.4.3 Comparison of positive test
i Due to the limited number of reporting units with rates for each Worker type by

outagei confirmed outage data, however, the findings in this
j section should be interpreted carefully.

Of the42reportingunitsinc'uoedintheanalyses, To better understand increases in positive test
:

; 31 had a scheduled outagein the first six month period rates during outages, the rates for licensee employees

! and 22 had a scheduled outage m the second six-month and cor. tractors were mmpared for those reporting

| period. Fifteen reporting units had an outage in both units experiencing an outage versus those not experi-

; periods (often these reporting units had more than one encing an outage. These comparisons are presented la
'

plant, one of which was in outage during the first Figure 14. Due to the limited nun.ber of reporting units

, period, another in outage in the second period). Four includ ed in thesc a nalyses, a relatively small number of

reporting units d id not have an outage m either the first tests and positive outcomes were reported for long-'

; or second six-month period. The average number of term contractors. Asa result,testingdata forlong-term

days for en outage was 591n the first six months and 38 contractors and short-term contractors were combined
,

in the second six mon ths. Table A-3 in Appendix A lists to produce a larger sample of data that is less vulner-

each reporting unit included in the analysts and the able to the effects of extremely large or small positive;

number of days each was in outage in the first and,

second six-month periods.

E Outage
| 4.4.2 Comparison of pcsitive test ' No Outage

I

rates by outage,

The positive test rates for those reporting unitsin Full Year.

; outage during th first six-month period were com- ed.43%
! pared to those with no outage. The mean positive test

'grate for those reporting units that experienced an out- First 6 Months .
age was .86 percent, while those that did not experience hag 35%,

:.n outage had a mean positive test rate of.35 percent.
] Thesa comparisons are presented in Figure 13. (Table Second 6 Months

B-6 in Appendix B provides the numbers used to make buj.47%
these calculations.)

A simila r comparison between reporting units in i i i T

outage and not in outage in the second six-month 0 0.5 1.0 1.5
'

period found a mean positive test rate of.70 percent for PERCE!TT

reporting units that experienced an outage compared Figure 13
to a mean positive test rate of.47 percent for those that
did not exparience an outage. These data indicate that PosillVO test rat 9s for the first six

-
4

the occurrence of a scheduled outage does appear to months, second six months, and full;.
; year by outage status during 1991

13
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| FIRST SIX MONT11S SECOND SIX MONTilS
1

'
.37% .33%

; Licensee Employees

Q '.8% d.28%
i i l

) Imng and Short- 1.21 % .

89 %

M li Term Contractors ... . . fm.am .53% ds w m< a .71%
~

'

,

I | | | ~''| | 7
J 0 .5 1.0 1.5 0 .5 1.0 15

. PERCENT PERCENT
!

} E OUTAGE C NO OUTACE

j Figure 'i4
i Positive ast r*Ss for each worker category by outage status for the first and second alx-
I rnonth penwas during 1991
:

4

| For those contractors from a reporting unit with an ecs are slightly higher at plants that experienced an
outage during the first six months, the positive test rate outage versus those that did not have an outage. It

,

; was 1.21 percent, whilo contractors from reporting units appears that outages have an effect on positive test
; without an outage had a positive test rate of.53 percent, rates, primarily among short-term contractors.

Licensee employees had a positive rate of.37 percent at
,

reporting units with an outage, and a positive test ratc of 4.4.4 ComparlSon Of POSitiVeleSt rates>

'
.18 percent at reporting units with no outage during the for each test type by outage
first six months.

. In the second six-month period, con tractors showed To further examine the effect of outages on posi-
I differenms in positive test rates at reporting units with t ye test rates, the positive test rates for pra-acmss and

an outage compared to those without an outage. Con- random tests were compared between those reporting
tractors had a positive test ra te of .89 percen t a t reportinS units that did experience an outage and those that did,

! units with outages and .71 percent at reporting units not. Results from this analysis are presented in Figure
. without outages in the second six months (see Figure 16.
I 14). For preaccess tests, the rocan positive test rate

Another way to measure the offccts of outages is to was 1.21 peretnt for reporting units with an outaga and
,

examine the distribution of positive test results for re- A7 percent for reporting units without an outage dur-
' porting units in outage and nomoutage among the two ing the first six-month period. For random tests d uring
| worker types. In the first six-month period, positive test the first six. month period, the positive test rato was .40
j results for licensee employees accounted for 18 percent percent for reporting units with an outage and .23
. of all positive test results and contratrs were respon- percent for ther 1%thout an outage. In the second six-
| . sible for the remaining 82 percent of all positive tes' month period, the positive test rate for pre-access tests j

,

| results (see Figure 15). The large proportion of positive wa s .88 percent if the reporting unit had experienced an !

| tests attributable to contractors was due primarily to a outage and slightly lower (.81%) if there had been no
high number of short-term contractor positive test re- outage. The positive test rate for random tests was'

suits (short-term contractors had about 90% of all con- similar for reporting units with and without an outage
tractor positive tests). This pattern is also found in the (.32% and .24%, respectively).

i second six-month period. This suggests tha t the positive Becauseshort termcontractorsexperiencealarge
j test rate hereases for reporting units with an outage majority of all pre-access tests, the higher positive test

bemusc of thelarge influx of short-term contractors who rates for pre-access tests for reporting units with out-
,

i have a higher positive test rate, ages supports the belirf that increased positive test
These data indicate that positive test rates for rates during outages are due primarily to the influx of

contractors, and primarily among short-term contrac- short-term contractors.
tors, are substantially higher at reporting units that
experience an outage versus those that do no' experi-
ence an outage. Positive test rates for licensee employ-

14
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MONTil PERIOD 18% 82 %

Outage

27 % 73 %
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,
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I
SECOND SIX- E ong and short-term

contractors
MONT11 PERIOD 18% 82 %

Outage
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PERCEW OF POSITIVE TESIS

Figure 1S

Distribution of positive test results for each worker category by outage and non-outage
plants for the first and second six-month periods during 1991

9

4.4.5 Comparison of positive test 4.4.6 Comparison of positive test
rates for each substance by rates by outage by year
outage

The positive test rates by outage for et.ch report-
Since the overall positis e test rate increases d ur- ing period of 1991 were compared to those of 1990. In

ing outages,it is possible that the use of certain types of keeping with the trend of deacasing overall positive
drugs may also increase during an outage. The propor. test rates, plants that experienm outages have reported
tion of positive test results accounted for by each drug, gradually decreasing (and in some ases, stabilizing)
however, did not differ between reporting units expe- rates for each six-month reporting period over the last
riencing outages and those not experiencing an outage. two years. This was true for cach worker and test
This was true in both the first and second six-month category. For example, positive test rates have gener-
pc aods. Thus, the increase in the positive test rate ally decreased for contractors at reporting units with
.eportal during outages was not related to the in. outages during each six-month period, while the posi-
creased use of any certain types of drugs. tive test rate for licensee employees at reporting units

FIRST SIX MON'HIS SECOND SIX MONTIIS

I
Pre-access

MXL !Y nhadkik:mu: Yl%

2%Random Tests
is3* Up%
I I I l' | | } 1

0 .5 1.0 15 0 .5 1.0 1.5
PERCENT PERCENT

E OuTAct Ed NOOuTAGE

Figure 16

Comparison of positive test rates for pre-access and random tests by outage for the first -
and second six month periods during 1991

15
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j with outages appears to be stabilizing at about .36
j percent. Positive test rates for random and pre-access

'

testa et reporting units with and without outages in
; 1091 also decreased from those in 1990.
; Positive test rates overall and by worker category

for reporting units with outages follow a slightly differ-
,

ent pattern. These rates have generally decreased in;

j cach six-month period in 1990 through the first six
i months of 1991. Data for the se end six-month period

demonstrate a slight increase in these positive test,

rates. He trend in decreasing positive test rates estab-
,

lished for the first three reporting periods makes this;

j finding rather unusual. Due to the limited number of
j- reporting units with data for these analyses, however,
j only 11 reporting units did not experience an outage in
j the first six months and 20 d id not experience an outage
! in the second six months. These relatively small sample
; sizes, particularly for the first six-month period, may
} not be representative of the entire population. As a
; result, the changes in the positive test rate for reporting

! units without outages should be interpreted carefully.
The overall trend, however, appears to be one of*

steadily decreasing positive test rates among contrac-
tors and for random and pre-access tests at reporting;

i units with outages. Licensee employee positive test
i rates appear to have stabilized at reporting units with
,

outages.
I
i

! Summary of major findings
i
i There was a decrease in the overall positive ratee

! from 1990 to 1991,
i
j Outages did have a major offeet on the positive test*

rate.

The difference in positive test rates between ou tage*

and nonmutage situations was due mostly to the
j greater u.e of short-term contractors during out- ,

i ages.

; Short term contractors had a higher positive test*

'

rate during outages compared to their rate during
| non outage periods,

j Positive test rates for reporting units that experi-*

enced an outage decreased from 1990 to 1991.*

!

i
i
1

!

a

3

i-
-
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SECTION 5: of nearly 40 percent, while Regions I, IV, and V cach
TEST RESULTS ui REGION AND decreased byless than 10 percent. Figure 18 compares
LOCAL CHARACTERISTICS positive test rates by region for 1990 and 1991.

Figure 19 shows the positive test rates for each
This section summarizes information on testing region by worker category. Of the three worker catego-

programs for each of the five NRC administrative re- rics, short-term contractors had the highest positive
gions (identified in Appendix A). This information test rate in each region.- Licensee employees had the
indudes overall positive rates, regional comparisons lowest positive test rate in every region crept for
by type of drug,and variations by population density. Region IV, where the longaerm contractor positive test
In addition to these analyses, this section introduces rate was slightly lower. Positive test rases also de-
two new analyses that may help to explain regional creased for nearly all worker categories from 1990 to
variations. These analyses correlate the incidence of 1991. For licensee employees, the largest decrease
drug use and crime rates in the geographic areas sur- occurred in Region 11 where the rate fell by over 50
rounding nudcar power plants This section also com- percent from the previous year (.31 % in 1991 compared
pares results t>f fegion with those found in 1990. Be- - with .63% in 1990). Contractor positive test ratcs either
cause minor variations can be expected to occur from fell or remained virtually tne saue.
year to year, and because the test results are relatively One important point to consider when assessing
small to begin with, results discussed in this section regionalpositivetestratesisthepositivrNtratesof the
should be interpreted with care. short-term contractor population. There are several

reasons why this is important. First, short-term con- n

S.1 Test results by region - tractors have a higher positive test rate than that of
other worker groups so that regions in which reporting

I

Figure 17 shows the overall positive test rate for units make greater use of this type of worker may

each of the NRC regions. Region 11 had the lowest expect higher por' .ive test rates. Second, as discus _<1

positive test rate at .49 percent. In the other four
regions, positive test rates varied from .56 in Region IV

- ~

to .88 percent in Region V. Appendix B provides E 1990
detailed results by region in Tables B-8, B-9, B-10, B-11, O 1991
and B-12.

While each of the five regions experienced a .g3g

decreased positive test rate from 1990 to 1991, the size REGION I
'"of this decrease varied. In Region 11, for example, the

positive test rate fell from .78 to .49 percent, a decrease

REClON Il
'

wJgj.49%

REClON1_ 35%

' W"REClON Ill .

REClON11 ' V . A9% cmdll%z

0%
REGION 111 I t n ~ oi & J1% REClON IV

e5&db 'Ob%

REClON IV
^ ' ' ''

- - .56%
.90%

RECION V

REGION V I ~ ii J |i 63%
i 6 L i

t i '
O 0.5 1.0 1.5

0 1.0 PERCENT POSmVE
PERCENT POSITIVE

Fkjure 18 -
Figure 17 Comparlson of posillve test rates
Confirrned positive test rates for for each NRC region for 1990 and
each NRC region during 1991 1991
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1

E Licensm employees

38% D Ieng-term contractors
l' hort-term contractors in the positive rate for short-term contractors (from.

1.62% to 1.09%). Similarly, Region V had an absolute
REGION I $27% dee o'only .02 pereen t, the smallest decrease of all '

mm""i l.10% of the regions. This relatively small decrease is at least%hM partially attributable to the rela tively high positive test
rate for short-term contractors in Region V (see Figure
Ng31%

The perwntage of total positive test results ac-,

REGION Ij .64 % counted for by a particular substance varied by region.

mm.69% Figure 22 summarizes these data by region for each
C d4 substance. Marijuana accounted for the highest per-

centage of positive test results in each region, ranging
from a high of 53 percent of all confirmed positive test

32% results in Region V to 36 and 38 percent of positive test

REClON III 74 % results in Regions Il and I, respectively.
Cocaine accounted for the second largest share of

3C31.09% positive test results in all regions except for Region V,
where it was third (alcohol was the second most fre-
cluently detected substance in Region V).-

.19% Amphetamine represented a substantially smaller
percentage of positive tests than did marijuana and

REGION IV |.09% cocaine. As ir the previous year, amphetamine ac-
counted for a larger percentage of tests in Region V than$EN in any of the other regions (representing 7% in Region
V compared with 12% in the other regions). This
difference was not as marked as in 1990, however,

38% when amphetamino accounted for 16 percent of posi-
tive results in Region V.

REGION V @S8% The percen tages of positive test results accounted
[ x.- ma .42% for by alcohol ranged from 19 percent in Region IV to 27

~.

1i a .m

percent in Region 11.
! ' ' ' ' '

in general, the distribution of total positive test; o 03 1.0 13 2.0

###" results among the various substances did not change
{ significantly within regions from 1990 to 1991. Further,
: Figure 19 with the exception of Region V, these distributions*

Confirmed positive test rates for werc roughly similar for each region in 1991. In Region

j each worker category by NRC V the percentage of positive test results for cocaine was

| region during 1991 only about 60 percent of the next lowest region's per.
centage (19% of total positive test results in Region V

|

versus 30% in Region 111). This relatively low percent-
age for cocaine was accompanied by relatively higher .

in Section 4, short-term contractors have an even larger percentages of positive test results for marijuana and I

impact on positive test rates during an outage, so that amphetamine relative to other regions.,
'

regions with greater numbers and durations of outages Differences in positive rates by region may be
can expect this to affect their positive test rates, affected by the average number of days of outage that

Short-term contractors accounted for between 40 the plantsin each region had over the course of the year.
.

and 58 percent of the total tests conducted in each The average number of days of outage varied some-
region (see Figure 20). Because a relatively large per- what across regions. Region V had the highest average! centage of each region's total tests are attributable to days of outage at 161, while Region IV had the lowest
short-term contractors, even a modera te increase in the

average days of ou tage a t 74. Region til had an average,

; positive ratc of short-term con tractors can significantly of 83 days, and the eight sites in Region 11 for which
[ affed the o ;crall positive rate for the region. outage informa tion was available had an average of 104!

- AsshowninFigure18, Region!!!cxperienced the days in outage. _ Outage data was not available for
largest absolute decrease in its overall test rate (from Region I. In addition to having the fewest number of
1.11% in 1990 to .71% in 1991). 'this decrease can be days in outage, Region 11 had the lowest positive test
'argely attributed to an absolute decreasc of.53 percent rate.t

18
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j
Licensce employees

E Long-term Contractors
!

E shori.ierm contractors
i

i 45.2 % 3.1% 51.7%

| REGION I
1

| 51.7 % 8.7% 39.6 %

REGION 11

! 46.4 % 3.8% 49.8%

| REGION Ill
:
? 38.4 % 3.2% 58.4 %

| REGION IV
i
! 45.6 % '.2% 47.2%

} REGION V 4

| i i I I i 1 ,

'

1 0 20 40 60 80 100 '
i
j Figure 20 i

| Distribution of tests conducted for each worker category by NRC region during 1991 i

: :
!

k I

| In conclusion, each of the five regions experi, g Overall region rate i

{ cnccJ decreases in its overall test rate and in the posi- Oshort-term cont. cior rate ,
- tive test rates for most worker categorias. The changes ;

; in the relative positive rates by region appear to bc |

| connected to some cxtent to short-term contractor posi- , .

tive rates There was no identifiable pattern of change REGION I
[ with regard to the incidence of specific s.2bstances by x89 'Mjl.10% f
|- region. ,

i

! 5.2 Differencas in positive test rates REG 10N II *by population density ik.m. M.69% :.
m

;

| This section rcolicates an analysis performed in j
i the first volume of iMG/CR.5758 on the offcct that M.71% >

RJIGION Illj the popula tion d casity in tearca surround 'ng a nuclear - ;
" Min $j power plant has on the overall positive test rate and the j

| positive test rates for spedfic subs.*ances. The analysis i
. for 1990 found measures of population density to be 56%REGION IV
| associated with higher overall positive test rates and y

~'"* *

;
'

positive Mst rates for cocaine. Section 5.2.1 presents: , ,

results found for 1991. Sectbn 5.2.2 compares these - ,

1 results with those of 1990 and discusse, the effect of M .88% '

iREGION V moverall decreased positive test rates on population _ j
~ ~ ~ ~ *"

density analyses. '

r- i i i

O 0.5 - 1.0 1.5 |

j_ 5.2.1 Results for 1991 PERCEtfr POSITIVE
; ;

j The analysis for population density analyzed the Figure 21 [
j data using the same six measures that were considered Comparison of posillVe test rates for i

m 1990. A description of these measures appears in:

| Appendix A. The same two measures selected to short-term contractors and the total ;

; region during 1991
i |

! 19
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! Fgure 22
Distribution of positive test results by substance category for each NRC region during 1991

,
represen t population d ensityin 1990 were also found to

Table 7
! be the best predictors in 1991. These mea su res were the
5 population density of the county in which the nuclear Descriptions of populction density -

power plant islocated and the number of miles from the measures,

nuclear power plant to a city with a population of,

{ 300,000 or greater. Table 7 describes these two mea-

I ' " " * ' COUNTY 7ENSITY
The popuhtion density for the area in which a;

; nuclear plant is located was calculated for each power County density was determined by dividing county
plant by dividing the county population by the number population by the number of square miles in that
of square miles in the county.The density measure was county.This informa* ion was gathered from the 1988
divided into five density categories. The number of Cou nty a nd City Dat Book.This density measure was4

miles to a city of 300,000 or grea ter was also divided into divided into five density categoria:
five categories (see Table 7). * 47 or fewer persons per square mile

* 48 to 94 ersons per square mileAnalyses of mean positive test ra tes using county P

density as a measure of population density found over- * 95 to 208 persons per square mile

all positive test rates to be higher for power plants in 209 to 528 persons per square mih
* 529 or greater persons per square mile

densely populated areas than for those in less densely
populated areas. Figure 23 shows the overall positive |
test rates for each of the.five density categories. Power NUMBER OF MILES TO A CrI'Y OF 300,000 OR
plants located in counties with a density of 47 or fewer GREATER
per - 5 per square mile had an mean positive test rate
of .50 percent. This rate is nearly 40 percent (38.27%) The distance from each plant to the outskirts o' .m

nearest city with a population of a t least 300,000 pa, pie
lower than those plants in the most densely populated

, was determined using the 1990 Rand McNally Road
counties which had an overall positive test rate of .81 Atlas. City populations were taken from the 1988
percent. County and City Data Book.The number of miles to

Results from analyses using the number of miles the nearest city of 300,000 or greater was divided into
to the nearest city with a population of 300,000 or five distance categories:
greater as a measure of population density found simi- * Greater than 125 miles
lar results to those using the measureof countydensity * 81 to 125 miles

51 to 80 mileswith regard to the overall positive test rate. Figure 24 *

25 to 50 milesshows the positive test rate 3 for each of the five mileage *

24 or fewer miles*categories. One minor difference between the two
measures that occurred using this analysis is that the
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PERFONS PER density. Asin 1M), cucaine was the only d rug found to
SQUAREMILE differ by rates of population density.'

Figure 25 sho,vs positive test rates for cocaine for
47 or less pwwr*9~'50'4 cach of the five county density categories. Power plants

(n = 16) | located in munties with 47 or fewer perwns per square
mile had a positive test rate of .15 perant for wcaine,

48 94 j""^T**""#"P] ,573 chile thosein counties having a den ity of 529 er more
^ ' *

(n=16) persons per square mile had an mean positive test rate
that was nearly twim as high (.28%).

] 95 208 [y""""~] .58 % Ibtanw to a city of 300,000 or greater was also
I (ne16) related to positivo test rates for "' aine. Eigure 26

2N 523 NW"N9.70% shows positive test rates for coct er- or each of the five

(""I7I distance mtegories. The distrib wn of positive test
rates varies somewhat from that of the antlysis using

52h P< W'""" W'*"'"]".8 pu, munty density as a measure. Specifically, the top three
-- - m

,.ategories of distance to a city of 300/100 or greater (24
. or less miles,25-50 miles, and $140 miles) had roughlyg - . _ _ , ,

0 .5 1 similar positive test rates for cocaine (.25%, .20%, and
PERCENT lO3|TIVE .23%, respectively). The positive test rate for cocaine

- - - -

decreased markedly to .14 percent for each of the re-
maining ca tegories (81 125 miles and 126 or more m!!cs).

Figure 23

Confirmed positivo test rates
by county density during 1991

two top ca tegaMes,24 or less miles and 2540 miles, had

similar positive ten ra tes (.77% and .76% respedively).
This finding 4 gests that regardless of the spec.fic
number of miles, plants located within 50 miles of a

, g,g ,, g glarge city are likely to have a higher positive test rr 3.
totalincidence of arnphetarnine for 1991 wac oray 31 iwitive

* nalyses for the incidence of particular dnm test renuitiinaung this hnding mornew hat dtincult to inter..

Were performed using both measures of - .J alo .' Pf"'-

. .

. ,
.

MILES PER ONS PER
SQUAREMllI

(n- ) 47 or less P M.15%
(n=16)

81 125 pTJ0@E' w, ] .50%
(n-16) 4g.94 QgQQ16% ,

(n=16)
51-80 I""""T"'. WTNq .63 %

. _ wo,

(n=16)'

."6 %
(n 1 b .22%

IA * ** "
[NIHt # 5tM '77%gn 7) @Qg&QM

a29+

{ 3 { (n=16) ; r ,

PERCENTIOSITIVE O .15 0.30
PERCFNT IVSITIVE

_ _ . _ .

Figure 24 Figure 25
Confirmed positivo test ratos by Confirmed positivo test rates for
number of miles to a city cf 300,000 or cocalno by county density during
greater during 1991 1991
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MILM PERSONS PER E 19%
SQUARE MILE E.3 1991

24 or less
~7 M M .25% 47 or ten M.56%(n=17) o

(n=16) iema s ww.50%
25-50

(n=16) % % .203, 48-94 M65%(n 16) gg.57%a

(n 1 ) 99 %
g

mm , aJ.58%.,

1) 1 % mm a .,-..a4

126+ f. G4 .14% 529+ M1.10%
(n=15), (n=15) a1ya,ag.agwa .81%, , , ,

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 i i i

PERCENT POSITIVE O .5 1
' - PERCENT POSITIVE

Figure 26

Coniltmed positive test rates for Figure 27

cocaine by number of miles to a city Comparison of positive test rates by
of 300,000 or gf water during 1991 county density for 1990 and 1991

5.2.2 First and second year
ComparlSonS positive test ta tes were greater in more densely pop +

lated areas. *$ elargest decreases in positive test rates
nis section compares population density results for cocainci ted in the rnost densely populated*

for 1990 and 1991. Due to the decrease in the overall acas. At this tinic the data a vailable are not suf ficiently
i positive test rate from 1990 to 1991 (fmm .87% to .66%), d. miled todeterminethecauseof thesevariableratesof

it is useful to examine the extent to which this decrease decline. i
affects the distributior bf population density. In other
words, wert the decreases in the positive test rate
evenly distributed among the population density cat- gg

PERSONS PER ' 1991n
egories or were they more likely to occur in more SQUARE MILE
densely populated areas wt M the positive test rate is
generally higher? 47 orless .13%

Figure 27 compares the overall positive test rate (n=16) a J15%
for 1990 and 1991 using county density as a measure of -
population density Positive test rates fell by roughly 4 & 94 14%

twicc as much in the two most dense categories (by 26% ("'16) J,16%.m

and 22%, respectively) as they did in the Icast dense
208 M .26%categories (4 B-94 persons a nd 47 or less persons), where

the decrease was 12 and 11 percent. De middle cat. (n=16L 4.19%.--,

egory,95 208 persos.s per square mile. had the largest 209-528 .21 %
'

decrease, dropping from a positive test rate of .99 (n=17) gugwai .22%
percent to .58 percent, a 41 percent decline.

Comparisons of positive test rates for cocaine 529, M .42%
show more marked changes between 1990 and 1991, (n=15)ahrn u af.28% -
Figure 28 shows positive test results for each of the two - '

O' O 25 0.50years. While the first four categories changed only
PERCENT POSITIVE -sughtly to moderately, the last category,55 or more

persons per square mile fell steeply from .42 percent in -

1990 to .28 percent in 1991, a decrea$c of 33 percvnt. Figure 28

In conclusion,overall positive test ratesm alikely ComparlSon of positive test rates for
to be higher in arcas that are more densely pop olated, Cocaine by county density _for 1990
as are positive test rates for cocaine. Decreases in and 1991
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CRIME RATE PER I

100A0 POPULAT10N |

5.3 Differences in positive test rates I

by crime rate 'm 'haM 555
,

n

This :L.9 examines the relationship between NM '

; .47%
("" *the critne rate in the area surrounding each nuclear

power plant and theoverall rate of positive tests at each
'

site. Crime has of ten been currelated with drug use. It (n,$ |.69%

was postulated that thosa areas experiencing a higher '

crime ra te mt y also have a higher incidenn of d rug u se 4751 ;.g '7gg
that would influence the population of workers who (a=191 - :

"

'work or apply for work in the protected area. 1 i m ,

Two separa te measures werc used to mcasure the 0 3 1 +

PERCENT IOSITIVE icrime rate. Thew were the crime rate of the county in
which in the nudcar power plant is located and the i
crime rate of the large;t city within sixty miles of the Figure 30
plant. Both indicators are based on serious crimes Confirmed posillVe test rates by Crlm0
known to polim and ate measured per 100,000 popula. rate of largest city within 60 miles
tion. Appendix J. contains a description of each of
thew measures and the sourms from which they were
taken.

Analyses of mean positive test ra tes indicate that f thepreviousone: the two categories oflower crime

there is at least a partial correlation between crime rates rates have a lower positive test rate than the two higher
crime rate catets.in surrounding areas and overall positive test rates.

Figure 29 shows the overall positive test rates by county FigmJf Aowstheposit' etestratesforcocaine
crime ra te. The results using this crime mea sure are not by the crime rate of the largest chy within sixty miles.

entirely linear, hat is, the category with the highest Results from this analysis show more marked differ.

crime rate reports a lower positive test rate t' an that of enees than those found in the analysis of the overall

the r.ccund highest crime rate. In pneral, how: ver, the Positive test rate. ne positive rate f" cocaine was
two higher categories have higher positive test rates lowest (.17% and .13%) in the two cattm.sries with the
(.85% and .62%) than the two categories with lower I west crime rates, and highest (.27%) for the category

crime rates, which are .47 permnt and .53 percent. with the highest crime rate. As in the analysis for

Figure 30 shows mean positive test rates by the p pulation density, cocaine was the only substance

crime tateof thelargest city within sixty miles of a given that showed differences that at least partially correlate
with crime rate.plant. This analysis produces findings similar to those

._

CRIME RATE PER CRIME RATE PEP,
100.000 POPULATION 10t000 IOPULATION

|
2M M Al% 2m l' .17%

l

20BM100 ~ ' , i . 33% 20BO-N' .13%
(n =19) (n=19)*

((
'

.85% .21%g,

4751+ -.4751+ . "' " ,62% (n =19)
.

.a ?mW .27%: - a(n.18) s

i i i r i i
0 .5 1 0 .20 ,40

PERCENT POslTIVE PERCENT POSTTIVE
_

Figure 29 Figure 31

Confirmed positive test rates by Confirmed positive test rates for
county crime rate cocaine by crime rate of largest city

within 60 miles
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| In mnclusion,the resultsof theseanalyses tend to in the state in which a nudear power plan! is located.
| confirn, the expectation that reporting uniti positive Enmlhnent in tr eatmen t centers could indica te the level

test rates are positively currelated with crime rates in of drug and alcuhol abuse in a given state and could I

the areas surrounding nudcar power plants. This thus correta te with pasitive test raus, it is also possible,
seems to tw true at least in a broad sense in that power however, that increawd enrollment in treatment pro-
plants that are located in t ws with very high or very grams could indicate a proactive state policy toward

j low crimo rues can expect tnese rates to be refluted drug and alcohol rehabilitation rather than a highlevel
somewhat in their overall positive test rates. These of drug and alcohol abuse.i

results do not, however, provide mndusive informa. Unfortunately, these three measures did not pre-
tion about how positive test rates vary with small did positive test rates once the effects of population
differenas in crime ntes. density were taken into acrount. There are several

| Cocaine was the only d rug found to bc assoda ted diffimities that may have mntributed to thisabsenm oi '

| with the measures of crime rate. Dere are several results. First, although ma nyuther appropriate souras
i possible (setms that w Al explain this relatlocship, of data exist to measure the incidenm of drug and

ne first pcuSc rep.,< n that cocaine is a highly - alcohol use, these data sources are aggregated in such
| addictive and capen.u ve drug; addiction to cocainc has a way that they could not be used in this context.

been found to ind uce pcople to criminnl acts (c.g., thef t) Seamd, a more ger.cral problem with d rug and alcohol
to support their habit. Comine is also the most expen- use measures is that tney are difficult to isolate from

i sive of the drugs iested and has been associated with other factors. For example, measures of arrest rates for
! majordrug traffickingact vitits. Finally,as discussed almhob and d rug-rela ted offenses a re likely to be highly
!

in the previous $cction, cocaine use is generally higher correlated with other types of crimes. In condusion,
in more densely populated arcas, which are also likely while more research into the exact relationship be-
to experienec higher rates of crime. tween drug and alcohol use of a general area and

! positive test rates would be useful,it is unlikely that
5.4 Differences in positive test rates mnclusive results regarding this reta tionship would bc

by incidence of drug and alcohol found in the absenm of mo.c reliable data.
use

Summary of major findings
j in kction 5.2, population density was related to

|- the positive test rate for cocaine and amphetamme. uc overall positive ra te decreased in every rs 'on.*

i Section 5.3 discussed the relationship between positive 1.icensee employees had similar positive test rates*

test rates and crime rates in the areas surroundinS across regions.
nudcar power plants. Although density and crimei

rates are useful predictors of positive test rates, other e short@nn mntractor posMW test tale influ-*

indicators such as drug and alcohol arrest rates in the ences overall region p s,tive test rates.

I areas surmunding nudear power plants may be more Population density was related to positive test* '

effectiveptedictors. nis section examines the rela tion- rates le 3eneral and was related to positive test
ship between the incidence of drug and alcohol use in results for cocaine and amphetamine.
the general area of a nudcar power plant and positive Although not as strongly related as population {.

test rates. Three measures were chosen to measure this density, cri.nc rate in an area was a useful pred ictor
relationship. These were the rate of alcohol arrests, the of positive test rates.
rate of drn arrests, and the rate of enrollment in drug
and alcohv treatment centers. Appendix A contams a The incidence of d rug and alcohol use in a general*

detailed description of cadi of these measures and the area muld not be correlated to positive test rates.
,

sources from which they were taken.
The first measure used was the rate of arrests

attributed to alcoholby state. It was expected that high
:ncidenas of arrests would be relatcd to higher post-
tive test rates for alcohol. The second measure used
was the total number of arrests for drugs. Areas in
which d rugs are more prevalent may ha ve higher post-
tive test rates for illegal substances. This information
was available for the major city nearest to each power
plant. The third measure used was the number of
people enrolled in a drug or alcohol treatment program

~
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SECTION 6: Utility erforis to assure that all covered personnel
LESSONS LEARNED AND are includal in the testing pool and that testing is
MANAGEMENT INITIATIVES unpmlictable hi to several initia tives. 1 hesc indud ed:

As part of completing the ITD program perfor-
adding or increasing testing on weekends, holl-*

mance reports, many reporting units' included infor-
hys and backshifts,

mation about lessons learned and program initiatives
increasing oversight, improving computer pro-that occumd during 1991. Actions identifini in the e

reports were of ten taken to address specific problems, grams, and establishing faster turnaround in data

but some were also implemented to improve program entry to ensure that random test pools include all
effectiveness. These lessons learned and management pea r.onnel (especially new personnel), and

initiatives are summarized in Section 6.1 and the les. analyzing trends in collection times to identify.

sons and initiatives d uring 1991 and 1990 are compared periods that may be perceived as %afe" or free
in section 6.2. Section 6.3 discusses additional informa- from testing, and adjusting rched ules accordingly.
tion provided by utilities that provide useful insights
with regard to FFD program cf fcctiveness. These sec- A number of utilities reportal raodifications in
tions are provid<xi to assist licensees but do not neces' mllection and testing proced ures to improve their abil-
sarily reflect the opinion of the NRC. Table A 5 in ity to identify drug use and subversion attempts. Pro-
Appendix A contains a list of fitness-for duty mntact cedural changesincluded:
names and phone numbert for each of the reporting
"U'' requiring personnel to empty pockets before*

6.1 Summary of lessons learned pnwiding a specimen,

using refractometers to meante specific gravity*

This section provides a brief overview of the jevels,
pmblems noted, solutions suggested, and manage-'

testin8 oranexpandedpanelofdrugsinfor-causef*
ment initiatives that were identified in licensee pro-

r suspected subversion cases, and
gram perfortnance reports during 1991. It is not in-

assigning the same collector for an individual'stended to be a full summary of the reports and readers +

may wish to review the many odditional and useful follow-up tests in order to create consistent obser-

suggestions in the full compilation of reportai !cssons vation of that individual's behavior,

learned provided in Appendix C. In addition to the
material presented in this section, the NRC is aware of Several utilities improved their collection and on.
other actions by utilities that are either planned or in site testing facilities. These initiatives included:
progress. These actions were not included in the 1991
program performance r7 ports and thus were not ana. Increasing the amount of privacy in collection,.

lyzed in this report. testing, and inter icw areas,
Several utilities took actions to improve the elfec. installing alarms to monitor refrigerator tempera-*

tiveness of lillS-certified labs and strengthen relation-
""#""

ship with the labs. '!hese actions induded:
enlarging facilities to increase efficiency and im-+

using computcry and improved procedures to pmve service,*

remrd blind and regular specimen test results to
avoid clerical errors, Some utilities also improved their FID training

contracting with labs in closer geographic proxim. and education to ensure that relevant personnel re-+

ity to the site in order to shorten test result turn, ceivni training in a timely manner, These improve-
mentsinduded:around time and specimen shipment time (which

in turn mitigates specimen degradation)
implementing administrative controls and track-+

establishing a contract with a backup ir'a. ing mechanisms to identify licensee and contrac-
*

tor / vendor supervisors who ra]uire initial or re-
fresher trahdng,

updating and datifying training materials anda in most cases, thle information is submitted by the utihty *

and applice to a0 reporting units under that utih'y. In Ihis vidcotapes,
ecction, therefore, reporting units reier to utilities,

25
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Improving serviws to as ist rehabilitating employ- [distributing information to increasc awareness of+ .

the FFD program e nd its goals among limnwe a nd ecs,induding frquent follow-up testing and in- !

contractor employees, creased meetings with EAP counselors, ;

distributing literature to inform employees about !updating and communicating information con-e *

ccming reportable medications, and substance abuse, and
{

assuming responsibilities for vaining contractor disseminating information on the EAP to increase !* *

super 6 ors. employee awareness of that resource. ;

i

Several utilities noted the nwd for improved or A few utilities took actions to improve the secu. f
new procedures and guidelines in several program rity of collution site facilities and records. These j
areas. Theseinduded: actions indudnt: ;

<

installing alarms and motion detectors at primary !maintenance of testing equipment,+ +

fitness-for-duty of personnel called in, and satellite facilities, and !e

MRO gt.idelines, establishing a separate wcure area to further pro- [
e*

tect test result information and random test lists.
'

BACs below the eutoff level, ;*

!

bh>od alcohol testing promd urcs for both tnalical Several utilities addressed problems with the
*

and FFD staff, and
quality assuranm element of the ITD program. Prob. i

chain-of. custody. lems induded: !*

the degradation of blind performance test sped-A number of utilities reported both difficulties *

and initiatives relating to FFD pogram management mens, and j
and administration. Relevant actions included: inadequate numbers of blind performanm test i.

specimens submitted due to inadquate oversight
installing or upgrading computer equipment to of proccdures. i

e

track maintenance nwds, personnel changes, and t

individuals who require training, 6.2 Comparison of semi-annual |
'

hiring additional MRos and other FFD manage- lessons learned ;*

ment staff to ensure adequate staffing (1cxibility, i
As in 1990, a number of utilities described lessons !

developing plans to meet increastd program de Icorned and initiatives in their 1991 program perfor- !
*

mands during outages, mance reports. This section provides a comparison of j
developing or attending conferences with other the types of problems, lessons, and management ac- {

e

utility FFD program personnel to share informa- tions described for each year. The purpose of this ;
tion, comparison is to identify whather the frequency of j
providing in-house training for FFD staff, Problems identified in 1990 is declining, incicasing, or j*

remaining the same. This comparison provides a con- |participating in a nationwide database of testing+

cise verview f the pmblems and solutions encoun- ;! dates and results designed to assist utilities in '* " " '#
determining personnel access reinstatement, and

3 d ev d g h
! monitoring information on local drug use and i

+

subversion techniques. . Certified laboratories |

Random testing !*

A small number of utilities took initiatives to g g g,

better assist employees with fitness-for duty problems
and to increase employee awareness of EAPs. These ucilities

training Iactions indudal: '
*

*
Procedures*

developing mechanisms to monitor ind assist i
*

employees who ha ve measurable B ACs belo w FFD Program management and administration }
+

policy violation levels, * Worker welfare and rehabilitation :

f
!

!
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* Se rity reportal correcting random test pools that previously !

Quality assurar.m did not indude all personnel coverni by the imj *
'

policy.
,

! Ingeneral,whileutilitiesnoted manyof thesame
j problems, solutions, and initiatives in 1990 and 1991, 6.2.3 Collection and on site testing

there are dramatic differenws in those issues which procedures and f8CllitleS
2

I were dominant for each period. The following pro-
! vides a summary of comparisons between 1990 and Although utilities noted more management ini-

i 1991 according to the categories listal above. tiatives to improve collectica and on-site testing proco-

J d ures and facilities in 1991, few of these related actions

} 6.2.1 Certified laboratories resp nded i deficiencies that had an impact on pro-
a gram quality Utility reports in 1990 notal prob! cms in

specimen handling, storage, and packaging. TheseIn 1990 a number of utilities reported inadequa,
issues were n t widely addressed during 1991. Utilities

i performance by and monitoring of certifini labs as a
did n te a variety f initiatives in 1991 including im-I central problem. Issues that arose induded the han-
Provin8 Privacy in co!!cetion, tuting, and interview! dling and storage of samples, unsatisfactory testing
a rea s, enlarging fa cilities, a nd modifying proced ures to

; performance, a nd inad equa te com munica tion between
! licensees and labs. In response, limnsees increased impr vo ITV staff ability to identify drug use and

| their monitoring of lab performance and criteria and subversionattempts. These actkas .oe.acd on strength-
ening the program, however, rather than addralng

established various procedures to improve lab perfor-
fundamental program weaknesses.

,
-

) mance and communication. None of these problems
j were noted by utilities in 1991. In f act, the only issue ,

related to lab performance wa s ihat of occasional errors 6.2.4 Tralning !

in recording test results. Therefore, it appears that
laboratory performance has improved as the relation. Utility lessons learnal and initiatives related to;

| ship between laboratories and licensees has stabilized training were sor..cwhat limited in 1991 compared to
j and procalures, standards,and communications have those reportal in 1990. In 1990 training issues focusai

been refined. on ensuring that licensee and contractor supervisorsj

| One new initiative that several utilities notal in received appropriate and timely training, identifying

| 1991 is that of contracting with new ! abs in doser newly promo ted supervisors eligible for training, track. .

' proximity to the site. This action decreased the ship. Ing employees who completed ITD training,providing
ment time of test results and was more conducive to trMning to security and ITD staff, and distributing
maintaining communication. Information to clarify program elements.

Although utilitic$ reported fewer training-related;
,

| 6.2.2 Random testing Problems and initiatives in 1991, the issues that they
-

did note were similar to those of the previous year.j

Utilitics reporttd fewer and less varied initiatives Several utilities cited the need to implement tracking4

in the area of random testing in 1991 than in the previ- mechanisms to identify licensee and contractor super.
,

| ous ycar. improvements reported in 1990 were focused visors who require initiat or refresher training. They

j on ensuring that all personnel were ajually available also noted initiatives to distribic information to darifyc

. for random testing, arut induded adding collection elements of the program or increase program aware-

! facilities at corporate offices and conducting off-site nas. MnaHy,some utilitics updated training materials |

; testing Many 1990 reports cited modifications to en- and impmved the training opportunitics that werc {'
avallable to ITD staff.

j sure the unpredictab!!!ty of testing by testing daily and
! more f requently on weekends. holidays, and backshif ts,
; while other reports noted improved techniques for 6.2.5 Procedures- |

| random selection through computer enhancements and j

selection methods. Utilities reported a number of similar issues in
,

; While fewer utilities noted lessons or inidatives the area of procedures in both 1990 and 1991. In both

! related to random testing in 1991,several utilities addcd years, utilities developed and improved procedures to ,

{ or increased testing on weekends, holidays, and ensure the proper maintenance of site facility equip-
backsiifts. In addition, some utilities improved the ment and addressed guidelines for workers who are |

"

unpredictability of collection by analyzing trends in called in. i-

j collection times and adjusting schedules to eliminate Utilities also reported new initiatives in 1991. A {
'

j any perceived " safe periods." Hnally, some utilities number t,f utilitics modified proadures to improve the ,

1-
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ability to identify drig use and subversion attempts, Utilities also reportal new initiatives in 1991.
while others revise ( prondures to addrew workers Two utilities developed proc <duras to moni or and
with BACs that are measurable but below violation assu t workers who have had tneasurable BACs below
levels. Other actiorn in 10911nduded the development viole.tlon levels. Two additional utilities developed /
of vuidelines for W ROs and modifications to chain-of- me e.ures to awist rehabilitating workers in read ing

iy pn=1.avs. thir goal of remaining drug-free.c-
Ithough th? types of inues in the area of pmce-

dutc ve changed somewhat between 1900 and 1991, 6.2.8 Securlty
the nut. rr of issues and rela ted actions ha ve remaintd

~

relativec constant over time- Utilitier, reported similar actions to improve the
wmrity of fadlities in 1900 and 1991. Three utilities

6.2.6 Program managoment and took anions to secure collection facilities (using alarms
administration and motion detectors) or recurd storage areas in 1991.

In 1990, a simila r number of utilities reported initia tives
Utilities also reported similar numbers of le sons to improve locks and establish a security log.

Icarned and initiatives relating to management and
administration of FID programs in 1990 and 1991, 6,2,9 Oga||ty assurance
While they reported some t.imilar problems and man-
agement actions for both yeas s, there were alw some Utilities identified two problems curing 1991
notable differences. relat;d to quality awurance in the FFD program. Four

Unlities continued to mention some of the issue $ utilities reported that some blind performance test
that were most widely cittd in 1990. For example, an specimens had degraded before arriving at their certi-
Increasing number of utihtles hired additional ITD fled labs for quality controi tests. One utility condud ed
managers and specialists in 1991 in order to improve that an um. table drug uwd to spike the specimens had
pmgram oversight. His induded two utilities that caused the problem;anotherutility switched suppliers.
hired additional or part-time MROs to ensure that a A sect nd problem involved an inadequate number of
back up MRO was always available if the primary blind performance test spedmens being submitted to
MRO was absent. Utilities also implemented com- labs due to insufficient oversight and procedures. In
puter relattd impmvements to improve program ef. 1990 the primary pmblem related to quality assurances
fectivenesa (e g., establishing programs to remrd test involved the unsatisfactory performance of certified
results, morutor blind test specimen submittal rates, labs.
and track us.e of testing equipment to identify rnainte-
nance needs). One item that utilities mentioned les' 6.3 Summary of additicnal data
fraluently was taking action to increase piosram submitted by utilities
awareness among contractor employees.

In 1990, several utdities noted problems in calcu-
lating and reporting test results, rates, and otherdata t In addition to the lessons learned and manage-

the NRC in a proper and timely manner. Utilities did ment initiatives submitted by utilities, there are two

not report th tobe a problem in1991, Utilitiesdid dte additional sources of data that provide usefulinforma-

new initiattu 5 related to program management and tion on fitness.for. duty programs. The first source

administration in 1991, however. Some reorganized cimsists ol reports on investigations into unsatisfactory
testing results and other matters awociated with the

their pmgram structure to improve efficiency or cen-
tralizc operations, whilc others developed or attended testing process tha t heensees are required to investiga te

ITD information4 haring conferences. and report under the provisions of Section 2.8 (c) of
Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 26. Licensee reports under
this requirement wu e forwarded to the National Insti-

6.2.7 Worker welfare and rehabilitation tute on Dmg Abuse (N.DA) for analysis. The f.cction
below summarizes the information contained in the

As in 1990, utilities made few references to Em- letter report to the NRC written by NIDA, which is
ployee Assistance Programs and worker welfare or pm dded inits entirety in Appendix D of this NUREG/
rehabilitation in 1991. In 1990 the primary lesson CR.

- lend we the need for improved dissemination of The second source consists of supplementary
informa tion abou t thc EA P. In 1991 onc utility reportcd information tha t some licensees included in their semi-
an aggressive plan to meet this need by distributin8 annual program performar'r reports. This section
EAP bmchures to all persont.el, making literature describes results from each of these data sourws and

,

|readdy available, and sponsoring brown bag lunches discusses relevant lessons that can be learned from this
with EAP representatives. Informadon.
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6.3.1 Investigallons of unsatisfactory mation results of two specimens that were being con-

testing results and other matters finnal for barbiturates. In the other, a blind perfor-
manm specimen was switched with a worker-pro-

De following is a summary of the unsatisfacttny vided spedmen r;ue to prencription medications, the

testing results that ucurred between January 3,1990 M Ro m terpreted thelabora tory result a s nega tive prior

and March 30,1992 and that are discussed in N!DA's t theinvestigationof thefalsenegativequalitymntrol

letter report (Appendix DL During this period there spedmen. Although all these instances related to

were over 640,000 specimens tested under the NRC w rker provided spedmens were eventually resolved

FFD regula' don. Forty-four of the 52 utilitics reported in an appmpria te manner, one v.orker did suffer short-

a total of 175 unsatisfactory testing results to the NRC. term consequences due to a delay in the resolution of a

Of this total,1ti7 resulted from the testing of double false p smyc est resuh.
In conclusion, the nature and extent of these

blind performance specimens and 8 from the testing of
spedmens provided by licensee or contractor person- unsatisfactory testing results provide several impor.

.

tant less ns for the industry. First, while instane of
net. Results from double blind performance specimens
are not reported in any other sectic.n of this NUREG/ unsatisfactory testing iesults are low relative to the (
CR. he 8 unsatisfactory testing results on personnel number of total tests performed, they ere sufficiently e

spedmens were reported in categories based on their high to justify continued monitoring of laboratory per-

final resolution and included in the testing results f rmance Semnd, the instanms of both false positive

reported in previous sections of this report and in the and false negative test results support the need for

first volume of this NUREC/CR. In several cases MROs to ruutinely review both positive and negative

multiple unsatisfactory spedmen reports were caused test results. Thini, quality control prob! cms stemming
from several different factors ha ve been demonstratedby a single error. - For example, one administrative

problemled to f ahe negative results for 27 double blind f r blind priormance test spedmens. Fourth,aithough

specimens. herefore, the number of unsatisfactory all of the unsatisfactory testing results were ultimately

specimens is not to be equated w' the number of resolved in a satisfactory manner, the negative effects

testing process errors or other y olems that have f even short delays in resolving unsathfactory testing

occurred in the industry. results may have consequences both for the individuals

To better understand the factors contributing to involved and for the credibility of fitness-for<iuty pro-

unsatisfactory testing results, NIDA categorized these grams Finally, licensees have taken active s.eps to

resultsinh four categories: improper manufacture of redum ihe number of unsatisfactory test results (e.g.,

blind performance spedmens, improper processing of bar code labeling of specimens to raiuce data entry
errors). There is evidence that these inhiatives arespedmens, false negative test results, and false positive

test results. About half of the unsatisfactory testing having a ! enefidal effect on the industres testing pro-

results were attributcd to the def cctive manuf acture or gram but that continued offorts are needed to ensure

iormulation of blind performanm specimens, while an the integrity of fitness for duty testing programs.

additional 11 percent resulted f rom improper hand ling
or processing of specimens. False negativelaboratory 6.3.2 Supplementary information
results accounted for 38 percent of the unsatisfactory
test results, and administrative falso positive labora- In addition to the items that the FFD rule
tory results m a found in the remaining 2 per:ent of r luires to be reported, a number of reporting units
unsatisfactory results. Licensees reported that they included additionalinformation regarding the effec-
have taken a number of steps to redum these problems, tiveness of their fitness-for-duty programs. Because >

Of particular concern are the 8 unsatisfactory this supplementary information is not requit ed by the
testing results on specimens provided by personnel. rule, the types of information submit ted and the form in
Due to the serious nature of unsatisfactory test results which they were provided varied substantially among
for worker provided spedmens, each of these occur- reporting units There were three utegories of infor-
rences is described in greater detail. In three cases mation,however, that were submitted by a sufficient
worker-provided specimens were processal or handled number of reporting units to watrant detaikd analysis.
In an unsatisfactory manner and were not determined Still, the results from this section are based on small
to be either po itive or negative. Three test results, first sampics of the population and may not be representa-
questioned during th: MRO's review of laboratory tive of all reporting units. The categories available for
reports, were determined to be false negative results more detailed analysis include the type of substance by
d ue to labora tory ad mini strative ctrors. The remaining worker category, type of substance by test category,
two unsatisfactory test results were false positive test and random testing statistics,
results caused by administrative errors. One of these Twelve utilities representing 16 of the 85 report-
crrors occurred during the transcription of the confir-
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Table 8 L

Positive test results for each substance and worker categofy: Supplementary utility data (
Marijuana O raine Amphetamine Akohol Adattianal Refusal Total ';

Drup to Test

Licensee Employees 20 14 2 19 0 1 56

i

long-and Short Term
Contractors 74 42 5 40 2 0 163

|

ing units provided information on the type of sub- specti vely). 7he overall proportion of substa nces (com-
stanm found by wc&r category. Table 8 shows the bining licensee employees and contractor personnel) j
results of this analyws for the 12 utilities. Rgure 32 was also similar to that found for the entire population ;
shows the relative proportions of positive test results (sce Figure 4). !

by type of substance for each worker category. Of the Far fewer utilities submitted information on |
substances representcd in the sample, the most mat ked the other two cttegories of information. A total of six |differences by worker category occurred for marijuana utilities reported the type of substance detected by .

and alcohol. For limnsee empLyces,35.7 percent of testing category. This information representcd ap- i
positive test results were for marijuana, and 33.9 per- proximately 6 percent of the total positive test results, j
ent were for alcohol. Positive test results for contractor which was not a sufficient numWr to warrant tha ;personnel showed higher rates of marijuana positive detailed reporting of results.
test results (45.4%) than for licensee employees, while Six utilities also provided information relat-
the proportion of positive test results for alcohol was ing to random testing. While much of this information
lower at only 24.5 percent. The incidence of other was not quantita tive in na ture, and could not therefore
substances was similar for each of the worker catego- be summarized, a great deal of usefulinformation we
ries. described. For example, one utility eeported that sev-

it should be noted tha t the 219 positive test results crat of the workers who had tested positive on a
reported by substanm and worker ca tegoryaccount for random test had tested negative ois pre-access or ran-

,

only 12.4 percent of the total positive test results re- dom tests shortly prior to that time (i.e. between 120
ported by substanmin 1991. As a result, these numbers and 180 days prior to the test). Other information
may be limitM in the extent to which they can be submitted by utilities included the number of times
generalized to the total population. There is r.ome individual workers were selected for random testing,
evidence, however, that the sample used is romewhat percentages of workers who were excused from ran-
representative of the population. Results from this dom testing because of absence or other valid reasons,
sample found about one-fourth of the positive test random testing frequency by day of the week,and the
results attributable to licensee employees while con- total percent of workers who were selected at least
tractor personnel accounted for the remaining three- onm for random testing within a given year,
fourths. This is similar to the overall proportion of
positive test results among worker categories (23.4%
and 76.6% for licensw employees and contractors, re-

Limnsee 35.7 % 25.0 % 3.6% 33.9 % 1.8%
Employees [[ ][]] ' ' ~ .]
long and 45.4 % 25.8 % 3.1% 24.5 % 1.2%
Short-term Mi[ [] ];

Contractors
. . 4 ,

0 . 20 40 60 80 100
PERCENT

E Marijuana MCocaine Amphetamine E Alcohol E AdditionalDrup ORefusal to Test
-

Figure 32

Distribution of positive test results by substance for eacn worker category
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! APPENDIX A

| TECHNICAL DACKGROUND
;
1

j This section includes: ITD rule. This part of the rule specifies that the data
] a description of thedata that were used as the basis reportcd shallindude:*

j of thisreport random testing rare*

j a list of the utilities and reporting units providing substances tested and cutoff levels,induding re-* *

.; data for this report suits of tests using lower cutofflevels and tests for
other substancesj additioral detaji on the definitions of test catego-*

q ries used in this report workforce populations testcd*

) Information used in the analysis of the cffects of an numbers of tests and results by worker catryory* *

; outage on positive test rates and type of test (e g., pre-bt.dging, random, for-

) Information used in the analysis of the effects of cam, etc.)*

j population density on positive test rates substances identifieda

{ information used in the analysis of the effects of summary of management actions* *

j crime rate on positive test rates a list of events reported.e

! informa tion used in the analysis of the effects of the*

inddence of drug use on positive test rates The nutnberof positive tests results and the num-
j contact names of persons responsible for submit- ber of specific substanms identified are not expected te*

j ting semi-annual program performance reports be equal. A total of 1,762 positive test results were

other releur t information (e.g., the substances report <d and a total of t ,744 substanms wt re id entified.*

! required by 10 CR Part 26). There are several reasons for this differet cc:
4

{ A refusal to test produces a ycitive test result but*

i Data Source does not identify a substance as positive.

! Poly substance abuse is counted es one positwe*

The data for this study are drawn from the semi' result, bu t results in the identifica tion of more than
i

: a nnuai reports on FFD program performance that were one substance. A positive test for both marijuana
j submitted in accordanm with 10 CFR Part 26 by all and alcohol, for example,would be counted a s two
| NRC reporting units a uthorized to operate or construct substai ces.

{ a nuclear power reactor. Eighty five provam perfor-

; mance reports were received from 52 utilities (75 Imm Some sites that routinely do tests on two aliquots*

; sites and 10 from corporate offices) for each of the six- from each sample reported one positive test result,

|
month reporting periods of CY 1991. Table A 1 shows but two positive tests for the substance identified;

g I,a list of each reporting unit by NRC region. The form-

i used was a standardized data collection form devel- they came from the same sample,

o;xd by the Nuclear Utilities Manage ent and Re-
sca rch Council (NUMARC) to f ulfill Part 26.71 (d ) of the

1
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Table A 1
IPlants /Utilitios by Region

-- __ _. _ ]
'

REPORT 1NC UNIT / REPORTING LNIT/ REPORTING L'N11.'
OPERAllNC tmLOY OPERATINC tml.DY OPERATINC UTILOY

REGION I Farley 1 & 2 Monticello'

AIAama Power Company Northern Statee Power Company
Deaver Valley 1 & 2

Grand Culf 1 & 2 PalisadesDuqueanc Ught Company
" ' ' " " " " ""P""Y

Calvert Qiffs 1 & 2
Harns I l'erry 1 & 2Haltkante Doctric & Ga xnpany

' Carohna Pown & Ught Company Cleveland Datrie Illuminatt%
p

IId'sh I E 2 E0l"I UCafh I E 2New York Puwt Authority
*"" " P""Y "" "## "'"P"***

Cinna
McCulte 1 & 2 Prairic Island 1 & 2Rochester Gas & Doctrie Company
Duke Power Gepany Norhern Statm Power G.mpany

Northca,t utiutte, North Anna 1 & 2 Quad Cities 1 & 2'

Virginia Power Company Commonwealth Eden Company
i P 2 Oconn 1,2 & 3 Zion 1 & 2Cnn*4idatal &lmn Company

e Power C mpany Gam nweahh Edium
indian Point 3

RODI"50" 2 REGION IVNew York Power Authority
Carohna Power & Ught Company

Limerick 1 & 2 Arkanus 1 & 2
Philadelphia Occtr6c Company #*Vluoyah 1 & 2

Tennene Valley Authority Enlergy Operations, Inc.

lkAtomic Power Gwnpany },d[ower & Ught Gepanyat a e Ud es cctri pany
Millstone 1,2 & 3 ,,

Northeast Utilium Summer WPCf
Nebraska Public Power District

, South Caruhna D xtrie & Ce Company
Nine Mile Point 1 & 2
Niagara Mohawk Powei Cepwatum 5, t 2 a( n

p

Ovver Creek
Cf'u Nudear Corparotton Turkey Point 3 & 4 Fon St. Vra.in

norida Power & Ught Company Colorado Public service Company
P h 2&3
Philadelphia Untric Company Vogtle 1 & 2 River Dend 1

Ceorgia Power Company Gulf Statm Utdities Companyp 7

Ikwton Edmn Cornpany Watts Bar 1 & 2 South Texas 1 & 2
enn aucy Andy bon $tmg Mom Gepany

Salem 1 & 2/ Hope Creek 1
Pubbe Service Zlatric & cas REGION Ill Waterford 3

"
Scabrook 1 Big Rock Point If Crmk IPubhc Scrwe Company of New Consumers Power Company Wolf Cruk Nudcar Operatingllampshire

Braidwood 1 & 2 Cor}urationShorcham Commonwealth Edison Company
long Nand ughtingCompany REClON V

B 2
Susquehanna 1 & 2 Commonwealth Edison Company Diablo Canyon 1 & 2
Pennsylvania Power & Ught Company Pacific Cas & Dect* CompanyCallaway
Three Mile Island 1 Union Dcctric Gepany Palo Verde 1,2 & 3
GPU Nudcar Corporahon

Cl nton Arizona Pubhc Service Ownpany
Vermont Yank" Illinois Power Company Rancho Seco

ermont Yankee Nudea- Power Sacramento MunirMal Utthty IAstrictCook 1 & 2
Indiana Michigan Puwer Company San Cnofre l,2 & 3

,

Davis-Desse S utkern Cahfornia Edison Company
Yankee A om Electric Company

Toledo Edism Company Trojan
REClON 11 - Dresden 2 & 3 Patland Cencral Datric Company -

tecliefonte 1 & 2 Canmonwealth Edbon Compar.y - Washington Nucica 1. 2 & 3
Tennewe Valley Authority Duane Arnc.ld Washingt n Pubbe Power rmpply

b 'I#5Y
Browns Terry 1,2 & 3 lowa Electric Ught & Power Company

TennewsceValley Authority Fermi 2
Brunswick 1 & 2 Detroit Edwon Company

Carolina Pown & Ught Company Kcwaunco
Coawba 1 & 2 Wixonsin Public service Gwporauon

Duke Power Company LaSaile 1 & 2

rg.stal River 3 Commonwealth Edison Company
'

Flor 6da Power Car}xvation

A-2
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Testing Categories Worker Categories !
.I'

4 The following testing ca tegoric s were in d ud ed i n Results for three categorie: of workers were re- {
the analyses presented in this report. Dese defird tions quested in the N UMARC forms. De following catego- ;

! are based on the definitions given in Part 26.3 cf 10 CFR ries were used:
and onexplanationsof theITDrcrformancedatain the Licensec employces: licensee cmployees work'

form provided to reporting units by NUMARC, for tbc utility and are mvered by the HD rule, nk
category indudes both nuclear power plant workers

Pre-access Te41ny and eorparate or support stdf. Utilities were asked to#

- :eport the results for corporate or support staff sepa- j
This category combines results from pre-employ- rately. Ten of the $1 utilities reported separate corpo- >

ment and pre-badging tests. The pre-employmer.t rate results- On aserage, there were 2,260 licensee I

testing category is limited to those persons seeking emoloyees incladW in each report. I
employment in the nudear power portion of the Long- ard short term contractors: The instruc- !

*

company. He pre-badging category refers to cur- tions accompanying the NUMARC form suggest that
rent employees applying for positions in the com- any contractor working for six montlis or less be con.

4 pany that require unescorted access to the pro- sidcred short-term. Reporting units were not rcquired ,

tected area. Dese categories are combined in the by the rule to distinguish betwren tong and shoct-term [;-

; body of this report. Because some reporting units contractors in the program performance reporis, how- ;

combined pre-employment and pre-badging test ever. Reporting units that did not divide contractors !
'

I results and reported them together under pre- into short- and long-term were instrum.1 to report test j
employraent, a dear comparison of the positive results far all contractors under the short term cat- ;

'

rates for the two different tests !s not possible. egory. . As c. result, some long term contractor test |
results may be reported under the Short-term contrac- }Random Testing*

tor category;however, no shott. term contractor results ;C

Random testing refers to a system of unannounced should be recorded under the long-term category. Be- f
and unpredictable drug testing administered to a cause reporting units varied in their d efinitions oflong- ;

group in a statistically random manner so that all and short term contractors,any comperisons between
persons within that group have an equal probabil- rates of positive test results for the two groups should ;

| ity of being selected for testing. be interpreted carefully. On average, there were 121 [

For-cause Testing long-term contractors and 907 short4crm contractors ;

included in each report. !
For-cause testing is performed based on behav- Tables B-2 and B-3 present the number of tests, !

loral observation programs o r on cred ibic informa- number positives,and am age percent positiveby cach !
tion thP an individ ual is abusing d rugs or alcohol- test category induded in the NUMARC form for 11 - |'

Dis catego % indudes post-accident testing. ensee employees and contractor employees (B-2) and !

Follow-up Tests.g for long- and short term contractors (B-3) separately.; {
,

Follow-up testing refers to chemical testing at
'

unannounced intervals to ensure that a worker Drug Categ0rleS f
i

| who previously had a confirmed pv.oive test re-
sult is maintaining abstinence from the abu<c of % rule requires testing for five d rugs and alco- ;

h 1. Table A-2 shows the maximum sacening levels [i drugs or alcohol.
; and confirmation levels required by the rule. ucsc j
| levels are consistent with those set by the National

Tables B-1,B-2,and B-31n Appendix B present the Institute of Drug Abuse (NIDA). }
| number of tests, number positive,and average percent Reporting units are permittal to set cutoff levels i

'

positive for each of the test categories rcquested on the lower than tnose specified in the NIDA guidelines.i

NUMARC form. Alsoinduded are test results for the Many reporting units chose to do so for at least nae
,

!"Other" category. His category indudes results from category of drug, as indicated by their program perfor-i

| the periodic testing conducted by some reporting units mance reports. Several reporting units using lower {
l coinddent with annual physicals or similar period!c cutoff levels failed to estimate the number of positive -,

| cvents.- Results reported in the NUMARC form's test results for NIDA guidelines as well as reporting !

| "Other" category are not indud ed in all sections of this results for their own cutoff !cvels. [
j renort. Instreetions aecorepanying the NUM ARC form j

| ou not define what testing should be induded in this Additional Drugs- !
f

| category. Altho 1gh some reporting units spedfied the

L exact nature of the "other" tests (e.g., return to work), Many reporting units also tested for drugs other |
| most reporting units did not provide this information. tb an the six (five illegal drugs and alcohol) substances ;

i

1 i
A-3 ;
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Tablo A 2 ;

required by the rule. Information on the number of Max 3rr.um Screening and ;

reporting units testing for additional drugs is presenta! Confirmation Levels Required by 10
in Tab!c B-5. His informa+ ion is categorind by region. CFR Part 26 [
ne table indicates that the additional drugs most often _ . _ . . _ . _ !

induded in testing were barbiturates and ben 2ndiaz- Screening Confirmation |
cpm- Drug level lxvel i

i

Regions Marijuana 100 ng/mi 15 ng/ml [
Cocaine 300 ng/mi 150 ng/nd !

The NRC has five administrative regions, which Oplates 300 ng/ml 300 ng/ml j

are shown in Fis;ure A.1 Tables B-8 and D.9 r,how the Phencydidine 25 ng/ml 25 ng/ml |
results of overall testing and testing for specific drugs Art.phetamine 1,000 ng/ml 500 ng/ml i

'Alcohol 0.04% BAC oat % BAC(alcohol, marijuana, cocaine, arapheta mine, opia tes, and;

phencydidine)by NRC region. Table B-10 shows results j
by worker category for each region. [

unable to confirm outage information for any plants, j
Outage Data and confirma! outage data was evallable for less than i

half of the plants in Region II. Table A 3 shows the i

Data regarding plant outages were gathered for confirmal outage Information for the first and second [
cach site in threc oi the fi ve regions and a limited number six months of 1091. i

of sites in a fourth region. For each plant, the approx 1 Since confirmed outageinformation was available [
mate outage start date and duration were gathered from for only 42 of the 75 reporting units (the 10 corporate [
the January and July 1991 editions of "Nudeat News." offices tere not included), we consideral using the j
This information was recorded for each plant, and a lirt a pproximate outage d ates for those reporting units with :

of all plantsin a given region was complied and sent to unavailable confirmed outage dates. Using this data j

the regional inspector for that region. Inspcrtors con- wou!d have allowc) us to indudc all 75 re,mrting units [
firmed approximate start dates and durations for p'. ants in the outage analysis. An analysis comparing con. [
in Regions III, IV, and V. The inspector in Region I was firmed outage dates for the 42 reporting units with their j

- i
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! curresponding a pproxima tc outage dates wa s performcd five cqual intervals which incorporated 20 percent of the
i to examine how we.1 approximate outage d3ta pre- pla nts in each. Thu s, the 20 percent of the planta thr vere j
1 dictti actual data. Correlations between the predidal heated in the least dense county were in category 1, the ;

j and actual outages in the first and second six rnonths next least dense 20 perant were in category 2, etc. This !

j produced coeffidents that were moderate in strength method captured the highest amount of varianm. Thus,

!
4 (.58 and .72, respectively). The Wionship between using this information minimiral information lost due

i approximate and confirmed outage days during each to categorizing the variable.
i six month period was also cumined, with similar re.
i salts. Finally, positive test ra tes using confirmed outage g.Tle Rate Data
q data were compared to rates using approximate outage

data. Dere were substantialdifferences in the positive Section 3.3 of this report analyus the relationshipe

f rates for each of the two sets of data, indicating that between the crime rate of a general area surrounding a
{ approximate outaca da tes are not an adequate predictor nudear power plaat and the overall test rate and rate for
! of confirmcd outage Jates. As a result, the outage specific drugs at each site. Two measures were used to
j analyses FrformM indudcd only thow reporting units assess this retationship. ~he first measure was the crimo
t for which confirmed outage data were available- rate of the cuunty in which the nudcar power plant is
| Outages th t started in 1991 but continued into located. Information for this mea >ure was gathered from

{ 1992 werc recordni as ending December 31,1991,as this the 1989 County and City Data Ikiok, the contents of
y was when data on fitness-for-duty testing was ended. which are based on the 1930 U.S. Census. Crime rate

Outages that started in the first six months of 1991 but from this source was based on serious crimes known to
i continucd into the second six months of 1991 were police and measured by number of crimes per 100,000
! counted as two outages, one ending on June 30th, the population.

second beginrdng on July 1st. This was because pro- The second measure used la this analysis was the
*

j gram performance data f. v the firs: six months of the crime rate of the largest city within 60 miles of each.

1 year ended on June 30th. Information regardin8 nudear power plant. W.s particular distance was se-
i unscheduled out:3es was not indudsd, as complete, lectal because it proved to bc a goWrnfictor in the 1990
i verifini informatioa on these outages wac not available analysia for population density (see NUREC/CR 5758)
; in a timely manner., and the manner in which this and because it represents a logical commuting distanec
j informat on is reported is inconsistent among plants- (about one hour). Distance to the largest city was
; Due to the limital amount of confirrried outage calculated by using the 1990 Rand McNally Road Atlas.
4

date, the analyses and findings related to outages must Distance was calculatal using a straight-line method.
: be interpreted carefully. Crime rates for each of the identified dties were taken
| Another limitation with the outage dcta is that from two sources: the 1989 County and City Data Book,
] plants have different criteria for when they runsider and the 1991 State and Metropolitan Area Data Book.
! themselves to have started an outage and when it has Both sources base crime rates on serious crimes known to

|. been officially completod. Future usc of outage data will police, and per 100,000 population.
rnluire thesc eriteria to be standanitzed across all plants. Each of the two measures were broken into four;

j categories for analysis. These categories were equal-
i Population Donsity Datf. (each category contained either 18 or 19 reporting units)
{ and proceeded from reporting units with the lowest
i

Section 5.2 of his report analyzes the relationship crime rate to those with the highest. Corporate officest

i between the population density of an area surrounding were not included in the crime analysis. As a result, there
; a plant and the positive test rate for drugs and alcohol. are fewer reporting units included in this analysis tha n in
'

Six reparate measures were used to analyze the cffcct of other analyses (e g., regional analyses). i
j population density. Each captured a slightly different ;

; aspect of the concept of population density in the vicin' Drug Use Data
ity of a nuclear power plant. The six measures are>

summarized la Table A-4. Section 5.4 of this report analyzes the relationship
! The two measures used in the analysis were the of the incidence of drug use in the general area of a' county density and the distance to a city of 300,000 or nudcar power plant and the overall conf'mned positive

more pcople. nese measures were chosen because they testing rate. Three measures were usal to assess this,

; camre both density and proximity to a major urban relationship. The first moosure used was the rate of
center. alcohol-related arrests that occurred in the state in which4

1 ne measures were each broken into five catego- each nudcar power plant was located. This information
j ries for data reporting. These categories represented was obtained from t .e 1990 Sournhook of Criminalb

1
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Table A 3 |,

Outage Information for first and second six months of 1991* !
!

Numter cd days Nuade of dap Numter cd days Number cd dap I
in outagein hrst in outage in setand in outage in fa st in outagein satmd |

nant Name su months six months Plant Na.ne air mmthe sta months i

!'~
4

.

REClON 11 REGION IV f
I

Catawiu 1 & 2 61 68 Arkanses 1 & 2 8't 0

Farley 1 & 2 58 0 Comanche Peak 1 & 2 0 69

liatch 1 & 2 61 61 Cooper 5 73 ;

Oconce 1,2 & 3 51 0 Fort Calhoun 0 36 j

Shearon Harth 60 0 Fort St.Vrain 0 0 {
Surry 1 & 2 60 0 R'ver 11end 9 28 !

Turkey Point 3 & 4 181 127 South Texas 1 & 2 78 96 y

Vogtle 1 & 2 0 13 Waterfoni 80 0 i

Wolf Crock 0 109 I

{REGION 111

Big Rock Point 0 33 jREGION V

Braidwuod 1 & 2 138 75 Diablo Canyon 1 & 2 63 55 j

Byron 1 & 2 0 63 Palo Verde 1,2 & 3 117 76 j
Callaway 0 0 Rancho seco 0 0 |

Chnton 67 0 San Onofre 1,2 & 3 83 -96 j
Cook 1 & 2 42 0 Trojan 19 184 j
Davis Besse 0 68 WNP1&2 171 9 i

Dresden 2 & 3 40 115 [
Duane Arnold 16 0 (

'

; Fermi 76 11

Kewaunec 63 0

l2Salle 1 & 2 80 0 j
'

Montimilo o4 0 ,

'
Palisades (39 0

Perry 1 & 2 0 t,

Point Beach 1 & 2 45 43

Prairic Island 1 & 2 30 0

Quad Cities 1 & 2 175 0 Outage information wa s unavailable for all Region*

Zion 1 & 2 181 46 I plants and several Region !! plants.

- _

Justice Statistics and referrtd to the total number of Reporting Unit Contacts
alcohol-relatal arrests in 1940. This data was ad.
justed by sta to population to arrive at an alcohol arrest Table A 5 provides a list of contact persons and
rate. phone numbers far each reporting unit by region. This

The second measurt used was the numbcr of information is provided to allow reporting units to mn-
drug relatal arrests. Thesedata were also taken from tact other sites to sharc information about tessonslearned
the Sourcebook of Criminal Justice Statistics, and or other ite ns that may be of interest in this report. The

; represent 1989 data. The third measure used was the names of the mntact persons listed in Table A 5 were
total number of persons enrolled in druS or alcohol obtained from the semi-annual program performance
treatment programs in the stato in which each uuclear reports submitted in the *econd six month period of CY
power plant is located. This measure was obtair.ed 1991. It is important to note that the persons listed in thir
from a 1989 report from the National Drug and Alco- table are not ncmssarily in a position to be responsible for
holism Treatment Unit Survey. rhis survey reported the accuracy of the data submitted or the overall testing
the total number of clien ts enrolled in drug or alcohol results that occurred at their site,

abuse treatment, which was again adjusted by shte
population to produce a client enrn!! ment rate.

A4
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Table A 4
Population Measures

. _ .

County Population

O..e cummon population measure is that of county population. ulsinformation was gathertd from the 1988
County and City Data Book, which h based on the 1980 U.S. Census. One problem with this meature is that
it does not account for county sire. This is particularly noticeable between East and West coast counties.

a

County Density

County density is calculated by dividing the population of a county by the number of square miles in the
county. This measure avolds the problems inherent in the previous e casure by adjusting for county si ze. This
information was also gathered from the 1988 County and City Data book.

Number of Milas to a City of 100,000 or Greater

Population density can aho be conceptualized as the distance to a large city. This measure wa s taken by using
the 1990 NRC Information Diges' to locate each plant. The distance from each plant to the outskirts of the
nearest city of at least 100,000 people was then determined using the 1*0 Rand McNally Road Atlas Because
it is difficult to determine distance along roadways, distance was e Malated using a straight line method. Cuy
populations were taken from the 1088 County and City Data Doo,

.

Number of Miles to a City of 300,000 or Greater
'

he distance to a major metropolitan area can sometimes be more predictive of drug or alcohol problems than
just distance to a large city. Bus, the above proced ere was used to determine the distance from each plar,t to

; the outskirts of the nearest city of at least 300,000 pmple.

Population of the Largest City within 30 miles'

Another usefu' measure of population density is the largest city within a short drive. While it may be over 200
miles to a city of 100,000 for a given plant,it might only be 20 miles to a city of 85,000.- Thus, inis measure ,

provides information that might be missed by the previous measures. Again,a straight-line method was used
to measure the largest city within N) miles of each plant. The PS8 County and City Data Book provided
information on city populations.

Population of the Largest City within 60 miles

Decause a c'istance of 60 miles represents a logical commuting dist nce, the procodute explainni above was
used to determine the population of the largest city within 60 miles.o

-
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Tablo A 5

Reporting Unit Contacts by Region _ __
REGION I REGION 11 _REClON 111 REGION IV j_

heavn Valicy 1 & 2 Ikliefmte 1 & 2 Hig Rexk aitnt Arkansas 1 & 2
Wilham Roy Pamela C lloruttor { j. A. Smith Kenneth D Jeffrey
(412) 39 1 5234 (615) 751 5024 | (517) 788 M72 (501) 9(4 :3253
Calvert Otfis 1 & 2 Browns Fary 1,2 & 3 Drandwood 1 & 2 Comande "eak 1 & 2
F. Bruce Martenis Pamela C llamilton G J. Tolnkt J. L Brown /11, R. Ilutchimn
(410)234 4 % 2 (615) 751 5024 pm) si5-7544 (s17)8974912/(817)897-8940
PitrPatrick Brun$wid 1 & 2 Byron 1 & 2 Caper
Carol A.Smcy Vie Grone G j. Tolnki Debra Annejones
0 15) 349-6412 (919) 457 2135 pm) 515 7544 (402) 82kMA1
Cinna Catawt$ 1 & 2 Canaway Fort Calhoun 1kynn I. llauck

Jill W. Wens Donna M. Knoepflein Darrell D. Roterts# 16)771 2232 0 03) 831 3214 0 14) 676 8211 (402) 6 4 3039
Iladdam Neck

$Crystal River 3 Cinton Fort St. VrainDavid J. lleritage
Ranaki s. K1tne Roter Derbott Donald R. AlgwCG) 721M (813) M5277 Q17) 935 *Asl 0 01) 620 1282

Id'" Id"' 2
Farley 1 & 2 Couh 1 & 2 Riva Bend 1 4

f9f*' 'j',I ). A. Rirzie K. E. Atesclun Robert P, Carter
005) M5075 (616) 4655W1 (506) 381 4328

"
Grand Gull 1 & 2 Davis-Ikw South Texas 1 & 2

(914) 7364rdt Paul *peynn Robert W.Sehrauder John W. Odom
(6D1)(37-2481 (419)749 2.h (512) 972 7626

p y, S.,1,y li4rris 1 Dreden 2 & 3 WaterNrd 3 F

Q15) 8415M Steve Allen G J. Tole .kl Robert F.Sumicek
.

(9;9) 352-3546 9m) 5157544 (504)739 4307g y
Paul R. Cooper llatch 1 & 2 Duane Arnold Wolf Crwk 1
(207)882-5 0 6 Don M. Crowe Diane Eng)chardt Cary D. Burchart
Minstone 1,2 & 3 0 05) 877 7248 Olt) 8517280 016)364 M31
David J. licritage MCulte 1 & 2 Fermi 2
cm) 7212306 Kimberly S. Laws Jowph 11. Korie REGION V
Nine Mile Point 1 & 2 9 06) 875-4148 0131586-125 D'ablo Canyon 1 & 2
Charles I. Crmigmile North Anna 1 & 2 Kewaunce Wittiam D. Drake
0 15) 349 7574 W. R. Runna, Jr. Richa d P. Pula 0 05) 545-4772

Oyster Cink (801)271 2735 (414) 4U-1332 Palo Verde 1,2 & 3
S. A. Babcral Oconce l,2 & 3 David licier/ Mary Maddt
0 01) 316-7011 Marlene Roger, (602) 393 7465
Peach 30tsom 2 & 3 001'88k3895 pm)5)$794 Rancho Seco
D. M. Sarley Robinnan 2 Steve Redeker

I(215) 8415E Greg Newome (916) 452-3211n gy,g
Pilgrim 1 (803)38 11207 (g2)1m - San Onofre 1,2 & 3'
Jacquehne E. lic"' %uoyah 1 & 2 T. M. Callowsy -
(617) 424-3478 Pamela C i(* milton Palisa h F14) 368-9554
rsl< m 1 & 2/Ilope Creek (615) 751 5024 J. A. Smith TrojanMary Samuels OI ) 88

St. L.ucie I & 2 Maureer Shaw@) NM
J. G West Perry 1 & 2 (503) 556 7874 -

Sanbrook 1 (407) 604 4253 Michele Benedict Washington Nudcar 1,2 & 3Brum R.Seymour Q16) 259-3737 M. M. Monopouu(603) 474-9521
mi pdm Ikaa 1 & 2 m) 377-&473

Shoreham (801) 345-4272 Thomas R. Frlls
Robert W.Grunneich (414) 221 2698
(516) 929-8300- Surry 1 & 2

W. R. Runner, Jr. Prairie Island 1 & 2
Susquehanna 1 & 2

(004)273-2735 Randau D.Geveland
Chris D. kopes g12)3m7999
p17) M2 3888 Turkey Point 3 & 4

J. G West Quad Otics 1 & 2'three Mile Island 1
(407) 604-4253 Cj.Tolcski

S. A.Babczak
Om)5157M4col) 316-7011 Vogtle 1 & 2

yy,og y,ng, Vince Agro Zion 1 & 2

Mark V"f"* C05) 868 5094 G) Toleski
Um) 515-7M4(P02) 275-7711 Watts Bar 1 & 2

Yankee-Rowe Pamela C llamilton
Peter R. Fowler (615) 751 5024

(5m) 7794711 -

A-8
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Table B 1
Test results by NUMAJC form tost category .

| (January through Docomber,1991) |
! J
v

I lTEST FIRST SIX SECOND SIX YEAR !
CATECORY MONTHS MONTilS ( i

i i
. PRE-EMPLOYMENT

'

! Numter Tested 13,575 11,438 25,013 +

Numkr Pomitive 123 86 209 |
'

;

j Average Percent Positive 0.91 0.75 0.84 .

; -_ _ . _ _ - __ _ _ ;

{ PRE-BADGING
'

{ Nutr.ber Tested 40,658 38,837 79,495 t

|
Number Positive 444 330 774

Average Percent Positive 1N 0.85 0.97,
; ._ _.-- _______4

,

! PERIODlC '

i Number Tested 951 443 1,394 ;

i Number Positive 0 0 0 t
j Average Percent Positive 0.00 0 00 0.00

7
!

j FOR-CAUSE
Number Tested 248 324 572

| Number Positive 79 88 167

j Average Percent Positive 31.85 27.16 29.20 '

4
_._ __

| POST. ACCIDENT
j Number Tested 76 79 155
t Number Positive 0 0 0

| Average .'ercent Positive 0 00 0.00 0.00
"

__ _ _ _ _ _
,

j- RANDOM !

| Number Tested 78,983 74,835 - 153,818

j Number Positive 275 235 510
; Average Percent Positive 035 031 0.33
4 ,

1

i FOLLOW-UP
j Number Tested 1,731 1,813 3/44
| Number Positive 31 31 62

'
j Average Percent Positive 1.79 1,71 1.75
; _

j OTHER
'
; Number Tested 909 925 1,834

i Number i citive 11 11- 22

j Average Percent Positive 1.21 1.19 1.20

t -

,.

<

j TOTAL
j Number Tested 137,131 128,694 265,825
4 Number Positive 963 781 1,744

Average Percent Positive 0.70 0.61 OA6

;-
9

i

4

i' B-2
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Table B-2
Test results by NUMAFIC form test category by licenseo employoos and
contractor personnel
(Jaroary through December,1991)

I __ _ _ _ . . - .-.- - - _ . _ - - . _ - _ . _ _

LICENSEE EhtPLOYEES CONTRACTOR (Long term /Short-term)
|._. . - .. . . _ - - - -_ _ .- - - . .., _ -

',

TEST FIRST SECOND YEAR FIRST | SECOND YEAR

CATECORY |6-htONTilS 6-h10NTHS 6.htONTilS |6-h10NTHS

PRE-EhiPLOYhiENT
Number Tested 4,910 2,172 7,082 8,665 9,266 17,931

Number Positive 14 4 18 109 82 191

Average Percent Positive 0.29 0.18 0.25 1.26 OSS 1.07 !

PRE-BAIX;ING
Number Tested 5,707 4,774 10,481 34,951 34,063 69,014 ,

Numkr Pcr.,. ave 28 28 56 416 302 718

Avt ' ,,e PcTent Positive 0.49 039 053 1.19 OA9 1.N
_ __ _ _ _ _ _. _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . _ . _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . ;

PERIODIC i

Numkr Tested 798 343 1,141 153 100 253

Number Positive 0 0 0 0 0 0

Average Percent Positive 0 00 0.00 0.00 0 00 0.00 0.00

FOR-CAUSE |
Number Tested 99 130 229 149 | 194 343

Number Positive 27 24 51 52 64 116

Average Percent Positive 27.27 18.46 22.27 34.90 32.98 33.82
- -__.-._w 4.-.--.---- -.-_._ - . - .

POST-ACCIDENT !

Number Tested 58 62 120 18 17 35

Number Positive 0 0 0 0 0 0 t

Average Percent Positivq 0.00 0.(G 0.00 0.00 0.00 | 0.00
,

_ _.j___.___. _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ . . . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . _

RANDOh!
Number Tested 51,703 49,338 101,041 27,280 25,497 i 52,777

'
Number Positive 108 112 220 167 123 290

Average Percent Positive 0.21 0.23 0.22 0.61 0.48 055
[ _ - - - _ L .-.- .. _ - _ _ - -.-_.-y._-_-

'

| FOLLOW UP
Number Tested 1,284 1,276 2,560 447 537 984

Number Positive 27 25 52 4 6 10

Average Percent Positive 2.10 1.96 2.03 039 1.12 1.02
- - _ . -_ -. - L - - _ . - - . + _

. . .

OTHER
Number Tested 622 411 1033 287 514 801

Fumber Positive 5 2 7 6 9 15

Average Percent Positive 0.80 0.49 OIA 2.09 1.75 1.87
_ _ __ _ _._._.y__..__ ___ _

TOTAL |
Number Tested 65,181 58506 123/a7 71,950 70,188 142,138

Number Positive 209 195 ( t 751 586 1,34 0
;

Average Percent Positive 032 033 ' O.33 1.05 0.83 0.94

-
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TableB3
Test results by NUMARC form test category by long term and short term
contrector personnol
(January through December,1991)

_ . - _--- . -. . _ .-

TEST llRST SECOND YEAR FIRST SECOND YEAR
CATECORY 6-hiONTilS 6-hiONTilS 6-hiONTilS 6-hiONTilS

I
PRE-EhiPLOYhiENT -

Number Tested 414 228 M2 8,251 9,038 17,289
Numlvr Positive 7 0 7 102 82 184

Average Percent Positive, 1.69 0.00 1.09 1.24 0.91 1.06
,

- - - . . _ -- 1- - - - .- .n-_-----

PRE-BADCING
Number Tested 4,M2 1,631 5,693 30.889 32,432 63,321
Nuniler Positive 33 7 40 383 295 678
Avc age Percent Positive 0.81 0.43 0.70 1.24 0.91 1.07i

_ _._.L_.._ ._

PERIODIC
Number Testtd 136 100 236 17 0 17
Numlvr Positive 0 0 0 0 0 O;

fAverage Percent Positive 0 00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 { 0.00
.

FOR-CAUSE
Numler Tested 22 21 43 127 173 300
Numler Positive 2 4 6 50 60 110
Average Percent Positive 9.09 19.05 13.95 3937 34.68 36.67

POST ACCIDENT
Numtwr Tested 0 0 0 18 17 35
Nunnrr Positive 0 0 0 0 0 0

Average Percent Positivej 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 O!.X)

_3,

RANDOhi j ! 4

Number Tested 4,350
| 3,150 7,500 22,930 22,347 45,277

Number Positive 20 3 23 147 120 267
Average Percent Positive 0.46 0.10 031 Of>l 054 0.59

_ _ _ _ - _ . . .___% _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ - . _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _

FOLLCW UP
Number Tested 56 54 110 391 483 874
Number Positive 1 1 2 3 5 S
Average Percent Positive 1.79 1.85 1.82 0.77 1.N 0.92 ,

_ e _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ . _

OTHER
Number Tcsted 58 46 1N 229 468 697
Number Positive 0 0 0 6 9 15
Average Percent Positive 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.62 1.92 2.15

TOTAL
Number Tested 9,098 5,231 14,329 62,852 64,958 127,810
Nt.mber Positive 63 15 78 691 571 1,262
Average Percent Positive 0.69 0.29 054 1.10 0.88 0.99

B-4
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Table B-4
Number of confirmed positives by substance
(January through December,1991) |

!

FIRST 6-MONTilS SECOND 6-MONTHS TOTAL !

!

TYPE OF SUBSTANCE NUMDER PERCENT NUMDER PERCENT TOTAL PERCENT }
i

MARIJUANA 4S6 4934 260 33.46 746 4234 (

COCALNE 269 2730 280 36Al 549 31.16 |

OPIATES 15 1.52 9 1.16 24 136 j

AMPHETAMINE 23 234 8 1.03 31 1//6 !

PHENCYCLIDINE 4 0.41 7 0.90 11 062 i

ALCOHOL 188 19.09 213 27.41 401 22.76

!

TOTAL 985 777 1,762 !
!

:

1

!

|

I
!

[
,

$

!
!

!
!
:

)

| .
-
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!
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Tablo B 5 i
Test results for additional drugs :

(January f.hrough December,1991)
_ . . . |

TYPE OF DRUC nraoni nrxwn urxw tu aos rv nraos y nnAi. -

,

!

DARBITURATES ;

Number of LicenwesTesting 11 8 3 3 4 29 ;

Number of Tests Performed 34,243 27,218 7,879 9,700 27,324 106,364 i

Number of Positives 2 2 0 0 0 4

Percent Positive 0206 0.007 0.000 0.000 0 000 0.004 i
;

BENZODIAZEPINES h
Numberof LicenseesTesting 11 7 3 3 4 28

,

Num'oct of Tests Performal 34,243 24,633 7,879 9,700 27,324 103,779 +

Number of Positives 6 8 1 0 2 17 i

Percent Positive DD18 0.032 OD13 0.000 0.007 0.016 ,

_

PROPOXYPHENE
Numberof LicenursTesting 3 0 1 2 1 7 (
Number of Tests Performed 8,145 0 2,655 6,742 7,270 24,812

Number of Pasitives 1 0 0 1 1 3 [
Percent Positive 0.012 0.000 0.000 0.015 0 014 0.012 I

|
;

MET 11ACONE !

Number of Licensws Testing 5 0 1 1 1 8 |
'

Number of Tests Performed 17,041 0 2,655 2,958 7,270 29.924

Number of Positives 0 0 0 0 0 0 |

Percent Positive 0.000 0.000 0.000 OD00 0.000 0.000 !

i

METHAQUALONE [
Number of Licensws Testing 7 4 1 2 1- 15 t

'

Number of Tests Performal 19,328 9,947 -2,655 7,404 7,353 46,687

Number of Positives 0 0 0 0 1 1 |
Percent Positive 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.014 0.002 :

[
.
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! Table B 6
Test results for outage end non-outage periods by worker category *
(January through December, IL91)

:
:

OUTAGE IN OLITAGE IN OUTACE DURING,

! FIRST 6 MONTHS SECOND 6 MONTHS YEAR

! WORKER CATECORY YES NO YES NO YES ! NO
n=31 n=11 n=22 n=20 n=38 n=4

j: _.

Number of Tests 62,667 12,810 49,198 22,003 141,885 4,798 !;

Number of Positives 539 45 343 103 1,018 12 |

Percent Positive 0.86 035 0.70 0.47 0.72 0.25 j

,!
I

! LICENSEE EMPLOYEES
Number of Tests 26,152 6,574 17,514 12,494 59,185 3,549

: I,'m 'xt of Positives 97 12 62 35 201 5
-

i Percent Positive 037 0.18 035 0.28 034 0.14

| IDNG-TERM CONTRACTORS

i.
Number of Tests 5,659 540 2,007 1477 9,239 444
Number of Positives 47 2 2 7 56 2

,

Percent Positive 0.83 037 0.10 0.47 0.61 0.45
:

i SHORT TERM CONTRACTORS
Number of Tests 30,856 5,696 29,677 8,037 73,461 805,

Numberof Positives 395 31 279 61 761 5* .

Percent Positive 1.28 0.54 0.94 0.76 1.04 0.62

:

,

' Includes data from 42 of the 75 sites.

]
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Table B 7(
Test results by pre-access and random tests for outage and non outage periods *
(January through December,1091)

OUTAGE IN OUTAGE IN
FIRST 6-MONTils SECOND 6-MONTHS YEAR

TEST CATECORY YES NO YES NO YES NO
n=31 n=11 n=22 n=20 n=38 n=4

PRE-ACCESS
Number of Tesis 26,879 3,638 21,343 6,687 57,833 714
Number of Positives 326 17 187 54 581 3
Percent Positive 1.21 0.47 0.88 0.81 1.00 0.42

- - ,

RANDOM
Number of hsts 33,676 8,779 26,474 14,440 79,575 3,794
Number of Positives 134 20 84 34 265 7
Perant Positive 0.40 0.23 0.32 0.24 033 0.19

' Includes data from 42 of the 75 sites.

{
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Table B-8
Test results by region and by substance: First and second six-month periods
(January through December,1991)

REGIONI REGION II .EGION III REClON IV REGION V
|

n=24 n=24 n=23 n=8 n=6

RRST SECOND RRST SECOND RRST SECOND HRST SECOND RRST SECOND

TEST RESULTS SIX SIX SIX SIX SIX SIX SIX SIX SIX SIX

MONT115 MONT11S MONT115 MONT115 MON 111S MONTHS MONTils MONTHS MONITIS MONT115
_

Total Tests 39,828 31,592 39,158 40 482 25,921 25,475 15.952 16,635 16,276 14511

Total Positive * 294 242' 224 164 190 174 89 95 166 106

Percent Positive 074 0.77 057 0.41 0.73 0 68 0.56 0.57 1.02 0.73

CONRRMED POSITIVES BY

SUBSTANCE
# % # % 8 % # % 8 % 8 % # % # % # % # %

?
Type of Substance

Marijuana 125 42.67 77 31.56 98 4475 39 25.32 102 4928 65 37.79 52 5191 34 3142 106 6023 45 40.54

tp Cocaine 102 34.00 97 39.75 72 32.88 57 37.01 58 28m 52 3223 15 1935 39 40.63 19 inM 35 31.53

5 1.67 2 0.82 5 223 3 1.95 2 C 2 1.16 3 323 1 1.04 0 0.0) 1 0.00
* Opiates

Amphetamir.e 2 0.67 4 1.64 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 2U0 2 1.16 3 313 0 0 00 18 1023 2 IM

Phencydidine 2 0.67 4 1.64 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 3 174 2 2.15 0 ODO O 0.00 0

Alo4ml 61 2033 60 24.59 44 200* 55 3171 35 21J4 45 27.91 15 E 13 22 22.92 33 1575 25 2123

TOTAL 300 244 219 154 197 1 72 e3 % 176 111

"rotal peitive test results and total pmitive results for speofic substances are not expected to be the same. These numbm indude testing

results for ' periodic ~ and "other tests."

.
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Table B-9

Test results by r?gion and by substance: Total year
(January through December,1991)

REGION I REGION II REGION III REGION IV REClON V

n=24 n=24 n=23 n=8 n=6

TESTS TOTAL YEAR TOTAL YEAR TOTAL YEAR 1Oi AL YEAR 101 AL YEAR

Total Tests 71,420 79,636 51,396 32,587 30,787

' Total Positive * 536 388 364 184 272
0_% 0.88

Percent Positive 0.75 0.49 0.71

CONFIRMED POSITIVES BY

SUBSTANCE

. Type of Substance # % # % # % # % # %

5 Marijuana 205 37.68 137 36.73 167 45.26 86 4530 151 52.61

Cocaine 199 3658 129 34.58 110 2931 57 30.16 54 18.82

Opiates 7 1.29 8 2.14 4 1.08 4 7.12 1 035

Amphetamine 6 1.10 0 0.00 2 051 3 1.59 20 6.97

Phencyclidine 6 1.10 0 0.00 3 0E1 2 1.06 0 0.00

Alcohol 121 22.24 99 2658 83 22.49 37 1958 61 2125

TOTAL REPORTED 544 373 369 189 287

i

' " Total positive test results and total reported positive results for specific substances are not expected to be the same.
These numbers include testing results for"pMic' and "other" tests.

L________
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rabia B-10
Test results by region and by worker cawgory
(January ihrough December,1991)

__ _
__

REGIONI REGION II REGION IM REGION IV REGION V
...

nast saxwo mm sRIWD Rm E.1FJ EJr SKINJ RRfr SDD

WORKER CATEGORY 4MUS 6M MAR 4MOS 6 MDB HAR &MUS 4M MAR +4D8 4M M &MOS 6MOS TUR

| LICENSE 2 EMPLOYEES
Number of Tests 16,999 15,290 32,289 21,6E'4 19,5M 41,242 12A13 11,401 27,214 ' 6,310 5,582 11,891 7,401 6,649 14,050

'

Numberof Positives 55 69 124 76 52 128 43 M 75 12 12 24 23 30 53 |

Perent Positive 032 0.45 038 1 035 0.27 031 034 0.28 031 J.19 0.21 020 021 04 038 j

LONG-TERM CONTRACrORS
4.Gi 2,381 6,877 1,443 449 1,892 723 385 1,108 1,267 - 9,9 2,206

Number of Tests 1,169 1,077 2d' 3

Numberof Positives 3 3 | 35 9 44 13 1 14 1 0 1 11 2 13

[ Perent Pbsitive 0.26 02.8 Or i . 418 038 044 0.90 0.22 0.74 0.14 0.00 029 O K/ C.21 0.59

I
"'

I

SHORT-TERM CONrRAcrORS
Number of Tests 21,660 15,225 36fM 13,000 18,517 31,517 11,665 13,625 23,290 8,919 10,668 19,587 7,608 6,923 14,531

Number of Positives 236 17] 406 113 103 216 ';34 141 275 83 159 132 74 206,

Percent Positive 1.09 1.12 1.10 OE7 036 0.69 1.15 1.03 1.09 0.35 018 OE1 174 1.07 1.42

__

'60TAL
Number of T-sts W,828 31,592 71,420 39,154 40,482 79,636 25,921 25,475 51,3 % 15,952 16,635 32,c*7 16,276 14,511 30,787

Numberof P sitives 294 242 516 224 164 388 19' 174 364 89 95 184 16A 106 272

Percent Positive 074 0.77 0.75 0.57 0.41 0.49 0.73 048 0.71 036 057 356 1.02 0.73 0.88

|

. _ . _

V H
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Table B-11
. Test results by region and by test category: First and second six-month periods *
(January through December,1991)

REGION I REGION 11 REGION III REGION IV REGION V

RRST SECOND RRST SECOND RRST SECOND R"ST SECOND RRST SE3ND t

TEST CATEGORY &Mos GMos &Mos 6Mos 6Mos &Mos 6.Mos 5Mos SMos GMos

PRE-ACCESS |
NumberofTests 17,613 12,053 13,855 15,759 9,260 9,501 6,423 ' 7,328 7,082 5,634

Number of Positives 197 130 103 82 111 -95 52 61 1M 48 . !
t

Percent Positive 1.12 1.08 0.74 052 1.20 1.00 031 0.83 1.47 0.85
,

_. -

RANDOM |

Number of Tests 21,529 18,774 24,231 23,842 15,290 14,791 9,336 9,124 8,597 8,3M

Number of Positives 72 83 90 54 52 48 28 17 33 33

Percent Positive 033 C.44 037 0.23 034 : 032 030 0.17 038 0.40

98
TI IOR-CAUSE

Nwaber of Tests 60 80 119 137 51 50 26 47 68 89 i

Number of P mitives . 15 19 20 27 15 19 5 12 24 17

Percent Positive 25.00 23.75 16.81 1533 29.41 38.00 19.23 2553 35.29 19.10
;

i FOLLOW-U?
'

' 410 457 407 432 4M 493 140 95 370 336Number of Tests
i Number of Positives 8 lu 8 6 8 5 3 4 4 6

Percent Positivc 1.95 2.19 1.97 137: 98 1.01 2.14 4.21 1.08 1.79
'

TOTAL*

i Number of Tests 39,612 31 M 38,612 40,170 25,005 24,835 15,925 16,594 16,117 14,363

Number of Positives 2!O 242 221 163 IS6 167 88 94 165 1M'
,

0.i4 |
0.67 0.55 057 1.02 0.724 Percent Positive 0.74 0.77 0.57 0.41

; I

; * Numbers of tests and positive test results differ from those presented in Tablo B-8, B-9, and B-10because the

i results in this table do not indude results for "other" or ";wiodic" testing

i *
t
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Table B-12 .

Test results by region and by test category: Total year * i
|(January through December,1991)

|
TEST CATEGORY REGION I REC 10N il ' RECION !!! REClONIV REClON V

PRE-ACCESS' ,

Number of Tcsts 29,666 29,614 18,761 13,751 12,716 :

Number of Positives 327 185 206 113 152

Percent Positive 1.10 0.62 1.10 0.82 1.20 i

RANDOM $
Number of Tc.its 40J03 4t, 30,081 19 4/.0 16,901 !

Number of Positives 155 14, 100 45
|

66 i

Percent Positive 038 0.30 0.33. 0.24 0.9 |

-!
FOR-CAUSE

.

j
Number of Tests 140 256 101 73 157 -

,

Number of Po<!!ives 34 41 34 17 41

Percent Positive 24.29 16.02 33.67 23.29 26.11
i
tFOLLOW-UP |

Number of Tests 867 839 897 235 -706 -

Number of Positives 18 14 13 7 10 . |
Percent Positive 2.08 22.15 1.45 2.98 1.42 i

!

TOTAL [
Number of Tests 70,976 78,782 49,840 32,519 30,480 ;

Number of Positives 534 384 353 182 269
- Percent Positive 0:15 0.49 0.71 0.56 0.88- I

| -
.

| -Numbers of tests and positive test results differ from those presented in Tables D-8, B-9, and B-10 [
| because the results in this table do not include results for 'other" or " periodic' testing. ;

I
!

i
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! Table B 13
j. Mean density by region

REGtON . MEAN DENS 11Y',

'

KEGION 1 655
;

i REGION II 266

i REGION 111 225

REGION IV 79

REClON V 309

i
i 'Measurai as the number of persons per square mile in

| cach county containing a nuclear power plant.
:
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APPENDIX C gman nce the specimen did not nw this eCOMPILATION OF LESSONS LEARhED quirement,it was icported as negative.
The blind performance specimen was pur-

In addition to providing numeric testing re- chased in January 1991, shortly after the publication
sults in their semi annual program perfonnance * of the DHHS notice. The vendor did not make the
ports, a numberof reporting units included informa' necessarv ch nges te its test spwimens at the time
tion on lessons learned and program actions taken. the specimen was shipped to APS. his situation
This appendix presents this information as submit- was corrected by the vendor and there have been no
ted and is intended to serve as a reference to other other preblems reported,
u tilities who wish to improve their pmya m or a void During this time period, APS recognized that
common difficalties- the Fitness-for-Du ty policy concerning the consump-

Of the 52 utilities,30 provided lessons learned tion of alcoholic beverages offsite while an Com-
during the first reporting period (January-J une,1991 ). pany time,in training sessions or representing APS
During the second reporting period (July-Decem- at a business function needed clarification. This was
ber,1991),31 of the utilities provided such informa- accomplished by a memorandum from executive
tion.

management to all employees with unescorted ac-
cess.

Alabama Power Company Three photometers were purchased to assist
APS in measuring the specific gravity of specimens.

July through December,1991 Tin Fitness-for-Duty Department published
an article in the Company newsletter on the use and

Joseph M. Itriey Nuclear Plant effects of over-the-counter (CTTC) medication in an

Management actions during this reporting cU ruo educate employees on these effects and the

pc.iod involved one individual. His individual requirement to report use of OTCs.

was randomly selected and randomly selected again July through December,1991
four days later. The first positive test had not ve
been confirmed when the second random selectk.n A Quality Assurante audit was conducted in

occurred, ne individual tested positive for Mari- November 1991. Aconsultinggmupwasutilized to

Juana both times, ne employee was removed from pr vide technical guHance during the audit. Re-

duty and placed in a whabilitation program when sults fr m the audit indicated that APS has a com-

the second random test was confirmed. An admin- prehensive Fitness-for-Duty Program which meets

istrative decision was made to consider both posi, the requirements of 10 CFR 26. Many of the recom-

tive tests as one policy violation; therefore, the em- .acndations that were made during the audit are
,

ployee was not tero.inated, ne employee has suc- being incorporated into the pmgram.-

cessfully completed a rehabilitation program, has Three perfor mance test specimens (certified by

retu rned to full access a nd is entered in the follow-u p the supplier to be positive) were reported negative

testing pool, by the APS p:imary Department of Health and Hu-
man Services (DHHS) certified laboratory. Two of
the occurrence = were the result of a urine matrix

Arizona Public Servi::e Company structure using a reage..t designed to have o sensi-
tivity to a wide range of drugs. He standards

January through June,1991 utilized by thelaboratory were appropriate for this
Th:re wasoncoccurrence wherc a performance particular drug. However, upon closer investiga-

upplier to be post. tion of the standards,it was determined that the usetest specimen (certified 1 x

tive) was reported as negaw by Ae'2cna Public ofinother standard was mom sensitive. Therefore,
Serviceb (APS) Department of Health and Human changes were made in the standards utilized by the -

- Sctsices(DHHS)certifiedlaboratory. Aninvestiga. laboratory,
tion was conducted regarding this occurrence. It in the other occurrence it was determined that
was determined that the certified blind specimen the certified blind specimens deteriorated during
contained d methamphetamine 0,196 mg/ml) but the shipping and handling process. The type o'*

did not contain the required levels of amphetamire. drugs used to spike the specimens have a tendency
per the DHHS notice of December 19,1990. This to be unstable and may contribute to the deteriora-
notice states that in order to be reported positive on tion of the specimen. The Medical Review Officer
a methamphetamine the specimen must also contain reviewcd APS'sprocessfor preparationof allspeci.
amphetamine at a concentration of 200 ng/ml. or nens and determined the process acceptable.,

i
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The following a re changes tha t have been mad e its own internal guideline as to what an unsatisfac-
to the Fitness-for-Duty Program in an effort to im- tory performance test is and when the test should be
prove overall effectiveness of the program- reported to the NRC. Of the 22 FFD testing viola-

in an effort to provide readily accessible guld, tions during this reporting period,18 were in the*

ance on the call-out requirements set forth in the mmths of , 'nuary and February. De conclusion is
Fi tness-for- Du ty Program, an i nforma tional card that the Christmas and New Year's holidays prob-

| which can be affixed to a badge was sent to all ably contributed to the ince in substance abuse.

supervisors. The card provides instructiona t., Our FFD Collection Facilities utilize the
assist supervisors in the event it is necessary , , intoxityzer 5000 for Alcohol Breath Tests. We have

call an individual out for unscheduled work or f und the breath alcohol test results and the blood
for an emergency situation. tests results to be virtually the same. It is an ex-

tremely accurate instrument but it is also extremely
A collection facility became operational inside sensitive to the operating environment. Therefore,

*

the protected area during this reporting period. regula r schcd uled maintenance should be performed
The purpose of the facility is to reduce the im- at least once every 6 months.
pact on licensed operator shift manning and EAP utilization continues to be a strength of
overall site productivhy. ourProgram. Approximately1.6%ofCarolinaPower
During this reporting period, APS began using and Light (CP&L) employees within the scope of .*

two new chemical arulyzers (Syva ETW modcl) FFD are self referrals. In addition,8 employees were
to perform on-site drug screening. The utiliza- referred by their supervisor to the E AP.
tion of this equipment wasidentified as a strength
during our November audit. Performance re_ July through December,1991

sults from this equipment is favorable. While reviewing the testing records of a see-
A random drug test " Notification Checklist" nd random positive alcohol test on the same CP&L*

was developed and disseminated to supervisors employee,it was discovered that the individ ual had

as a tool to assist them in completing the neces- Previously registered levels of alcohol on the
sary notification steps. His effort is part of breathalyzer that were less than .N percent.
APS's commitment to provide ongoing assis. This is considered an indicator of a continuing
tance and information to supervisors. Problem, however, CP&L's program did not have

adequate chmks and balances in place to address
APS has reviewed and revised some of its proce- such a problem. As a result of this situation, the

*

dures and training material to incorporate
changes and program requirements in accor- following practice has been added to CP&L's pm-

dance with 10 CFR 55.
gram:- Any employee who has an alcohol violation
and is subsequently reinstated in his job, and who
cert tinues to register any alcohol on the breathalyzer

Carolina Power and Light dming future tasts will not only be counseled by the
collection facility staff,bu t the EAP will be informed

January through June,1991 of the situation and mayintervenein the follow-up
An electronic data transfer system has been r ana-cam (thumployee.

developed and implemented to transfer the names On July 3,1991, a FFD contract nurse retained

of individuals in the random selection system from by CP&L to collect specimens and administer alco-

the plant sites to the mainframe in the General Of- hol breath tests failed to complete an alcohol breath
fice. He effec + of this is to minimize the mount of - tesdnacc rdaneewiththeCompany'scollectionsite
time from badging to actually being eligible to bc Pmcedures. Specifically, paperwork coecerning the

selected for random testing. alcohol breath analysis test was destroyed by the

Additional emphasis has been placed on con-- nurse. Aninvestigationintothisincidentconfirmed
'

ducting random tests on Saturdays and Sundays. Irregularities in the administration of an alcohol

Substance abuseliterature v.is phced an all the breath test by both a contract aune and the CP&L

FFD Collection Facilities. Signs have been posted in empi yee. As a result of the investigation, the con-

the collection facilities to remind workers that there tract nurse was removed from the Brunswick plant

are no " safe periods" and that testing is conducted site n July 8,1991 and the employee's employment

seven days a week, at all hours of the day, was terminated on July 11,1991.

Because the definidonof an unsatisfactory per. ^ '"VICw of the Brunswick FFD nursing staff's
-

formance test is not clemly defined for reporting chemical testing records was completed with no
ot imgularnies identified. Therefore, this inci-purposes to the NRC, the Company has developed
dent is considered to be an isolated occurrence.-

1
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The staff at all thecollection facilities have been station assigned random test pool. Five additional
counseled, as well as the Fitness-for Duty deficiencies were noted during the review, immedi-
administrator's staff, concerning the potential con- a te corrective action was taken to place thc omitted / I

sequencesof thistypeofincident(regulation 10CFR deleted names into the random test' pool and to
26 reference - 26.90 - violations), in addition, this protect the names in the pool from inad vertent dele-
discussion will beincluded as a part of their orienta- tion. This deficiency was discussed with Region Ill
tion when new key individuals are assigned collec- USNRC representa tives on May 13,1991. Long term
tion / administrative duties within the scope of the corrective action included development of a com-
Fitness-for Duty Program. puter program, which does not rely on automatic

As a result of self assessment of the program,it data transfer, but requires manual entry and dele-
was discovered that the correct number of blind tion of corporate E. O Responder's names to the non-
sampics (as required by 10 CFR 26) was not being station random tea pool. Additionally, program
submitted due to an error interpretation of the regu- administration is conducting more frequent com-
lation. This was reported by telephone to the NRC parisons of the non station random test pool.
Region II Office on September 30,1991. Corrective A monthly computer printout provides the
action was implemented immediately. number of random tests conducted at each nuclear

sta tion d uring each hour on the 24 hour clock. Using

Cleveland Electric illumination this information, future random test schedules are
,

developed to assure there are no " safe times from

January through June,1991 random drug anc icohol testing.
Corrective action was initiated by the NIDA

During the reporting period, initiatives were Certified laboratory subsequent to a failure during
taken to increase Fitness-for-Du ty policy communi- receipt inspection to identify two specimens inten-
cation. The initiatives included postings of the tionally submitted by Commonwealth Edison with
company's FFD policy in several additional loca- inadequate tamper evident seals. Although speci-
tions throughout the plant site, posting a sign in the mens with tampered seals have been submitted

.

main badging area describing major requirements of since, no additional failures have occurred.
the company's FFD policy, and the publication of
various FFD related topics in the plant's weekly site July through December,1991
news article. The remaining two " Administrative Services

t These initiatives were taken to increase the Specialist" management positions were filled dur-
'

i awareness of the FFD program among employees, ing the second reporting period. This position was
contractors, and visitors of the plant. cWed to provide a dalicated utility point of con-

het at each of the six nuclear stations for contractor

Colmah Public Service Company Fitness-for-Duty and Access Authorizationissues.
Standard practice of the Commonweahh Edison

January through June,1991 MRO is to review all on-site presumptive positive
Y ** " ' "" #E" "" "'""#~

The Preparation and submittal of the blind tion contamed in the laboratory reports. Specimen
specimens was transferred from the MRO's office to

#328569, which screened on October 8,1991 as pre-
the site collection facility to increase cfficiency. sumptive positive forcocaine, was not confirmed for

Drug / Alcohol Awareness posters are being the presenw of Benzoylecogoninc by the laboratory,
prominently displayed at several locations wehin The MRO reported this to the laboratory Scientificsite

. Director and requested an investigation.
Effutive communication of Program goals t During aa administrative process associated

the population is vital for cooperation and program with CC/MS testing, a laboratory screening tech-sucass.
nologist reven xi Specimen #328559 which screened
as negative and #328569 which screened positive ior

Commonwealth Edison cocaine. The reviewer / certifying scientist failed to
detect the error which resulted in #328569 being

January through June,1991 reported as negative to Commonwealth Edison.

Based upon two deficiencies noted in a ebru- Additionally, the negative CC/MS result led -r

ary 1991 Quality Assurance audit conducted at one laboratorypersonneltomitiateareviewof theinitial

nucicar station, the office of the Fitness-for-Duty screening data to explain the discrepancy between

Admirdstrator conducted a full review of the non- the screening and CC/MS results for Specimen

&
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#328559 This review was in progress when the tion of censumption during that five hour period f,

MRO initia ted the r; quest for thelabora tory to begin would result in r qative test. This misunderstand-
an imestigation.

_ ing has been con xted in personnel training, and a
| The laboratory review of all results is struc- revision has been made to the Fitness-for-Duty Sta-
'

tumd in levels to minimize clerical errors in the tion Administrative Order (SAO) identifyi.a his ;

screening process. This error should have been issue, ne Station S AO now advises perso 'r ci tnat !

detected by the next level of review and in this additional factors can result in positive alcohol tests !
instance, the system failed. despite compliance with the five hour abstinence ,

The corrative actions taken by the laboratory requirement, including the volume of alcohol con- [
are: sumed in relation to an individual's body size and !

Tcchnologist and reviewer were counselled and metabolism. !*

instructed in proper labora tory reporting proce- !

dures. Consumers Power Company i
Technologists were instructed to annotate req-*

t uisition / chain-of-custody forms from the in. January through June,1991 {
strument print out rather than the worksheet to Contractors / vendors have not ten consis- !

avoM multiplication of transcriptional errors. tently identifying their personnel who are assigned !
supervimry functions, making it difficult for Con- |

The current system employed a t tne labora tory sumers Qwer Company to meet the Fitness-for- |relies c,a manual entry of presumptive positive Duty supervisory training requirement. As a result. i
screening results into the laboratory database. Com- contractors / vendors are now required to submit a !
puter interfaces that download screening results Supervisory Notification Form along with an
into the computer directly from the Hitachi 717 have inctivid ual's access request. Faile re to provide accu- Jbeen puxhased by the laboratory. This improve- ra te information will result in immediate revocation i
ment will obviate manual entry and would have of an individual's access. I
detected the clerical error automatically at the point A backup NIDAlabora tory was selected,which [of review. This compu terized interface is scheduled will be used primarily by individuals requesting a i
for implementation by mid-year in 1992. retest of a positive specimen. t,

LaSalle County Nuclear Power Station Enhancements were made to the computer- I

ized random selection program in order to add |In December of 1991, LaSalle Station imple- individuals who do not maintain unescorted access i
mented FFD testing from a second on-site facility (e.g., MROs, EOF support staff, etc.). !
dedicated to pre-access processing of cuatractor per- In response to a concern identified in the 1991 {sonnel. Quality Assuranceauditof the Fitnes&for-Duty Pro- t

gram, the program has been revised to require that
,

Consolidated Edison any specimen not having a spwific gravity between ;
1.003 and 1.030 automatically have a creatmme test

|
July through December,1991 performcd and the results reported to the MRO -

along with the screen results.
An incident involved the misreading of a social ne recen t reorga niza tion of Consu mers Po w er .!

;

securitynumberonachain-of-custodyform regulr* Company's Nuclear Operations Department has !
ing a random specimen to be declared invalid. Cor-

resulted in the establishment of the Nuclear Perfor- ?

rective action has been taken to preclude the recur- mance Assessment Department, which includes a irence of a similar misreading. specialist responsible for dcveloping performance !Of the 848 random tests conducted during the indicators following internal and external concerns !
reporting period, nine or 1.06% were found positive. and auditsassociated with the Fitness-for-Duty pns- i

| Of these nine, seven involved alcohol consumption. gram.'

This is the third consecutive reporting period per-
;

centage increase in positive testing, evidencing an July through December,1991 >

increase in random positive alcohol tests. Whan An MRO Guideline procedure was developed iinterviewed, several of the individuals who tested
to provide detailed administrative expectations to :

positive for alcohcl revealed a misunderstanding of the MRO, in order to maintain consistency when iNRC a nd Company regula tionsn quiring abstinence r > viewing and interpreting d rug test results. !
- from alcohol for at least five hou s preceding any Ongoing interactions betwe.m Fitness-for-Duty
scheduled working tour. They believed that cessa- and Security organizations resulted in incorporat-

'

,
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Ing Fitness-for-Duty and the new Access Authoriza- specimens with actual specimens to the laboratory
tion requirements for badging of employees and for analysis and not sending an adequate number of
contractorsinto one procedure. blind specimens per quarter for analysis. Work

.

Fitness-for-Duty All-Employec/Sscort Train- practices have been changed and procedures are in
ing hasbeen expanded to includ e Su pervisory Train- the process of being strengthened to correct the
ing. Effective the first quarter of 1992, the revised deficiency nia issue is currently under evaluation
course is being presented as part of the General by Region Ill.
Employee Training program. This will eliminate In addition, DER 91-0943 documents an error
recurringproblems with meeting the initial / refresher made in counting the number of specimens collected

4Supervisory Training requin:monts, during the first half of 1991 and reported in the semi-
annual FFD report for that period. Work practices

Detroit Edison have been changed to strengthen tracking numbers
of specimens collected.

July through Dacember,1991

DER 91-0630 documents that on-site medical Duke Power Company
staff work instructions differed from approved site
program procedures in the conduct of blood alcohol January through June,1991

"

Spec icfor-causetestingguldancewasimple-testing. De medical staff work instructions failed to u
require a confirmatory breath analysis alcohol test mented effective 1/1/91, which includes a question-
upon receiving a presumptive positive test. The use naire for supervisors to complete to determine if a
of tr.edical work instructions was stopped and direc- drug / alcohol screen should be perfornel after an
tion was provided to use only site approved pro- accident. Twelve (12) post-accident tesc. have been
gram procedures. A review was performed and it performed, all with negative results.
was determined that twelve (12) indiv; duals had Employees have been given guidance on noti-
received sanctions imposed, as requin'd by 10 CFR fying management of d rug / alcohol-rela ted concerns
26.27, where a confirmatory test had not bxn con- on behalf of co-workers along with an a ssurance tha t
ducted. De twelve individual's records have been any concerns will be handled with sensitivity and
corrected to reflect this error and the data in Section confidentiality.
2 of our report has been modified to reflect these
changes. This issue is currently under evalua tion by Entergy OperationsRegion III.

, DER 91-0679 docu mented during an NQ A Sur- July Ihrough December,1991
veillance that severallicensee and contract supervi-'

sors had not received Continual Behavior Observa. Action was taken within Entergy Operations,
tion Program (CBOP) training within the required 90 Incorporated to further strengthen and clarify com-
days. During the rewnt refuel outage (wcond quar. pany policy regarding the Fitness-for-Du ty Program.

'
ter,1991) several contractors were bmught on site. A revised management directive was implemented
Some of those were made supervisors, completed which is equally applicable at all three nuclear sites
their jobs, and terminated employment (less than 90 operated by the company. This action provides a
days) before receiving CBOP training. Site proce. more uniform and consistent approach f award FFD
dures were revised to require that new-to-site su per. within the Entergy Operations, Incorporated sys-
visors (both licensee and contractor) receive CBOP tem. Majorchangesinclude:
training prior to receiving their unescorted access. Centralized chain-of-command for FFDstaff be-*

Department Heads were advised of the need to have tween the three nuclear sites,
s rs receive initial /requalification CBOP

Clarification regarding FFD Supervisory train.*

i"8'DER 91-0935 documented during an NQA
Audit a failure to maintain a calibration program for Inclusion of a list of prescription /over-the-*

devices used to perform blood alcohol test analysis, coun ter medica tions which ha ve been exem pted

Work practices have been changed and procedures from our internal medication reporting require-
are in the process of being strengthened to correct ments.

the deficiency. His issue is currently under evalu-
ation by Region III. An Entergy Operations, Incorporated, FFD

DER 91-0943 documented during an NQA conference for medical technologists / laboratory
Audit a problem of not submitting blind sample technicians and an Abbott Laboratories (drug test-

i
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} ing equipment manufactu er) representative was
i conducted. ne focus of the conference was to Arkansas Nucle.r One

update and strengthen the technologists' and techni- Workbegan duringDecember,1991 to n odify4

; cia ns' knowledge on d rug testing methodology. This and enlarge the Fitnes+for-Duty (FFD) specimen
| conference also provided the opportunity to ex- collection area. De redesign offers more effective
-

change experiences and ideas which promote con. centrol and flow of individuals thruugh the testing
; sistency between the Entergy Operations,Incorpo. process. During the six month period,certain WD
i rated nucita sites. forms were revised to streamline our work pro-

A training session wasconducted by Bensinger, cesses..

! Dupontand Associatesforpersonnelresponsiblefor Work also began in December to upgrade the
i conducting FFD training for the ihree nuclear sites, compu ter ha rd wa re/ soft ware ca pabilities associated
j Training included discussion of emerging trends in with Fitness for-Duty. These upgrades will enhanee
i drug abuse, along with cffective method s of increas- our management of FFD records as well as imptove
j ingemployeea varenessof theFitness-for-DutyPro- our ability to compile statistical FFD information.
j gram and their responsibilities.
~

Grand Gulf Nuclear Station Florida Power and Ught

; Management took action at Grand Gulf Nuclear January through June,1991
i Station (GCNS) to resolve problems concerning the
; administration and tracking of people requiring Fit- In rder to increase the frequency of weekend
! ness-for-DutySupervisor(FFDS) training. Afterthe testing, a program was implemented establishing an
i start of the Fitness-for-D'aty Program it became ap, annual target of 24 weekend days for testing to be
i parent that there were weaknesses in verifying three e nducted. Additionally, the program put into ef-
i creas of FFDS training: fect performa we monitoring for this activity to en-
; sun the testing frequency objective was met. Re-Ensuring supervisors received FFDS*

sults through the first half of l991 indicate that both
requali'ication training before their training had Turkey Point and St. Lucie are on target, having

'

expired.
conducted raadom testing on 12 weekend days.

Ensuring new supervisors received FFDS train- Data analysis of positive test results indicated.
*

j ing within their first three months of supervi- a substantial percentage of the personnel invo!ved
j sory duties. were employed by two major contractors. Meetings
I Ensuring raw contractors needing FFDS trma, wer Acid with the management of these companies*

| ing received it before assuming supervisory to inform them of the situation. In response, actions
du ties. have been taken by contractor management to meet

j with employee groups to provide Fitness-for-Duty
! "lo correct these deficiencies, management Program information iti an cffort to red uce the num-

} agreed to realign uisting personnel resources to ber of random positive test results.
;

establish a single point of contact in training to A review of our 1990 test results indicated no
i sched ule, track and verify all general training, espe- p sitives that exceeded Part 26 requirements for

cially FF% training. A system to identify the status barbiturates, benzodiazepines, and methaqualone.,

| of incommg contract personnel to determine if the As a result, testing for these substances was discon-
i individual requires FFD Supervisor training hasbeen tinued effective January of this year.

established as part of the key card application pro. The services of a full-time Medical Review<

! Officer was obtained to improve the review andcess.
i "Ihere were no positive random drug tests at disposition of test results. Based on an analysis of
i GGNS and only anc positive drug test to report fx. Fitness-for-Duty Training Program data, a tracking
i the reporting period. This is a significant decrease program was implemented to review personnel
!- over the last reporting period. Two reasons can be changes and provide appropriate notifications.
'

On January 7,1991, notification was receivedatMbuted to the darease:
' from Roche Biomedical Laboratory, the contracted

: There was no outage during this reporting pe- DHHS approved laboratory, confirming an unsatis-
*

ri d.
:

. factory performance teating incident. The incident
The ra nd om d rug screening program appea rs to involved the reporting of a false negative test iesult; . *

be identifying the few indi vid uals at GGNS who for a submitted blind sample due to a clerical error.-
i elect to abuse drugs of alcohol and antinue to Roche Biomedical Laboratory took corrective action

enrk in the nuclear industry. by developing computer programmi! g to integrate

!-
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its equipment and eliminate the manwl posting c,1 GPU Nucicar Corporation .lI

results. . An interim PC program has been imple-4

mented to accomplish this pending completion of July through December,1991
,

; the totally integrated system.
Three Mlle Island Nuclear Station Units 1 and 2

! July through December,1991 .

i 10 CFR, Section 26.2, reads m. part as follows:
".The provisions of the fitnestrfor-duty program

! Turkey Point Plant
! must apply to all persons granted unescorted access
; During this reporting period, Roche Biomedi- to protected areas,..". Contrary to this reauirement
(. cal Labontories issued two false nega4ve test re" on 9/12/91 at TMI,69 individuals were identified as
'

sults for blir.d specimens submitted by the Turkey not being entered into the Check-In/ Check-Out da-
Point Piant. One incident resulted from a transcrip- tabase in timely manner. The Check In/ Check-Out;

i tion error and the other from an improper id entifica' database contains eligibility data for random selec-
j tion of an accession number. Although Roche's false tion. As a result, these individuals were not eligible
| negative rate of 1.5% for 1991 is well below the 10% ^r random selection.

error race allowed by the Department of Health and Data entry delay was, in sc me cases, as long as
Human Services standards lor NIDA certificadon, thirty (30) days, However,theindividualsinvolved
bey were instructed to take steps to eliminate the weh nct awareof thedelayin thedata entry process

; typc of human errors which caused these faise nega- and in allliiclihood, were unawareof the gap which -
tives-j existed in their eligibility for random selection. On

j September 12, lo91,TMI Secu rity committea to sa me

: Florida Power Corporation day /next work day turnaround for badging infor-
mation as an interim corrective action.- Procedure:

! January through June,1991 1000- ADM-2024.01 (Nuclear Employee Access Cen-
er) was revised accordingly and n rde effective| The audits cond ucted on threc contractors' pr o-

! grams identified the followmg discrepancies: fail- DecenM, g to specify that time frame for data
'#Y

,

| ing to transport samples in the required shipping '

FR t on 26 ) (2) reads in part as
| containers, failing to perform an m-house audit of M 'To provide a means to deter and detect
: their program, failing to submit the correct number substance abuse, the licensee shall implement the
j of quarterly blind sampler., failing to u: > the 10 drug gg ;g g g
; panel as required by the liceree, failing to conduct subject to this part: .Unanno'unced tests imposed in
i a Contmual Behavior Observattm evaluation on a random maimer.. ". NUREG-1385, Section 4.6

collection personnel, failing to conduct an MRO sta tes "Any deme that would contain unfaimess in
j evaluation of a possible specimen bemg diluted,

the selectioh or that prr,vides " safe periods" is not
; failure to have a certified toxicologist sign a drug accepubic." Contrary to the above, a TMI supervi-
{ test, and recordmg a wrong social security number

ser refused to send a randomly selec+cd employee
;- for a testui mdividual. These discrepancies are

for d rug / alcohol testing on October 2y,1992 because
explained m the audit reports and have been cor- it was within one hour or the end of the selected
*

i individual's shift. This action was referred to the ;

i. July through December,1991 Plant Operations Director who concurred with the -

In accordance with 10 CFR 26.80, Florida Po wer ps n' This action caused a randomly selected
Individual, wh w?S Present and available at the

a Corporation (FPC) conducted annual Fitness-for.
sne, n t t be testal. - Wrefore, a *)cumcinal :

i Duty audits from October 1990 to October 1991 on deviation from the random selection process,i.e., a *;
two contractors

1 FPC's Quality Programs . Department per- {s fe peri d' in the Fitness-for-Duty Pregram, ex-
isted. This action was contrary to established Fit-

I formed an audit on Contraar #1 and discovered ness-foi-Duty pmcedures. A Quality Deficiency : iI that the contrae )r did d perform an annual audit
_ ept et (QDR) was issued identifymg this program j

,

of their ter. inh aboratory.l,
"C"

; FPC's ~ Quality Programs Department per- t

..

g by p
formed an audit on Contractor #2 and discovered4

that the contractor did not perform an internal audit = 1 D{visi n in resp nse to the above deficiency.- FFD ;I

testmg will be conducted at all times during an ;
i and did not submit any blind sampics.

empi yee's shift;however,during thelast hour of a iAs of july i,1991, FPC will perform all contrac-
tor pre-access testing. $

i
*

4 i
>
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shift there will be a reduction in the number of FFD seleded to report to FFD, the individual must imme- ['
tests per'ormed. Under this approach no " safe peri- dia%fy report to the FFD facility.
ods" will exist.

Oyster Creek Nuclear Power Plant Houston Lighting and Powor Company }

10 CFR, Section 26.2, reads in part as follows: January through Juno,1991 !
...The provisions of the fitness-for-duty program i

must apply to all persons granted unescorted access An effectiveness evalua tion of the South Texas j

to protected areas,..". Contrary to this requirement, Project Electric Cencrating Station (STPEGS) FFD
95 employees with unescorted access *o Oyster Creek Program determineJ there was a need for increased ,'
were inadvertently omitted from cligibility in the monitoring and tracking to ensure employees re- |
random pool from 2/15/91 ur til 8/9/91. This omis, ceive the required initial and refreshee supervisory i
sion resulted from a modification of the random CBOP training. Additionally, there was a finding i

selecnon sy stem made on 2/15/91, which included regarding the need to identify and train all new-hire

a program error. However, the affected individuals contract supervisory personnel prior to badging R e ;

were not made awan el the delay in the data entry unescorted access. -

process, and as a result, in all likelihood were un. To ensure the identification of and training for *

awarc of their ineligibility for random selection. The supervisors, the STPECS New-Hire Fonn has been
problem was identified on 8/2/91 and Information revised and now requires self-identification if the |

Services began researching the deficiency to deter. individual is in a supervisory position. The indi-
mine the cau.:e and extent of the problems. The vimalis scheduled for training by the staff. Addi- i

incorrect probammin g was identified and corrected tionally, a monthiy notification is sent to each cost |

on 8/9/91, center manager who identifies all Houston Lighting
.

!and Power (FIL&P), contractor and vendor employ-
* * * * "" P" #d ' " "P"*""Y P '"Gulf States Utilities tion within the last 30 days. These individuals are ,

n sc w ra g requ ed. ;January through June,1991 In the event a newly promoted supervisordoes ,

Due to an increase in the MRO-recommended not complete the initial dupervisory CBOP training, |
retests because of low creatinine, FFD has procured the cost center manager is notified of the failure to ;

refractometers to u easure specific gravity of each complete training. Notifkation is also made to the i

specimen prior to its being shipped from PBS. Nu. lear Security Department who 1.uspmds the ,

Became of a weakness cited in recent RBS QA individual's unescorted access badge until training i
and NRC audits, FFD now generates a random test- is completed. !
ing list for select weekends and holidays throughout !

the year. July through DAcember,1991 i

To support the change to 10 CFR 55 and how it -

July through December,1991 relates to the FFD program, there was an increase in
in order to meet the increased screening needs communications with Plant Operations to provide ;

and to support both planned or unplarmed outages, guidelines on reportable medications,
the Fitness-for-Duty Department has been relocated ,

into a larger facility thereby increasing productivity Indiana / Michigan Power Company. ;and improving the overall image of the Fitness-for-
Duty Department. 6

January through June,1991 ;River Bend Station site procedure was revised _.
to enhance the notnication process of rar.domly To ensure continued employee confidence in ;

selected individuals. The revision allows the super- - our contract laboratory, a decision has been made to r

! visor four hours from the time FFD makes notifica. include all lab technicians in the plar Ps random :

L tion to him to arrange the donor's work accordingly. testing pool. Special provisions have! A made for

|| Once F' J notifies the supervisor,he has the discre. the collection of samples and proa 3 of speci- ,

i' tion .o delay notification to the selected individual mens by an independent National hm ae for Drug . t

until such time as that ind vidual's work is at a point Abuse (NIDA) certified lab. .

!
| where the individual may be released to report to The plant has retained the services of a second

| FFD for testing. Once the incavidual has been ad NIDA certified laboratory to act as backup for our !
*

j vised by his supervisor that he has been randomly Primary lab. This lab has been audited by another
i. ;
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licensee and a copy of the audit report has been tation in the areas of personnel mordtoring pro-
received and reviewed by the Cook Nuclear Plant grams. blind test specimen submittal sta tistics,chemi-

.

program administrators. cal test result reporting and Contractor FFD manual
distribution.'

i
July through December,1991

Icwa Electric Light and Power
A Fitness-for-Duty (FFD) Specialist has been Company

added to the Security Section as of July,1991. This
; position provides undivided attention for the pur- January through June,1991

pose of addressing the state of the Plant s FFD pro-
The MRO recommended retests on several in-

] gram and to ensure continued reguiatory compli.
divid uals whose specifie gravity and creatirdne lev-

i ance,

A third Medical Review Offices (MRO) has els were below the norma: cutoff levels. It was >

been added to support the Plant's FFD Pogram. determined that the employees were on a diet that

j This addition ensu es MRO coverage under all cir. required them to drink large quantities of water.
,

! cumstances and aoeviates concerns regarding vaca- July through Decembo,,1991
tions, illness, and other special conditions.

Quarterly meetings continue to ve held bring. The NRC conducted an inspection of theIowa

; ing together the program administrators, the MRO, Electrit (IE) Fitness-for-Duty program in October

j the laboratory service personnel, Employee Assis. 1991. The inspxtors concluded that IE is satisfying

tance Program yrsonnel and the collection site su. the general performance objective of Part 26. One,

j pervisor to discuss the state of t! 3 program and any severity Level IV violation was identified which
i issues or incidents of mutual interest. related to inadequate completion of several " suit-

The number of FFD incidents in 1991 was 16% able inquiries" The !ailure *9 send NRC documen-
of the mtal a.. dents accrued in 1990. The FFD tationof theresultsof anunsatisfactoryblindperfor-
aaministrators feel this ted uction was accomplished mance test by an HHS-certified laboratory was'

through continued reinforcement of the Plant's FFD teimed a weakness. Both of these items were cor-
policy, training of security officers in the area of rected before the inspection was completed.

; behavior observation and odor identification, by In response to the findings of the NRC inspec-

maintaining a highly visible program through the L tion, we have strengthened our proc / ires to assure'

j 9 program, and information supplied to ampany that unsatis'actory blind performance tests are re-
: and contractor personnel. It should be noted that ported and that suitable inquiries are co. rectly cem-

Plant outages were not conducted dunng 1991, and pleted. We also provided Oditionalinstructions to'

therefem unescorted access was not requested nor the Medical Review Officer in crder to assure that2

granted to increased numbers of prso mel. The Fitness-for-Duty program managers are notified of
rela tively stable numbe. c f con tractor perso nnel con- positive test results promptly, even during other-,

| tributed to the reduction of FFDin<idents. than-normal busiross hours. We are also resising
; Drug testing datos and results are being en- Procedures to emphasize that managers and super-

tered into the Integrated Nuclear Data Exchange visors are encouraged to seek assistance from ht-
,

(INDEX) system to assist in determining personnel ness-for-Duty program managers in unusual situa-
access reinstatement for the D.C. Ccok Plant and tions or when questions arise.

,

other INDEX member t.tilities. IE also establishco a security specialist posi.'

A FFD St.perybor training videe tape was tion to provide direct review and oversight of the
developed. It is provided to contractor supervi. Fitness-fc -Dutyand accessauthorizationprograms
sery/ management pcoonal to enhance the Con- at the Duane Arnold Er.ergy Center.

I tinued Behavior Observation Progiam of their em-
ployees during their absence from the I'lant. This is Long Island Lighting Company
m addition to the required FFD Supervisor traming
conducted on-site prior to gianting unescorted ac~ July through December,1991
cess to those persons performing supervisory re-

Pen. dic surveillances continue to be sched-osponsibilities. Further training enhancement is the
continuation of the eight hour behavior observation uled and perfomel by the Nuclear Quality Assur-'

training program offered to all supervisory person. ;mce Department (NQAD). During this period, the
: net. training and qualification of supervisory personnel'

Computerized d a ta bases havebeen established w s surveyed. It wasdetermined thatseveralsuper-

to enhance the effectiveness of program implemen, visors had not received the rec,uired supervisory
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training within thc 3 month period af ter assignment, gram. Monitoring the program and cc.tinually
and that several supervisors had not received super- commu nica ting with employees proves benerciat in
visory requalification training within the nominal 12 assuring an cffective program.
month period. Each department reviewed a listing
of their personnel, a nd personnel requiring the train- Nebraska Public Power Districtmg will complete it by 2/28/92. Additional admin-
istrative contro!s c re being implemented to prevent January through June,1991recurrence.

An audit was also performed by NQAD. A s a To date for 1991, the Distnet implemented
result of this audit, improvements were made in the three measures to enhance the overall effectiveness .
following areas: of its program. These proactive measures included:

Binding of log books and future use of bound Reducing the predictability of random testing.**

logbooks at the off-site urine specimen collec. In doing so, a Quarterly Trend Analysis Report
tion center, was developed to identify trends relative to

sting 6mes duty tk various shran m
Documentation of service checks and historya

log of intoxicants, This enabled i;itnes-for. Duty staff mcmbers to.

identify trends and take action 'oy altering test
Upd atmg of notifica tion list a t offsite u rine speci- times throughout the 24 hour period.*

men collection center.
Accelerating the random testing rates duru.g*

There wet e four contractor pre-ba dge positi vc
weekcads and holiday to ensure persons sub-
j ct m the program did not havc safe periods.tests these personnel were removed from the
Implementationof acontractwithacloserNIDAShon; nam tite and ur. escorted rcess was denied. *

Contractor management met with labor personnel certified laboratory to facuitate quicker drug
to reinforce the importance of effective screening of result turnaround time.

; their personnel.
4 New York Power Authority
: Maine Yanleee Atomic Power Company
| January through June,1991
2 July through December,1991

. Indian Pomt Three Nuclear Power Plant
! The following list is a synopsis ofinitiatives by
| Maine Yankee: The contract services provided by the Power
.

De<cloped and initiated a Contractor Supervi- Authority's satellite collection facility vendor were' *

|
sory Traming video, discontinued during this reporting period, The ven-,

dor had been responsible for collection of samples
; Continued in-house FFD program performance frors Power Authority corporate emplopes. The*

| assessment. Indian Point 3 rnedical staff has assumed these cor-
! Reneg ,tiated and enhanceo MRO contracted porate Fitness-for-Duty responsibilities.*

services.
- James A. FitzPatrick Nuclear Power' Plant

'

j Completed annual audit of FFD program ande

Thelicensee and Bensinger DuPont Associates :
| made corrective actions necessary to eahance

!
Program effectiveness * conducted an investigation fellowing the Metpath

Laboratory's report of evo false negative res.lts of
| Renegotiated _ with on-site bargaining unit to amphetamine spiked blind test specimens. Therc*

! . make clarifications to the progran . was no evidence to suggest that the false negatives
were the result of any laboratory systemic proble_m.

1 The lessons learned by Mainc Yankee con timte In order to determine Metpath's expertise in identi-
: to reinforce the necessity of continual program re- fying amphetamines, tiie Aethority submitted two -
view with a focus on enhancements to prograr' special panels of methamphetamine and amphet-
effectiveness. amine blind umpics. Metpath passed these two

The Maine Yankee FFD program is very cffec- separa te challenges, indica ting the laboratory's abil-t

[ tive in meeting both the requirements and intent of ity to correctly identify amphetamines based o.i
10 CFP. 26. The continual self-evaluation program recent guidance from the Nationallnstitute on Drug _
increases the cffectiveness und efficiency of the pro- - Abuse.

i
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j July through December,1991 Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation (NMPC) em-
j ployees or contractors regarding program procc-

James A. FitzPatrick Nuclear Power Plant dures and individual respcmsibilities. The pamphlet
_

,

! Prior to specimen collection all individuals are
is distributed as a training handou t in all FFD train-

now required to empty pockets, pulling pockets mg classes and avallable at the FFD collection sites. -I

|' inside out. The tops of boots and socke are also July through Dece'nber,1991
. checked, l.Ackers are provided for belongings. This

Dun mg this 6 month performance period, the
.

|- procedure was rdopted to minimize the possibility
Fitness-for-Du ty Program was a ud' ted a nd assessed

| testing could be compromised.
j WACP 10.1.26 was revised to limit the right of by several groups.

i appeal of a confirm-d positive pre access to witnin Throughout theentire performanceperiod FFD
Pr gram practices and procedures wr te reviewedI seven (7) working days. and audited by the Security Department's Commit-

L ment to Excellence Program. This is a Regulatory

| Niagara Mohawk Power Coroc ation Self Assessment process designed to identify any

: programmatic weaknesses or areas fcr program-

|
Janua;y through June,1991 matic improvement from a Regulatory Compliance

~

| During, the first year of. operation it became perspective. Throughout the entire performance

; clearly app . rent that the new drug testing require. period, the FFD group internally was also undergo--

j ments contained two critical problems. First, we i g a self assessment process in order to find more

found that the direct costs associated with conduct. effimient and cost effective ways to cany out pro-
,

! ing drug testing using our HHS-certified laboratory gram requirements. An NRC inspection and NMPC
! was well over $100,000 a year. Secondly, we found audit were also conducted during the period,

that the inevitable 2-4 day delay in receiving test Based on information received, recommenda.
;

j results from HHS labratory ended u p to be not only tions made, arsd lessons learned d uring these audits

: financially costly but also created significant opera. and assessments we have implemented numerous

j tional barriers in granting timely unescorted access programmatic changes in order to be more efficient -
authorization. In considering these two significant and compliant with Regulatory Requirements. The

;

a problems, we decidea to implement an on-site drug most noteworthy of these changes are as follows:

j screening component using EMIT technology. It is Based on the NRC inspectors' recommendation.

| cxpected that this one program component could we formali?cd a procedure to evaluate the con-
red uce our drug testing budget by as much as 50% ditions of persons who provide an alcohol test
while also allowing us to have test results within a with a BAC between .015% and .039%. Our
number of hours as opposed to a number of day t. proced u re includ es a personalinterview a nd the

j Tne secu rity ala rm system wa s upgraded a t the option for additional alcohol testing in ordca to
j FFD collection area a t Nine Mile Point. The enhance- establish current fitness, and whether or not the
; ment included installation of infrared motion detec- alcohol level is increasing or decreasing.

tors to further secure tha collection area wherc4

In rder to provide more privacy in our alcohol -
! samples are stored, the waitu ig a rea, a nd the new on- testing area, we redesigned the room layout so

*

I site screening laboratory which also accommodates that the outcome of one person's alcohol test
l our confidential records,

results cannot be seen by other people being' A security system was installed at the FFD
I#SI

j sa tellite collection a rca a t Salina Meadows including
Based on comments by all audit and assessmentj dooralarms, infrared motion detectors a nd an alarm - *

' to monitor refrigerator temperature. This new sys- groups, we initiated some major changes to the
tem at our satellite facility offers the same protection way we track and train persons requiriag Be-

| and security as our on-site facility, insuring the havioral Observation Training. Our new pro-
~

integrity of samples stored ovemight as well as cess involves a joint effort between our Human

,
monitoring refrigerator temperature in case of a - Resource group and our In-processing group,-
prolonged power outage. our Training group, and our Fitness-for-Duty :'

Yhe Fitness-for-Duty (FFD) group designed, group This new process will assure that new .i

j published and distributed a new FFD pamphlet to supervisors receive training within 90 days of a -

further enhance general employee awareness con. promotion and that all current superviwrs re-
; - cerning the FFD program. The pamphlet was de. ceive this training prior to receiving unescorted

signed to offer a concise quick reference for all new access authorization.
,

! .
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The QC process in our in-hc.use testing facility Part of NSP's investigation into the discrepant {a

is a critical element in our day-to<iay opera- resultsincluded submittingboth specimens to NSP's '

tions. . Wo have decided to exceed NRC QC NIDA-certified back-up lab. The results of both ;

requirements by participating in an inter-labo- retests were negative and consistent ' vith MED10X |
,

ratory comparison program as a monitor for results. NSP believes the investigation and the
'

Quality Assurance. As a memberof the College MEDTOX retest results and back-up laboratory re- i

of American Pathologist Program Fitness-for- suits support the conclusion of degradation from ,i
! Duty receives samples four times yearly for supplier sou rce. These results were not ruled as false - |

testing and comparison. After thorough evalu- nega tives by NSP bu t true negatives. Consequently, [
ation of the sample results by the highly accred- NSP did not submit an invetigative report to the '

ited CAP organization a determination is made NRC in accordance with 10 CFR 26 Appendix A (2.8)
for yea rly accredita tion. The quarterly compa ri- (e) (4).

| son program is an excellent Quality Assurance The third blind specimen was submitted on
,

i
i measum for the accuracy and precision of our December 4,1991 from a lot spued positive for [

analytical results. opiates at a concentra tion level grea ter than 300 ng/ ;
'

ml. This specimen was properly destroyed by :
MEDTOX Laboratories prior to NSP requesting a jNorthern States Power Company
retest at its backup lao. An investigalive report was ;

submitted in accordance with 10 CFR 26 Appendix !January through June,190t
'A (2.8)(c)(4) on January 13,1992. ;

Two Northern States Power Company (NSP) NSP is revising procedures addressing blind [blind specimens submitted to MEDTOX Laborato- specimen unsatisfactory perforinance test report-
rics, Inc. during the semi-annual period ending June ing. Our current procedure does not require the |
1991 did not yield results consistent with the reporting of unsatisfactory performance test, which :
supplier's, BIO-RAD Corporation, claim for spiked our investigation concludes were true negatives m- !
concentration level. The first s ecimen was submit- latai to metabolite degradation. U.S. NRC Region

'

ted on June 11,1991 frorn - 5 2_.0 positive for 111 Inspection Report 50-331/91018(DRSS) identi-
opiates a t a concentration we ster than 300 mg/ fied this practice as a program weakness. j

; ml. The second specimen wn submitted on June 18, NSP procedures will be revised to require re- t

1991 from a lot spiked tv r.itive for cocaine metabo- porting all blind specimen unsatisfactory perfor- i
litesat a concentraticalevelgmater than 300 ng/ml. mance test results in accordance with 10 CFR 26 ' }
MEDTOX Labe nries reported to the NSP Medical Appendix A (2.8)(e)(4). 1
Review Offiser net ative results for both specimens. |

Part of NSP's mvestigation into the discrepant
resultsincluded subtr.itting both specimens to NSP's Pacific Gas and Electric Company it

NIDA certified back-up lab. The results of both )

|- retests were negative and consistent with MEDTOX Jenuary through June,1991 )

results. NSP believes the iavettigation and the Management actions to improve the FFD pro- |
MEDTOX retest results and back-up laboratory re- gram continue to be proactive. Substanor abuse re- '}
sults support the conclusion of possible degrada tion covery groups at Diablo Canyon Poweri'lant (DCPP), ;

;

j fram supplier source. based on the model 12-Step program, continue to :

support the recovery process for individuals with :
July through December,1991 previous substanm abuse problems. FFD question !

'

Three NSP blind specimens submitted to and answer handouts and other printed material are -
MEDTOX 12bora tories, Inc. dunng the semi-a nnual distribu ted to rcinforce drug and alcohol abusc ed u- i

period ending December 31,1991 did not yield re- cation. The Fitness-for-Duty management / Labor i
sults consistent with the supplier's, BIO-RAD Cur- Audit and Review Committee continues to look for - |

1poration, claim for spiked concentration levels. ways to improve the effectiveness of the Fitness-for-
The first two specimens were submitted on Duty Program by reviewing procedural issues in ;

September 11,1991. One was spiked positive for terms of operating the program in the most efficient - r

opiates a t a concentration level greater tha400 ng/ and consistent manner possible. !

ml. The secor.d was spiked _ positive fe emphet- Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E) con- -

amines a t a concentra tion level grea ter tha n1000 ng/ tinues to maintain an open liaison with local law j
ml. MEI7TOX Laboratories reported to the NSP enforcement agencies, including the San Luis Obispo !

Medical Review Officer negative results for both DrugTaskForce,and communicateswithlocaldrug - !
specimens. and alcohol treatment facilities to monitor drugs of. .;

.
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current abuse in geographical proximity to Diablo Periodic meetings with the Medical Review Of-*

Canyon. ficer.
The FFD Organization is aggressively moni- Training by the EAP Counselor of the*

toring and evaluating information concerning tech- individual's inunediate supenisor to empha-
niques that individuals may use to adulterate or size the nced for specialized beha vioral observa-
otherwise subvert the chemical testing process. tion during the rehabiliteion period.
Working with th2 PG&E contract Medical Review
Officer and the contract '' blind * specimen provider, Assigning a specific specimen collector to each*

tests are conducted as necesesry to assess informa- individual in the follow-up program, so that

tion con:crning potential adulteration methodelc . changes in behavior may beobserved a t the time

gies that may mask the presence of illegal drug ofc llectionandappropriatenotificationsmade
to the Medical Review Officer or the EAP Coun-metabolites in a person's urine specimen.
selor.

Juh ihroughDecember,1991

PG&E continues to maintain an open liaison Pennsylvania Power and Light
with local law enforcement agencies, including the Company
San Luis Obispo County Drug Task Force and Drug
Enforcement Agency (DEA), and routinely commu- January through June,1991
nicates with local drug and alcohol treatment facili' We have implemented the following measures
ties to monitor drugs of current abuse in geographl- to strengthen our FFD Program:
cal proximity to Diablo Canyon. The FFD organiza- j
t% is closely monitoring the local usage of lysergic Created and fillei m. FFD Administrator posi-*

aud diethylar 'e(LSD) based on inbrmation pro. tion,and a Confidential Secretary position. (Both
vided by these agencies and other national sources positions rgrt dimetly to the Site Access Scr-
whichindicate a resurgence of thisillicit drug. vices Supervisor.)

The FFD organization continues to make en- Re-aiigned the FFD Program under the Nuclear*

hancements to the program through its own opera- Security section for case of operation and addi-
tional experience and the opera ticnal experiences of tional support.
other nuclear facilities. For example, PC&E devel-
oped the Region V FFD Coordinators * Conference, Completed an $85,000 modification project to=

which meets annually to share pertinent informa- the General Office dispensary, which now pro-
vides additional privacy for those individualstion between the Region V facilities (e.g., new tech-
bein8 tested'niques used in sub. ersion of the chemical testing

process). PG&E also maintains open communica- Impleme.21 a notification process conceming*

tions with the Region V inspectors to facilitate the trace amounts of alcohol based on discussbns
exchange of relevant FFD information. with Messers, Bush, Albert, King and DellaRatta

During 1991, five indivirtuals (two in the first during their 1990 FFD Program inspection.
reporting period and three in the second reporting
period) tested positive in the follow-up testing pro- Philadelphia Electric Company
gram. Each individual tested positive for the same
drug for which they initially tested positive (two for January through June,1991
alcohol and three for cocaine). These individuals
tested positive within approximately one year of ThePhiladelphia Electric Company (PECo) Hu-

their initial positive test result. man Resources Department is being reorganized.

As a result, several follow-up program en- Aspanof thisprocess,thepositionof FFDProgram

hancements have been implemented to aid indi- Manager is Neing established. The FFD Program

viduals in their rehabilitation for alcohol ar.d co- Manager will have clear responsibility for the FFD

caine dependency. These enhancements include, Program and will report to the Director, Occupa-

but are notlimited to: tional Health and Safety.
Alicollection site personnel ha vebeen retrained

Increased frequency of follow-up tests past the with additional emphasis placed on attention to
*

initial four months,i.e., testing at least once per details.
month for the entire threeyears. A separate secured access area has been eb-
Increased frequency of meetings with an Em- lished to ensure that access to test results and ran-*

ployee Assistance Program (EAP) Counselor, dom testinglistsis restricted.

.
-
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A review of confirmed random positivt: tests quality control specimens (i.e.,10% of negative
did not indicate a pattern of higher Monday / Friday screens) submitted to the certified lab was identified
positive rates, increased *k leave usage, age group as a false negative.
differences, or job classification differences. All on-site testing technicians were retrained

During this reporting period,it was noted that in the proper methods of calibration reagent prepa-
there was a slightly higher occurrence of specimens ration and in following instructions contained in the
found to be cut of acceptable range for specific accompanying literature,
gravity and/or creatinine. An explanation for this On February 19, 1991, a collection site was
may be overhyd ra tion. Overhyd ra tion ca n be a t trib- established at the Nuciear Group Headquarters in
uted to an increased awareness of thc healthbenefits Wayne, Pennsylvania. This facility was established
of consuming large quantities of water (i.e., weight to reduce the lost-time impact for individuals se-
reduction) or the dilution of a specimen in an at- lected to participate in the random tecng program.
tempt to subvert the chemical testing process. This
situation is being closely monitored and data is Portland General Electric Company
being collected to track the crise(s) for this increase.

During a routine chcck of training records on January through June' 1931
.lanuary 22,1991, PECo identified that a number of
individuals, listed as superviers, may not have he Nuclear Quality Assurance Department
completed either the initial FFD Supervisory Train. conduct <xt an internal audit of the FFD program in
ing within three months of assignment, or the annual February 1991 with the assistance of external man-
refresher training. Immediate notification was mad e agement consultants. Auditors found the program
to the Site Support Managers, Security Coordinator, to be cCxtively implemented. Three areas of con-
and theNuclearSupport Manager. Resolution of the cern were noted:

issue was accomplished through the following ac. the initial FFD training video for supervisors,.

tions: supervisory designation was remo,ed from while adequate in content, needed to be up-
those not actually performing supervisory duties; graded in presentation,
access was temporarily suspended for those cctually

a need for facility-specific guidelines was ide .-a
involved in supervisory duties until training was

tified for the program's Contract Collection fa-
co npleted: and in some cases, posting completed ciFty located in downtown Portland, and
trammg to the trackmg system.

On February 26,1991, the corb actor perform. several program procedures and practices were+

ing on-site immunoassay screening notified the FFD identified as needing to more offectivcy imple-
Coordinator that screening ior the chemical "PCP," ment 10 CFR 26.

had not been completed properly. He centractor'

hcd been using a PCP screen (i.e., Emit d.a.u.) cali. In response to these concerns a new training
brated at 75 ng/ml as gposed to 25 ng/ml. The video b being developed, a facility-specific proce-
contractor identified the problem on February 22, dure for the Contract Collection facility _has been
1991 and imrr.Ately ceased PCP screening urtil developed and implemented, and several other pro-
the correct (. o ar was received from the manu. gram procedural changes have been completed or
facture (i.e., Syva). Contact with PECo's certified are in process.

laboratory (i.e., DrugScan, Inc.) indicated that During the reporting period, FFD staff also
DrugScan was using the proper screen. upgraded two program directives applicable to Plant -

Investigation revealed that the contractor be. personnel. Medication reporting guidelines at Tro-
gan using the Emit d.a.u. calibrator at our Limerick jan were expanded to provide more specific guide-
Generating Station (LGS)on August 21,1090,and at lines to both employees and supervisors to ensure
Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station (PBAPS) on . litness-for-Duty _with regard to prescription and
October 24,1990,in an attempt to ensure consistency over-the-counter medications. In addition, the pro-
between the on-site lab and the certified lab. Inves- cedure to ensure the Fitness-for-Duty of personnel
tigation revealed that the on-site lab supervisors called in for unscheduled work was revised to ex-
failed to recognize the different calibration levels pand theintent of the policy.
indicated within the literature accompanying the In~ April 1991, a contractor was confirmed to
calibration reagents. __ have tampered with the urine collection process.

During the period, the on-site testing facility The contractor w as idetlined by FFD collection staf f
had correctly identified all blind proficiency speci. and Portland Cencral Elc:tric (PGE) Medical Re--
mens submitted. -We also noted that one of the yhw Officer to have substitu ted two surroga te urine

_

specimens during a random collection. A third,
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{ witnessed collection was confirmed positive for ille- ou tage. Scheduled technicians to cond uct screen-

gal drugs. Upon disavery, the conttactor was im- ings and ordered riecessary materials.,

mediately denied unescorted access to Trojan. An peyet .ed computer based system to track per-,,

investigation of the incident by the Nuclear Security sons initially excused from testing.4

i Department deterndned that it was an isolated event,
and that no other Tropn Plant personnel were in- Redesigned screening facility waiting room to*

e

!- volved. A lesson learned summary regarding this Provide grea ter confidentiality for persons wait-

| incident was distributed to Plant personnel on June ing to be interviewed by Medical Review Offi-
CC''

| 6,1991.
j The FFD program subscribed to two elective July through December,1991
j pmficiency testing programs during the reporting

period,one at the contract HHS-certified laboratory 8
.

'Y g
.

i ar.d one at Trojan Drug Testing Facility (TDTF). In tives takenby New Har whire Yankee (NHY) based

j April 1991, the FFD program submitted a special on Program reviews ano identified weaknesses.

Installed additional facsimile machines to mini-| proficiercy panel to the contract laboratory which .

t included five over-the-counter cross reactants and mize delay in receiving test results during
| five amphetamine / methamphetamine challenges. itfueling outage period.
1 In each case, laboratory results were within expected Recertified all collection personnel in the opera..

_

ranges. During the first two quarters of 1991, the tion of the RBT III,cviden tial gradebrea th a naly-
| TDTF participated in the Arrerican Association of sis unit. Recertified Scrwning Facility Supervi-
; Bioanalysts Proficiency testing servi;c in prepara- sors and Technicians in the calibration of this
j tion for onsite screening implementation. In all unit. A factory representative conducted all
; cases, TDTF results we e within expected ranges. training and certifison.

This pregram is a continuous program of quality
control to which theTDTF will contiNe to subscribe Enhanced FFD computer program to track use*

in addition to its regular quality control program. f individnal creath analysis machines to better'

In November 1990, Region V inspectors noted fmast maintenance and replacement of units.

a weakness in backshift random test rates. In re- Developed administrative process to track and*.

sponse to these concerns,backshif t populations and revoke access for persons unavailable fo r behav-
random testing probability were reviewed, it was for observation and testing.

; determined that while the intent of 10 CFR 26 for Completed annual inspectiomd records audit*

random screening administration had been met, of contracted testinglaboratory. The laboratoryj
there was. nced to increase the screening oi backshift was found to be in cornpliarse with all NRC.

i

selectees during backshift duty tire?, rather than requirements.
when they rotated onto days. A minimum backshift

! screening guideline of five percent was established. During thelast six months of 1991, NHY sub-
In order to trend and analyze backshift random mitted 179 blind performance test specimens to
screening ra tes, the following da ta fields were imple- SmithKline Beecham Clinical laboratorics with the
mented in the FFD compu ter tracking system (FFDT): following results:
(1) tirne of random notification,(2) time of reporting,
(3) shift worked, (4) day oi the week, and (5) holiday Negative: 143 (80 %)
code. Back shift random test rates are tracked and Positive: 36(20%)
trended by the FFD program on a monthly basis.

This total includes five samples containing a
Public Service Company of New high concentration of the over-the-counter stimu-
Hampshire lant ephedrine that were sent to challenge the labo- ;

ratory on its ability to distinguish this drug from |

January through June,1991 methamphetamine. This was prompted oy a ram-

The following items are a summary of irutia- ber of false positive reports generated in three other
lab rat ries. All five samples vcere correctly re-tives taken by New Hampsnire Yankee based on

program reviews and identified weaknesses: Ported mgatize. One of the blind specimens, con-
tawa,ngcocam, emetabolite,wasincorrectlyreported

Design xi and implemented plan to meet drug as negative. Duo Research conducted an*

and alcohol screening demands of first plant unannounced mspection and record audit and de-

y
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!- termined that this incorrectly reported result did not confirmed the sample degradation to below the o
constitute unsatisfactory performance. offlevel

1 Another blind specimen submitted du ring this SCE has discontinued processing blind perfor-- i

! period containing d-methamphetamine and d-am- mance samples provided by this supplier and has
j pheta mine was incorrectly reported by the contracted technically gualified two separa te blind performance

~

laboratory as positive for both substances. De- specimen providers.

| corrwt result should have been positive only for d-
a methamphetamine. Duo Research conducted an Tennessee Valley Authnny
. unannounced inspection and dete mined the cause
! to be a protocol viola tion and an administra tive false Jew G rough June,1991

positive. De inspection report emphasizes that the
! consequence of a similar error on a real specimen N ?FITrocedure was revised effective July

f would not place the donor in any jeopardy, since 5, '9, and includes the following:

; amphetamine must be present in order for methao- For persons who have a blood alcohol content of.

phetamine to be reported as positive. .02 to .039, the Malical Review Officer will refer;

. - the person to the Employee Assistance Program

! Rochester Gas & Electric Company (EAP). Thc supervisor will be notified to deter-
j mine whether the person should be allowed to

| July through December,1991 retum to duty that day or shift.

} Ar. internal audit of the Company's Fitness. The department manager is responsible for dr*

i for-Du ty Progra m was cond ucted d u ring October 9- temunmg if a review of work is needed for

! 15,1091. De one audit findingidentified that Awar, pers ns with confirmed positive test results.
: ness Training was not provided for employe s who

do not have unescorted site access out participate in A pr cedure has been developed for handling
,

3 the EOF / ESC. Accordmgly, controls have been drugs od suspec+cd contraband found on nuclear
P ant sites. His procedure gives instructions forli established for identifying these employees and an.

maal Awareness Training will be provided. chain-of-custody of the substance and sending the'

;

i- substance to the contract laboratory for analysis.
I As stated in the Tennessee Vahey Authority's

Sacramento Municipal Utility District (TVA) response to a Notice of Violation dateo July;

| 11,1991, the FFD coordinator makes unannounced
j July through December,1991 quarterly visits to all collect:on facilities for the pur-

: Procedures were upgraded for establishing a pose cf ensuring that drug and alcohol testing is
second check sample tracking system to assure pro- Properly performed.

,

j gram administrators and the MRO report and take Physical modifications are currently being

| action on test results in a timely manner, made to the Browns Ferry Health Station collection
:

|
facility to decrease thelikelihood of human errorIn
the collectbn process.

{ Southern California Edison On June 7,1991, a day-long refresher " Train the
| Trainers" course was held for FFD training instruc-

January through June,1991 te - Members of the FFDTask Force met with thet

! Pursuant to 10 CFR 26, Appendix A, Section tramers to update them in the areas of the FFD
j- 2 8(c), a submittal was ma le on June 17,1991 sum- procedure revision, annual audit, NRC inspection,

marizing a Southern California Edison (SCE)irwes- security, EAP, and medical procedures. In addition,4

I tigation concerning unsatisfactory blind drug per- a na tionally-certified substance abuse counselor from
4 formance test results. - the community spoke with the trainers regarding

Two blind samples were reported negative by the drugs of choicein the1990s.;
- the CDA-certified tcsting laboratory used by SCE The TVA EAP has developed an EAP Markete
'

. on May 19,1991,and May 24,1991. These specimens ing Plan for 1992. The plan includes: -
should have been reported positive. Although SCE Sending EAP brochures to each TVA employee.*

i submitted these samples in accordance with the
supplier specified shelf life, the specimers had de- Feature articles in the "Inside TVA" newspaper.*

; - graded to below the SCE established cut-off level, Settiigupa abitedisplayboothwithliterature*

j thus resulting in the aegative laboratory report. as AP sm kes in high traffic areas of each site.
Additional testing by the specimen supplier later

;

s-
b-
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Brown bag lunch rrectings with represe atives Union Electric Company*

from the EAP.
January through June,1991

July through December,1991
Union Elecin.c purchased additional blind

.

AspermittedbySection2.1(b)of Appendix A, samples spiked wKnephedrine to ensure the DHHS
in for-cause testing situations or where there is sus- Laboratories providing services to Union Electric
picion of adulteration or d ilution,TVA tests for other are not mis-identifying ephedrine in the urine for
substances in addition to the "NIDA 5* panel of amphetamines.
drugs. This expanded panel may change from time Because of reports (within the transportation
to time based on information provided by locallaw industry) of some laboratories, during their testing
enforcement officials, drug and alcohol treatment process of urine specimens, mis-identifying ephed-
professionals, and TVA's NIDA-certified contract rine in the urine for amphetamines, and in discus->

laboratory. The expanded panel has consisted of sions between Union Electric's Medical Review Of-
barbiturates, beruodiazepines, methadone, ficer and Dr.Willett of Duo Research,it was decided
methaqualone, and propoxyphene. During this re- Union Electric would purchaw these additional blind
porting pe-iod, TVA added LSD to the expanded samples. These blind sampies are structured to
panel- challenge the capabilities of laboratones we use to

determine if this error, or potential for this error,
Texas Utilities Electric Company does exist-

To date, four (4) samples have been utilized for
July through December,1991 this purpose, three (3) of which have been returned

Texa s Utilitics (TU) Electric ha s contracted with with final results and one (1) of which is still pend-
E'a incal HN certified laboratory to perform drug

tests on specimen collected at Comanche Peak. On All four (4) samples were spaced out in the

July 25,1991,TU Electnc was notified by thelabora- testing process at approximately monthly intervals.

t ry that the certification for testing was suspended. All three (3) specimens for which test results to date 4

This was due to a routine periodic NIDA mspection are available were tested in our on-site testing facil-

which resulted m several contested deficiencies. ty and at both DHHS Laboratories providing ser-
vices to Union Electric, and the results have all been

While these deficiencies were betr g resolved.
arrangements were made through a secondary HHS- negative for amphetamines at all three (3) testing

f acilities (i.e. the correct result).certified laboratory to provide testing with no break
in service. Upon notification, the secondary labora- During this reporting period, we experienced

tory was audited by the TU Electric Quality Assur- an occurrence in which the temperature of a urine

ance Department. The audit indicated that the new specimen measured outside of the acceptable range
(low side) of 90.5 F- 99.8 Flaboratory had developed and effectively imple-

me,ted a program meeting the requirements estab- The container in which the spenmen is pro-

lished by 10 CFR 26 and NIDA. The audit also vided holds 120 mi and is a wide base type container.

am un{ f specimenpr videdinthiscasewas10satisfied the 10 CFR 26, Appendix A, Section 2.7(m)
-

requirements tha t thelicensee cond uct a n inspectio n is was not an adequam amount of unnem
nen to compl;tely submcige the temperaturesof the laboratory testing facility.

Currently,TU Electric has not received notifi- E Qgg
cation tha t the certification hasbeen remstated to the
originallabora tory and testing hascontmued through mined the unacceptable temperature measurement

the secondary laboratory. was not d ue to the specimen being altered or diluted,

TU Electric feels that there are advantqcs in tr 4 that the amount of specimen provided was in-
sufficient to obtain an accurate measurement.contracting with a company with more than ue

NIDA-certified testing facility. This enables the Since an accurate temperature measurement

laboratory to continue testing at a certified facility could not be obtained, the specimen could not con-

should the other laboratory's certification be sus- tinue to be processed as a partial specimen and was
discarded. Theindividt al provlJing theinsu fficient

t$rrently,TU Electric is in the process of a wa rd-specimen w s required to repeat the process and did

ing a contract to a multi-facility labora tory for testing Pmvide an a mple specimen approxima tely 2-3 hours

under the Fitnes&for-Duty Program later. The specimen was within the acceptable tem-
perature range ard no trace of drugs was indicatst
in the test results.

_]
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At the time of this occurrence, our proccdure with data that may initiate additional changes dur-
did not address how this type of situation Aould be ing 1992 to enhance our current program and ensure
handled, full complianee with 10 CFR 26.

Subsequent te this occurrence, Fitness-for-Duty
Program Management requested our Medical Re- Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power
view Officer to evaluate our specimen containers' Corporation
temperaturemeasuringdevice,and provideus with
a recommendation as to the minimum amount of January through June,1991
specimen required in order to obtain an accurate
temperature measurem<ent. ne specimen can be During this reporting period, the annual Qual-

retained and processed As a partial specimen until 60 ity Assurance audit of the Vermont Yankee (VY)
mi of urine specimen is collected. The MRO's recom. FFD Program was performed. This effort utilized
mendation is 30 ml. technical specialists from other New England licens-

Our procedure is currently being revised to ces' FFD Pmgra ms in assessing implementa tion a nd

provide Collection Site Personnei the following guld. the effectiveness of our program. De audit identi-
ance: fied a number of enhancements which are curreatly

being pursued forimplementation.
Added definition for Partial Specimen. It 4 As a result of a concern identified in the NRC

*

a urine specimen that contams, at a nuni- FFD inspection conducted in late 1990, we havemum,30 ml of urine, but less than 60 ml of
taken the necessary measures to further secure the o

" " " *
collection site facility at the plant.

Added note in procedare concerning urine Additionally, recognizing thebenefit of train-*

specimens. Provided that they do not meet ing and peer discussion unique to Medical Review
the definition of a Partial Specimen (mini- Officers, we sponsored our MRO's attendance at
mum of 30 mD, they cannot be processed in such a conference ea rlier this yea r. His capabilities in
accordance with this procedure. In these this important role were fu rther enhanced bya ttend-
cases, the insufficient specimen must be dis- ing this seminar with his colleagues.
carded and the employee instructed to re-

Proe m u asuNeurinupech
Virginia Electric and Power Company-an e v

_

Added paragraph to identify urine speci- January through June,1991=
*

mens If they measure at a minimum of 30
ml but less than 60 ml, they are considered A Quality Assurance audit of the Fitness-for-

pa rtial specimens and a re processed as such._ Duty Program identified strengths in the program
,

,

management, professionalism, program inv_olve-
July through December,1991 ment and support, ar.d the certification of the Vir-

Initiatives taken during this reporting period ginia Power Employee Assistance Program person-

have been minor in nature. Program changes imple- nel by the EpP Association,
mented were to gain efficiency in the FiD Program inquines to law enforcement officials regard-

and/or to correct weaknesses identified in the pro- ingp tentialformsofsubstanceabusehaveresulted

gram. nese initiatives taken were a result of Qual- in n changes to the substances for which testm, g is

ity Assurance Audits /Surveillances and areas that performed by the FFD program.

were self-identified by FFD Program Administra- July through December,1991
tion.

Reviewing NRC Inspection reports of other Virginia Power has established new contrac -

utilities' FFD programs has helped Union Electric to tor / vendor requirements that allow contractor / ven-

identify areas of strengths and weaknesses in our dor supervision to be trained by Virgmta Power.

program. One specific area of note in which Union This will climinate problems m this area which were

Electric implemented action at a direct result of identif:ed by our Quality Assurance Department

these reviews was to accelerate weekend / holiday during audits of cont actor / vendor FFD programs.

testing and focus on void time slo ts during backshif ts Computer programs were developed and
limp emented to rartdom5y selec; backshift, week-when testing was not being performed.-

Exchanging information with other utilities at end, and holiday testing dates and to select follow-

the FFD seminar last October in Houston, Texas, a nd UP testing dates.

reviewing NRC (1991) inspection reports of other 1.ocking sample carricts were provided by the

utilities * FFD Programs has provided Union Electric HHkniMaboratory for transpod of specimens

C-18
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| between Virginia Power facilities and the HHS-cer- Wolf Creek Nuclear Operating
4 tified lab. Corporation

Inquiries to local hospitals and law enforce-
ment officials regarding potential forms of subatance Ja7uary through June,1991!

! abuse have resulted in no changes to the substances The following initiatives were taken:
for which testing is performed by the FFD program.

Enhanced off-shift testing.* *

T

Added nestaff member,anl PN,asa collection
! Wisconsin Electric Power

*

< site person.

Temporary modifications have been completedJuly through December,1991 *

as a result of a June,1991, NRC FFD inspection,
-

Our program of s abmitting specimens for blind changing a public restroom to a secure collectionj

performance tests contmues to prove the reliability;~
of our primary laboratory. There have been no

de"
Changed NIDA laboratories to Clinical Refer-unsatisfactory performance tes+.s since the begir.- *

,

! ning of the program. We did, however, fail to meet ence Laboratones of Lenexa, Kansas. Their close

the required 10% sample submission rate in the last Proximity to the plant (90 miles)is intended to

i quarter of l 991. We exceeded the required ra te in the provide quick turnaround and good communi-

! first three quarters such that, by the end of 1991, we cation.

. were only fout specimens short of meeting the annu- Enhanced screening of contractors with infre-.

| alized rate, having submitted 182 blind specimens quent access,
i for the year rather than 186. A revision was made to
j the FFD Program Procedur , Manual requiring in. July through December,1991

; creased oversight by the Propam Administrator to Revisions were begun to the Wolf Creek
: prevent recurrence. Nuclear Operating Corporation SVCNOC) FFD

escort training program in 1991 and it is anticipated4

Wisconsin Public Service that the revised program will be implemented in*

| 1992. Prior training made use of multiple videotapes

January through June,1991 Purchased or filmed by WCNOC in 1989 that pro-
vided all necessary training information. The new

; Personnel changes were nude at a collection program represents an cf tort at better organization
,

; facility to improve patient service and procedure of the materials, incorporation of lessons learned
! compliance, and procedural changes, and the use of new and

, Based on the result of a QA audit, the :omput- better commercial videotapes on such subjects as,

erized random date selection program was modified behavior observation and the eficcts of drugs and
to increase the number of night shift and weekend alcohol upon persons. The new training program;

tests' ncorporates all the materials into one comprehen-

July through December,1991 sive videotape that could be administered in any
location, and uses an examinatico to measure com-

A meeting washeld with the collection site and prchension of materials.
testin;; lab personnel to ensure uniformity and pro-
cedure compliance. New chain +f-custody forms
were put in place to improve collection, testing, and
reportingprocesses. AnalternateMROwasutilized
d u ring the leave of absence of the company's regular
MRO. A modification to the random date selection
program initiated during the previous reporting
period resulted in a sa tisfactory increase in the num-
ber of backshift and weekend tests selected.

C-19
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APPENDIX D

LETTER REPORT

Letter report submitted by Dr. Michael R. Baylor and Dr. Donna M. Bush, Division of
Applied Research, NationalInstitute on Drug Abuse to Mr. Loren Bush, Division of
Reactor inspection and Safeguards, Nuclear Regulatory Commission
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h The following letter report was submitted by Dr. Michael R. Haylor and Dr. Donna M.
Bush, Division of Applied Research. NationalInstitute on Drug Abuse to Mr. Loren
Bush, Division of Reactor inspection' and Safeguards, Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

:

!

j This letter repon describes the nature of the unsatisfactory testing results that have occurred in
j the nuclear industry to date and have been reponed to the NRC pursuant to Section 2.8(e) of Appendix

| A to 10 CFR Part 26. This section requires licensees to investigate and report unsatisfactory
j perfonnance testing results to the NRC within 30 days of completion of the investigation. As this
j infonnation was not discussed in Volume 1 of NUREG/CR-5758, the letter report discusses

| unsatisfactory testing result reports for both 1990 and 1991. It also describes unsatisfactory testing

{= that occurred through March of 1992. It is important to note that all of the unsatisfactory testing
i_ results described in this letter report - re ultimately satisfactorily resolved. Except for one instance in
i which an employee suffered consepoces due to a delay in resolution of a false positive, none of
| these unsatisfactory results caused unfairly damaging consequences to any person employed by or
: under contract to a NRC licensee. It is also important to note that the unsatisfactory test results from
j tests on blind perfomiance specimens described in this letter report are not included in the confinned

_

j. positive test results reported in NUREG/CR-5758, Volumes 1 or 2. It should also be noted that while
; the NRC requires its licensees to use HHS cerf fied laboratories to perform the analytical testing,10

{ CFR Part 26 allows licensees to: (1) implement testing for drugs in addition to those specified in the
j "IIHS Mandator Guidelines" and (2) utilize cutcifs that are lower than those specified in the "HHS
j Mandatory Guide.

Unsatisfa' Mg results include both false negative and false positive results. A false

] negative test resuL ... . .o a specimen that is reported to be negative although the actual
j concentration of drug in the specimen is above the level used to determine whether a specimen is
' positive or negative. A false positive test result is defined as a specimen that does not contain any
j; drugs that either tests positive for drugs (analytical false positive) or that is reported to be positive for
; drugs (administrative false positive). Unsatisfactory testing results also include other general problems
3 in the drug testing process that by investigation have been linked to the improper
j manufacture / formulation / packaging of the quality control specimens, the improper processin'g of the

specimens on-site prior to their shipment to the laboratory for testing, or inappropriate handling / actions"

j by the Medical Review Officer (MRO). It should be noted that bis is a double blind performance
j testing program (i.e., the laboratory does not know the identity or the content of the quality control
: specimens that are submitted to them by the licensecs).
4

I

j The following is a description of the unsatisfactory testing results that occurred between
i- January 3,1990 and March 30,1992. Forty-four of the 52 utilities reported a total of 175
j~ unsatisfactory testing results to the NRC during this time period.L These included 167 double blind
! performance specimens and 8 specimens which were provided by licensee or contractor personnel..

Table D-1 shows the unsatisfactory testing results by the year in which they occurred. -

i
To better understand the factors contributing to unsatisfactory testing results, the fypes af,

) problem can be categorized into four general areas that are related to the definitions that were
; previously set forth. These categories include false negative test results, false positive test results,
1 other-improper manufacture of blind performance specimens, and other-improper processing of-
! specimens. As depicted in Figure D-1, a significant majority (i.e.,60 percent) of the unsatisfactory '

i
;
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testing results involved either the impmper manufacture of blind perfonnance specimens (86
specimens) or the improper processing / handling of specimens (19 specimens). False negative
laboratory results were linked to 38 percent of the unsatisfactory testing results (66 specimens), 1

Administrative falsc positive laboratory results were found in 2 percent of the unsatisfactory testing
Iresults (4 specimens). 'lhere were no analytical false positive results reported by the 1111S cenified

laboratories. We are aware that the NRC does not fonnally categorite unsatisfactory testing results;
dus categoritation was nerfonm J in order to summarize ind evaluate the prognun data.

Table D-1 exhibits a declining trend in the total number of unsatisfactory specimen resuhs
from 99 sp:cimens in 1990 to 75 in 1991. This trend is even more significant it the misatisfactory g
results related to improper manufacture /fonnulation are excluded. The decrease in deficiencies then |

g
drops by almost 500 from 58 specimens in 1990 to ordy 30 in 1991. P

I

The 86 unsatcfactory testing results in the Other-Manufacturing category were found to gg
involve general problems in the drug testing process that by investigation were linked to the improper
manufacture, fonnulation, or packaging of the blind quality control specimens. There was a great deal
of variation in the types of problems that produced unsatisfactory testing results in this category. The
purpose of louble blind perfonnance testing is to challenge the routif c, day-to-day operation of the
entire drug testing process - from the collection site to the MRO review, it is an assessment of total
function with a focus on administriive procedures. It also documents the program's ability to repon a
correct result through the system. Although it provides useful infonnation the ability of a laboratory
to identify urine specimens free of drugs and th< se containing dmgs above cutoff levels, it was never
intended to be an analytical challenge to assess a laboratory's ability to quantitate drugs.

One type of problem that was observed concemed the use of control materials for which there
?

appeared to be insuf ficient or incorrect validation. One example involved 27 specimens which
-

evidenced the use of a " negative" urine matrix that was a contaminated with codeine. During the
investigation process, data were examined v'Tich indicated that the GC/MS cenification of the lot prior
to use was deficient. Other pmblems that were frequently encountered (59 specinicas) involved the
manufacture of " positive" controls which did not consistently produce a positive response. These were ,

characterized as: (1) the use of concentration too close to cutoff values which rendered inconsistent
perfonnance over time in the different immunoassay procedures; (2) the use of drugs or an isom;r of a
drug for which tne spiked concennation did not elicit a positive response in the testing procedure; and
(3) improper labeling of positive contmls with reference to dmg content.

The impmper processing / handling of the blind quality control specimens at the collection vit
(pri = a their rhipment to the laboratory for ~ sting) appeared to be the cause of 10 misatis.'actory

"

rc . Iluman error associated with the improper transfer ar labeling of specimens into containers
acwunted for most of the ermis The use of controls that were beyond their expiration date was also L

associated with unsatisfactory results in this gmup, Two personnel specimens experience Other - - ;

Processing / Handling problems. One specimen had the " split bottle" retested but was reported negative i
when the analytical result was compared to the primary cutoff value instead of the Limit of Detection [ T

1

.
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(l.OD). In the other case the " split hattle" was lost during transit to the second lahiratory for
retesting /

inappropriate actions by the h1RO were noted in 8 cases involving unsatisfactory results. Six
of these involved inappropriately requiring the laboratory's quantitative values on positive blind quality
control specimens to be within 20% of the theoreticai quantitations. In another blind quality contml
specimen, the temporary :unphetamine reporting rule (which requires the confinned presence of
amphetamine in order to report a positive methamphetamine) yielded a correctly reported negative
result. This was not an urtsatisf actory result. The significant contnbuting factor in the eighui case was
the unacceptable processing instructions which were requested by h1RO which directed the laboratory
to bypass the screening procedure because of suspected adulteration of the specimen. This
inappropriate breech of procedures produced a valid positive result for TIIC, but also allowed an
administrative false positive result for ben /odia/epines to also be reported. From the investigation, it

_

appears that the administrative aliquoting ermr would not h ve occurred if the initial immunoassay
testing had been perfonned. Because there was admission to the use of TllC, a salid result for 'IHC,
and because the significant, precipitating factor appeared to be the inappropriate instructions of the
N1RO; this unsatisfactory result has been classified as an Other-Processingfilandling error as opposed
to an administrative false pisitive.

There were total of 66 unsatisfactory false negatise results. Of these. 63 were associated
with bhnd perfennance testing specimens and, by investigation, did not appear to be linked to
problems in their manufacture, fonnulation, or packaging. These were characterized by hith analytical
and administrative problems in the laboratories. Analytical problems were identified in 26 of these
false negative specimens. The most commonly observed difficulties in the specimens were: (1)
elicitmg a screening response less that cutotf; (2) quantitating by GC/MS at a value less that cutoff;
(3) Failing Niass Ratio criteria (FMR) in the confinnation testing; and (4 interferences in the
chromatographic peaks. Administrative errors were documented in the W .cstigations conducted with
the other 37 false specimens. Enurs which were addressed in correc actions included the
following: (1) data :ntry in " posting" results to the laboramry computer system; (2) clerical emars in -

transcribing results; (3) data entry errors in testing for additional drugs; (4) using higher cutoffs; and -

(5) misidentification of the specimen aliquots (i.e., small volumes of the specimen) being tested.

False negative results were identified with 3 personnel specimens. These were all
administrative laboratory errors that were first questioned during the h1ROs' review of the laboratory's
negatise results In two cases the specimens had documented presumptise positive results on-site
pnor to shipment to the lahmitory. Upon investigation, it wits detemiined that the laboratory had
confinned positive results on both of the specimens. The confinned positive result had not been
correctly entered and verified for reporting to the N1RO. The thini case was a specimen that was
repmted positive for amphetamine thai was request to be retested by the N1RO. The specimen.
however, reconfinned positive for both amphetamine and methamphetamine. An inverti;ation showed

* In thu uut.mce, the orsgenal spenmen was retested by the first Inoratory and the pontn e test results n ere recher Led ser ral
tunes. The vnuit was declared a c onfirmed psan e but. pursuant to <m agreement heis een the emnim,ee and the NRC lu ensee,
the test result a as deemed not w be the empimer's first posaae test result under the twensee's J,n i;,hnary proceJares
Submiuenth. tha empimer had ts > more cofrmed posaan for cocaine and wx termousJ

D-4
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that the original GC/MS confinnation was also positive for methamphetamine and had bec overlooked
by the laboratory's cenifying scientist.

Two false positive results were associated widi double blind perfonnance iesting specimens.
In one case t'.e quality contml specimen was fortified with both codeine and morphine which was
contctly reponed to be p>>itive by the laboratory. The laboratory, however, also reponed the
specimen to be positive for 6 monoacetylmorphine (6-MAM). It appears from the investigetion report
that the technician during die process of adding 6-MAM to a calibration sample in the procedure,
erroneously added 641AM to the specimen. The second false positive double blind perfonnance
specimen was a positive quality control that had been certified by the manufacturer to contain
oxa/epam (a ben /mliazepine). The laboratory inconectly reponed the specimen to be positise for both
osa/cpam and nordia/cpam. The investigation and review of the data suggested that there may have
been an inadvertent switching of two adjacent specimens during the confinnanon procedure.

Two administrative false positive results were associated with personnel specimens. In one
personnel specimen that contained a barbiturate and a ben /odia/cpine, an error was make in the
tnmscription of the confimution irsults of two spec' mens that were being confinned for barbiturates.
This error resulted in a f alse positive result for barbiturates as the correct quantitation for the
individual's specimen was below the cutoff for hart iturates. The specimen was correctly reponed to
be positisc for ben /odia/: pines.

In the other false positive specimen, it appears fmm the investigation that two specimens
screened presumptive positive for amphetamines by on-site testing. 30th specimens were forwanted to
the laboratory for testing. One of these was a double blind quality control specimen that was fortified
with amphetamine and the other was personnel specimen. In the process of GC/MS confirmation
testing (i.e., aliquoting, extraction, or inmsfer to GC/MS vials) it appears that diere was an inadvenent
switching of these two specimens. The double blind specimen was erroneously reported to be negative
and the personnel specimen was reponed as a false positive. Due to prescription medications, the
MRO interpreted the laboratory resuh as a negative prior to the investigation of the false negative
quality control specimen.

In conclusion, the data examined ovci the par.127 months indicate that the NRC's perfonnance
monitoring prognun is functioning as it was intended to, it has been adept not only in identifying the
numerous unforseen problems that have occurred n the drug testing process of NRC licensecs' fitness-
for-duty pmgrams, but also in initiating corrective actions. The types of problems that have been dealt
with by the industry to date provide several important lessons. First, licensees have reported initiative
(e.g., bar code labeling of specimens, additional review steps, procedural modifications, etc.) that
should avoid the recunence of specific problems that have been associated with unsatisfactory testing
results. Second there is a significant trend evidenced with thc data in Table D-1 to indicate that the
corrective actions ar effectively decreasing the frequency of unsatisfactory testing results over time.
The exception to this observation may be the em)rs associates with the inappropriate manufacture,
fonnulation, or packaging of quality control materials. This may require the establishment of some
unifonn criteria that would specifically address the manufacture and fonnulation of blind perfonnance
testing materials that am purchased by licensees. Finally, the small number of documented
discrepancies (175 specimens) in comparison to the approximately 640,000 licensee specimens that are
estimated to have been drug tested dunng this time inten,al is very encouraging.

D-5
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Tablo D-1
Summary of unsatisfactory testing results
(January 3,19'80 through March 30,1992)

YEAR PERSONNEL SPECIMENS BLIND PERFORMANCESPECIMENS TOTAL

False False Other False False Othe
Negative Positive Negative Positive

Manufast htsessing Manufatftosvssingm s

1690 3 1 0 l' 39 1 41 13 99

1991 0 1 0 2 23 1 45 3 75

1992 " 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1

Total 3 2 0 3 6% 2 86 16 175

' No immunoassay testing directal by MRO. True positive TlIC, administrative positive benzodiazepine.
" Only one report had been received at the time cf data compilation.

.

I 'I " .II |'- M 4i 'II

Other - Processing /
Ilandling Falso Negative

11 % (19) 38 % (66)

b e- 4hh jN5Other - Manuf acture\ * N pg pg,,
Formulanon

2% (4)49% (86)

Figure D-1

Unsatisfactory performance testing results
by reported cause (January 3,1990 through
March 31,1992)

_
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This report summarires the data from the semiannual reports on fitness-for-duty
programs submitted to the NRC by 54 utilities for two reporting periods: January 1,
1991 to June 30, 1991, and from July 1, 1991, to December 31, 1991. During CY 1991,
licensees reported that they conducted 262,597 tests for the presence of illegal -

drugs and alcohol. Of these tests, 1,721 (.66%) were positive. Positive test results
varied by category of test and category of worker. The majority of positive test
results (983) were obtained through pre-access testing. Of tests conducted on ,

workers having access to the protected area, there were 509 positive tests from
random testing, and 167 positive tests from for-cause testing. Followup testing of
workers who had previously tested positive resulted in 62 positive tests. Positive
test results also varied by category of worker. Overall, short-term and long-term
contractor personnel had the highest rates of positive tests. Licensee employees
had lower rates of positive test results.

u n t y wo H oscot sc H e t v H s rt ... .ona , ea--. ,~, - u , ~.-<a.n m w.m., ,~ n-<r. , o avait*atiivstaitut~r

Fitness for Duty Chemical Testing Unlimited
Substance Abuse Drug Abuse a u- v uan~ na

Drugs Drug Testing ''a ~

Alcohol Program Performance Reports Unclassified
Impairment Statistics on Drug Abuse "***"a*">

Urinalysis Statistics on Substance Abuse Unclassified
Alcohol Abuse Unsatisfactory Testing Results is NuMuH oe rAu s

Alcohol Testing False Negative Results |
'

False Positive Results le PHICL

NftC FOHM ;f 36 Q 89
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